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Financial assistance to third countries is one of the central components of the European Union's exter-
nal  action, alongside trade policy and  political dialogue.  It is thus an  important tool for promoting the 
fundamental values of the European  Union and  for meeting the global challenges of the 2151 century. 
The  European  Union  is  one  of the major actors in  international co-operation  and  development assis-
tance. In  total, the European Community and the Member States provides some  55% of total  interna-
tional Official Development Assistance (ODA) and  more than two thirds of grant aid. Over the past fif-
teen  years  Community external  assistance,  originally concentrated on  ACP  countries,  has  acquired  a 
global reach  and the Community is today financing projects in  more than  140 countries. 
Like other international donors the Community is faced with the challenge of increasing the quality and 
impact of its financial assistance throughout the world. For the Commission, this challenge is particu-
larly great because the overall volume of its assistance (commitments) has increased rapidly from €3.3 
billion in  1990 to €9.3  billion in  2000, which means some  10% of the entire world ODA. 
This is  why, in  May 2000 the Commission  launched a fundamental reform of its external assistance. 
This included concentrating the development assistance on  a limited number of priority areas with the 
overriding objective of poverty  reduction  in  developing countries worldwide and  better integration of 
the partner countries into the global economy. At the same time the Commission embarked on an  ambi-
tious programme of measures to make significant improvements in  the quality and timely delivery of 
projects while ensuring robust financial management. This reform  is an  important element of the pre-
sent wider administrative reform of the Commission. 
The full implementation of this ambitious programme will take time and 2000 was  a year of initiation 
and transition. Nevertheless, the preliminary results in terms of concentration on  priority areas, stream-
lining and harmonising approaches and procedures were already apparent in 2000. Also 2000 saw the 
first sign  of quicker implementation of programmes funded  in  the EC  budget by  comparison with the 
previous four years. 
This first Annual  Report is  in  itself a reflection of the reform  - very  much a work  in  progress.  Future 
editions will provide a comprehensive picture of the EC's external assistance programmes and thus will 
respond  to a range  of formal  reporting requirements and  to the need  to  better inform the  European 
public. 
We  have started the most comprehensive reform ever and are looking forward to future reports that will 
provide clear information on  progress with the fundamental improvements in the management of exter-
nal  assistance that we  are determined to achieve. 
The  Board 
EuropeAid  Co-operation  Office 
Christopher Patten, Chairman 
Paul  Nielson, Chief Executive 
Gunther Verheugen,  Board  Member 
Pascal  Lamy,  Board  Member 
Pedro Solbes  Mira, Board Member 
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Introduction 
Managing external assistance of more than €9 bi llion per annum and  involved in more than 140 countries, the 
European Community is one of the main actors in  the area  of development aid. This document brings together 
for the first time all  the actions taken  in  the framework of the different external  aid  programmes of the Com-
mission in  2000, except pre-accession  instruments, macro-financial aid, Common  Foreign and  Security Policy 
and the Rapid  Reaction  Facility. 
A pilot exercise,  developed  by  the EuropeAid Co-operation Office in  close collaboration  with the Development 
and  External  Relations  Directorates  General,  this document brings together elements which  were  under the 
responsibility of different services of the Commission. Thus,  it reflects the reform of external aid  management 
decided by the Commission on  16 May 2000.oJ 
However, the actions described were prior to the actual start of the reform and to the creation of the EuropeAid 
Co-operation Office, on  1 January, 2001. Therefore, the 2001 annual report, to be published in 2002, will show 
the effects of the new  direction in  development policy and the reform of the European Community's manage-
ment of external aid. Nevertheless, the Commission endeavoured to take fully into account the changes already 
made in accordance with the reform process, in the structure and the content of this document. Thus, it shows 
the new direction in development policy and the reform of the management of external aid, the actions taken in 
horizontal matters, and the assistance programmes organised  by  large geographic zones:< 2
J 
The first chapter places the emphasis on  the fight against poverty as the primary objective of development aid, 
which has focused on  six priority areas as decided by the Commission on  26 April 2000:< 3) 
t The  link between trade and development 
t Support for integration and regional  co-operation 
t Support for macro-economic policies which have a direct link with strategies to reduce poverty 
t Transport 
t Food  security and sustainable rural  development 
t The strengthening of institutional capabilities, notably in the areas of good governance and the rule of  law. 
This chapter then presents the key elements of the  reform of external aid management, according to four main 
objectives: 
- Improving the quality of the projects 
-reducing the time taken to implement them 
- harmonising and simplifying technical, financial and contractual management procedures 
- improving the impact and the visibility of the European Commission's external aid. 
( l)  Communication of 16 May 2000 on the reform of external aid management 
(2)  The present document does not cover assistance to countnes that are candidates for adhes1on. These are covered in reports spec1f1c to the three existing assistance instruments: Pare (preparation for 
adhesion), Sa pard (agriculture and rural development) and lspa (transport infrastructure and environment) 
(3)  Communication of 26 Apnl 2000 on the European Commun1ty development pol1cy The second chapter describes the actions taken in the following priority sectors: Human Rights, partnership with 
non-governmental  organisations (NGOs), gender equality,  health  (aids and  demography),  drugs,  refugees and 
rehabilitation, food security, environment and forests. 
The geographical chapters contain examples of intervention in these areas in  order to put emphasis on  the inte-
gration of thematic actions in the whole of external aid. 
Each of the geographical sections is organised according to the same structure: 
t General  indications (list of countries, global amount of European Community assistance) 
t Priorities of Community aid  in  the region 
t Actions developed in  2000, illustrated by examples 
t Conclusions and  perspectives. 
In  addition to the  information  given  in  the  geographical  chapters,  the  recapitulation  tables attached  in  the 
annexes indicate the amount of Community aid by·countries and  by themes, according to the nomenclature of 
the Development Aid Committee of the OECD. 
Also included in  the annexes  are the main measures already applied in 2000 by the Common Service for Exter-
nal  Relations (SCR) and which are situated within the framework of the reform;  in  particular the strengthening 
of the evaluation process, the winding up of old  projects, the simplification of contractual procedures, and the 
improvement of transparency. The  EuropeAid Co-operation Office replaced the SCR  on  1 January 2001. 
A list of reports of activities,  which the Commission  must produce according to various regulations regarding 
assistance programmes, may be found in the electronic version of this report (www.europa.eu.int/comm/europeaid/ 
reportli ndex_en .  htm). 
It is  necessary to underline in  this regard  that from  2002, the complete annual report of the European Com-
munity's external aid will replace all specific reports, within the limits of the Commission's legal obligations. 
Giorgio  Bonacci 
Director General of the EuropeAid Co-operation Office I External  aid: 
A new Policy, a 
new Management 
Structure 
The  European  Union  is  a major 
player  in  i  nternationa I co-opera-
tion  and  development  aid. 
It is also the world's largest huma 
nitarian  aid  donor.  Today,  the 
European  Community  has  politi-
cal and financial responsibility for 
over  1  Oo/o  of  the  world's  pu bl1c 
development  aid  (PDA),  compa-
red  with  5°/o  in  1985. 
In  order  to  improve  the  quality 
and the impact of its contribution 
to  development  efforts  world-
wide,  the  European  Commission 
set,  on  26 April 2000, new direc-
tions  for  its  development  pol1cy, 
centred  on  the  primary  object1ve 
of  reduc1ng  poverty.  Parallel  w1th 
this,  the  Commission  also  deci-
ded to reform the way it manages 
third country aid, so as to improve 
project quality,  to  cut implemen-
tation  time,  to  harmonise  and 
simplify financial,  technical  and 
contractual  management,  and  to 
increase both the impact and visi-
bility of foreign aid. A  New  Policy 
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with  the  other two  goals  of  the  sustainable  economic  and 
social  development of the  developing countries,  and  more 
particularly the most disadvantaged among them, as  well  as 
the smooth  and  gradual  integration of the developing coun-
tries  into the world  economy.As  a result,  poverty  reduction 
and  its overall  eradication  in  all  developing countries is  the 
overarching objective of the EC's  new development policy. 
The Cotonou  Agreement,(7)  which sets out the legal framework 
for trade and  development co-operation  between  ACP  coun-
tries  and  the  EU  over  the  next  20 years,  also  specifically 
"'  refers  to  poverty  reduction  and  eradication  as  the  central 
>  ! objective of EU-ACP cooperation (Article 19). Poverty reduc-
I  tion corresponds to one  of the five pillars on  which the  new 
:?o 
~  agreement is  based. 
Sl 
@ 
People sleeping beside animals in  the street is not an  uncommon sight in  certain parts of the world. 
The Commission  is  also active in  the construction of Poverty 
Reduction  Strategy  Papers  (PRSPs).  The  PRSP  concept was 
launched  by  the  World  Bank  to  provide  a  framework  for 
mainstreaming  poverty  reduction  in  government  and  donor 
policies and to ensure donors co-ordination . The central fea-
ture of the PRSPs is that country ownership of the strategy is 
paramount and governments have the responsibility for both 
the design  process and  the final  product.  PRSPs should  be 
developed  through  a  participatory process  involving all sta-
keholders including the civil society and donors. The  PRSPs 
now provide an  important framework for the different aspects 
of the 9th European Development Fund (EDF) and by the end 
of 2000, the European Commission had  already undertaken 
the assessments of the interim PRSPs of several  developing 
countries:  Benin,  Kenya,  Chad, Uganda,  Sao Tome, Burkina 
Faso  and  Ethiopia. 
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1. A  new strategy for poverty 
alleviation 
It is an  uncomfortable but inescapable fact that, at the start 
of the 21stcentury, of the world's 6 billion people, almost half 
I  ive on  less than US$2 a day and  1. 5 bi II  ion - a quarter- I  ive 
on  less  than  US$1 a day.  The  problem of poverty is  proving 
so  intractable that the number of countries classified  by the 
UN  as  "least developed" has  risen from  24 in  1971 to 49 in 
2001. 
The  European  Community and  its Member States are  stron-
gly committed to reaching the international development tar-
gets for  poverty reduction  set  by  tl1e  United  Nations at the 
second  World  Summit  for  Social  Development,  held  in 
Geneva  in  2000. These  targets,  now  referred  to as  the Mil-
lennium Development Goals,  include reducing the proportion 
of people living in  extreme poverty by  half before 2015, with 
the term  'extreme poverty'  referring to people  living on  less 
than US$1 a day. 
In  2000, the Commission  proposed  new  guidelines for the 
EC's  development  policy.( 41  These  were  endorsed  by  the 
Council in  a Joint Statement with the Commission in  Novem-
ber 2000( 51 and commit the Commission to: 
Mainstreaming poverty reduction 
In  the  Amsterdam  Treaty, the  campaign  against  poverty  in 
developing countries is stated as one of the three main objec-
tives of the EC  development cooperation policy.( 61  This ties in 
The PRSP concept signifies greater support for agreed public 
expenditure  plans  which  are  focused  on  poverty  reduction. 
This  in  turn  implies a  move  towards  budget support.  As a 
result, the EC  is working witl1  other donors to develop sector 
approaches which contribute towards poverty reduction. This 
Sector  Wide  Approach  (SWAp)  defines a new way  of working 
between  government and  donors through  a  long-term  part-
nership. With  a SWAp,  all  financial assistance from  donors 
supports a single sector policy and  expenditure programme 
led  by a government. Donors move a greater part of their sup-
port through  the  recipient country's  public sector  systems. 
SWAp  has now become the preferred approach towards sup-
porting pro-poor  policy reforms  in  the social  service sectors 
in  developing countries,  including the health and education 
sectors. 
(4)  COM  (00) 212 f1nal of 26 April 2000 'Communication  from  the Commission to  the Council and the European Parliament. The European Community's Development Policy". 
(5)  The  European  Community's Development Policy - Statement by the Council and the Commission (10 November 2000) 
(6)  Art1cle 177 of the Amsterdam Treaty  . 
(7)  ACP-EU  Partnership Agreement, Cotonou.  23 June 2000. ANNUAL  REPORT  ON  THE  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  THE  EUROPEA N COMMISSION ' S  EXTER N AL  ASSISTANCE 
Concentrating on  priority areas 
Experience  has  shown  that if donors are  to  be  effective it is 
not  possible  for  them  to  address  all  the  issues  connected 
with  poverty  reduction.  For  reasons  of  efficiency, the  Com-
mission  has  therefore  refocused  its activities on  six  priority 
areas: 
~ link between trade and  development 
~ support for regional  integration and  cooperation 
~ support for  macro-economic  policies and  promotion  of  an 
equal  access to social  services 
~ transport 
~ food security and  sustainable rural  development 
~i nstitutional capacity  building,  particularly  in  the  area  of 
good governance and  the rule of law. 
Link between trade and development 
Trade  is a major factor of growth and the creation of wealth 
in  all  countries.  Being  a leading  player  in  both  trade  and 
development aid, the Community has a key role  in  ensuring 
that a link is established between these two areas to help the 
integration  of  developing  countries  into  the  world  trading 
system.  The  Community  is  committed to  facilitating prefe-
rential access to markets in the developed countries.  Howe-
ver, if the opening up of developed  countries' markets  is to 
have  a positive  impact,  the  competitiveness  of  developing 
countries'  business  sectors  need  to  be  strengthened. The 
international  community  will  also  need  to  support the 
reforms of developing countries' trade policies; the concerns 
of  these  countries  must  be  taken  on  board  in  the  World 
Trade  Organisation  (WTO).  With  this  in  mind,  in  1999 the 
Community  financed  the  opening  of  an  ACP  secretariat 
antenna  in  Geneva,  home of the WTO  head office. 
II  Regional integration and cooperation 
Regional  integration  is  a key  element  in  sustainable  deve-
lopment.  Many  developing  countries  have  chosen  regional 
integration as a way of increasing the potential competitive-
ness  of  their  products.  Regional  integration  also  plays  a 
decisive  role  in  consolidating  peace  and  preventing 
conflicts.  Furthermore, this  is  the  only  effective  way  to 
address trans-boundary issues. The EC intends  to use all the 
instruments at  its disposal to support developing countries' 
moves towards regional  integration. 
Ill  Macroeconomic policies and 
equitable access to social services 
Macroeconomic  policies  are  vital  to  promoting growth  and 
more equal  income distribution. However, macro economic 
reforms  can  only  have  sustainable  effects  if they  fully 
embrace the  objectives of social  and  human  development. 
The  emphasis  on  social  sectors  is  consistent  with  the 
approach  developed  in  the  PRSPs.  In  line  with  the  macro 
economic  framework,  the  EC  is  also  committed  to  conti-
nuing its support for social  sectors  (health  and  education), 
with emphasis being placed on  a sectoral  rather than a pro-
ject  -based  approach. 
IV Transport 
Reliable  transport  networks  are  crucial  to  economic  and 
social  development.  Regional  integration  is  also  largely 
dependent  on  an  efficient transport  system.  For  many 
years, the EC  has been a major donor in this sector and the 
added value of the Community's contribution to the trans-
port  sector  has  been  recognised  in  many  evaluation 
reports. In addition,  the  EC  has the  financial  standing to 
mobilise the large-scale investment required to ensure the 
construction  and  maintenance of transport  infrastructure 
in developing countries.  In July 2000, the European Com-
mission  adopted  a Communication  setting out policy gui-
delines  for  promoting  sustainable  transport  in  develop-
ment cooperation.'81  This policy paper underlined the need 
to  make  optimal  use  of  existing  facilities  as  well  as  the 
importance of public-private partnership. 
(8)  COM  (00) 422 of 6 July 2000 'Commumcat1on from the CommiSSIOn  to  he Counc1l and the European  Parl1ament promot1ng susta1nable transport  111  development cooperation'. 
A New  Policy 
Focusing on specific 
areas of assistance 
is probably the best 
way to effectively 
reduce poverty. 
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barrier to human development and  poverty reduction.  At the 
2000  G8  summit  in  Okinawa  (Japan),  the  leaders  of the 
world's seven richest countries plus Russia committed them-
se lves to three critical  UN  targets to be  reached by 2010: 
• a 25%  reduction in the rate of H IV/AIDS  infections among 
young people; 
• a  50%  reduction  in  TB  deaths  and  prevalence  of the 
disease (WTO  Stop TB  Initiative); and 
• a  50%  reduction  in  the  incidence of malaria  (WHO  Roll-
Back Malaria). 
Two doctors examining x-rays  in  the newly built Gaza  Hospital. 
On  28 September 2000, the European Commission hosted a 
high  level  international  Round  Table  to  discuss  the  EU 's 
policy to confront HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis within 
the  context  of  poverty  reduction.  The  Commission's  new 
policy framework for confronting these diseases was outlined 
in two Communications, in September 2000(9) (defining a set 
of policies in  the area of development, trade and research to 
confront  these  diseases)  and  in  February  2001  noJ  (further 
developing the  policy  framework  and  indicating  how  the 
Commission  will  meet the  challenges  of this  ambitious 
agenda). 
12 
There is an acute 
shortage of health 
equipment in many 
countries. 
V  Food security and sustainable rural  development 
Coherent  food  policies  at  national  and  regional  level  are 
essential to reduce dependence on  food aid and counteract 
harmful effects on the local environment of food production. 
The  EU  has significant experience  in  food  security gained 
through  managing  the  transition  from  humanitarian  aid 
towards long-term development assistance. 
VI Institutional capacity building 
Well-functioning democratic  institutions  are  vital  in  the 
fight against  poverty.  Good  governance,  which  incl udes 
the fight against corruption, and  the rule of  law, is deci-
sive in poverty reduction strategies. In this context, and as 
it  is  perceived  to  be  more  neutral,  Community action 
tends  to  be  better  suited  than  Member  State  action  in 
supporting the strengthening of partner countries' institu-
tional  capacities. 
In addition, horizontal principles have been mainstreamed  in 
all areas of the EC's activities. These include the promotion 
of human rights, equality between the sexes, children's rights 
and  the  environmental  dimension. These  are  essential  fac-
tors in  ensuring the impact and sustainability of EC  coopera-
tion with developing countries. 
E xpanding activities  in the social sectors 
In  developing  countries,  infectious  diseases  su ch  as 
HIV/AIDS, malaria and  tuberculosis continue to be a major 
Education also has a fundamental role to play in  a society's 
development and  its fight against poverty.  In the education 
sector, the EC  channels its activities in  the following areas: 
• access to primary education and basic education  as a whole 
(literacy, formal and informal training) with priority given to 
female education; 
• job related  vocational  training to complement work  being 
done by other donors; and 
•  higher education, particularly at regional level, in which the 
EC  has a comparative advantage. 
This approach  is  consistent with the conclusions of the  UN 
"Education  for  All"  Conference  held  in  Dakar  in  2000,  as 
we ll as  with the view of the OECD's Development Assistance 
Committee (DAC). 
The Commission will also seek to avoid information and com-
munication  technologies  becoming factors  which  increase 
the  marginalisation  of the  poor.  The  Commission  believes 
that the EC  and its Member States must rapidly examine the 
approach they should adopt in  relation to this issue. In addi-
tion, the Community is  committed to promoting research  in 
developing countries. 
(9)  COM  (00) 585 fmal of 20 September 2000 "Communication from the Commission  to the Council and the European  Parliament Accelerated act1on  targeted at maJor communicable d1seases within the 
context of poverty reduction'. 
(10)  COM  2001(96) final of 21  February 200l'Programme for actlon:accelerated action on HIV/AIDS.  malana and tuberculosis in the context of poverty reduct1on'. ANNUAL  REPORT  ON  THE  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMISSION ' S  EXTERNAL  ASSISTANCE 
ASSISTANCE  TO  CANDIDATE  COUNTRIES: 
A SEPARATE  ISSUE 
"The  European  Community also  provided  over €3 billion  of 
assistance  in 2000 to third countries who are candidates to 
the European Union. Assistance is allocated to priority areas 
indicated  by  the  Commission  in  an  "Accession  Partnership" 
for each  country, which  is  based  on  the  weaknesses identi-
fied  in  the  Commission's annual  Regular  Report  on  the  pre-
parations of the candidate country for accession. 
Nearly 95% of the assistance was directed to the ten candi-
date  countries  of  Eastern  and  Central  Europe  through  three 
pre-accession  assistance  programmes.  Half  of  this  amount 
is accounted for by Phare, which  is  managed by DG  Enlarge-
ment,  and  is  focused  on  helping  the  countries  prepare  to 
implement the  acquis  communautaire  upon  accession.  One 
third  is  for  lspa, which  is  managed  by  DG  Regional  Policy, 
and  is focused  on  major investments in the environment and 
transport sectors.  One sixth is for Sapard, which  is managed 
by  DG  Agriculture, and  is focused  on  rural  development and 
agriculture. 
About 5% of the assistance is allocated to Turkey and is cur-
rently implemented using the Meda Regulation. A  new finan-
cial  regulation  for  Turkey  has  been  proposed  by  the  Com-
mission  with  a view  to  replacing  financing  from  the  three 
existing sources  in 2002. Finally rather  less than  1% of the 
total  is allocated to  Cyprus and  Malta  on  the  basis  of a spe-
cific regulation. The assistance to Turkey, Cyprus and  Malta 
is managed by DG Enlargement. It should be noted that these 
countries  remain  eligible  for  support  from  Meda  horizontal 
projects in the context of the Barcelona  process. 
For  each  pre-accession  financial  instrument  the  managing 
DG  is responsible within  the  Commission for the  whole  pro-
ject cycle from programming through implementation to eva-
luation. However  it should  be  noted that these  programmes 
are carried out on a highly decentralised basis with the can-
didate  country  itself directly  responsible  for  managing pro-
ject implementation (subject to  some  checking  of tendering 
and contracting by Commission  Delegations on-the-spot). 
2.  Improving external 
aid  management 
At the same  time as  defining new  directions for the Commu-
nity's development  policy,  an  ambitious  reform  of  the  way 
external  aid  is  managed  has  been  launched,  aimed  at  impro-
ving project quality and  cutting the time taken  to  implement 
them. 
A first step towards unification of the services tasked with exe-
cuting the third country aid  programmes,  and  towards  impro-
ving management was the setting up,  in  1998, of the Common 
Service for External Relations (SCR). The SCR set to work to eli-
Water is a common treasure that all use  with parsimony. 
minate payment delays, reduce commitment backlogs, harmo-
nise and simplify contracting and subsidy-granting procedures, 
and  rationalise information systems (see  details in  the Annex). 
On  16 May 2000, the Commission decided to go a step further 
and set in motion a major reform programme. The concern was, 
in  particular, to: 
t considerably  improve the quality and  adaptability of  project 
management; 
t significantly reduce the time taken to implement projects; 
t provide harmonised financial, technical and  contract mana-
gement procedures to meet the best international standards 
of ethics and responsibility; 
t strengthen the impact and visibility of the European  Union's 
co-operation and development aid. 
This reform  programme has four main thrusts: 
t a total revision  and  unification of external  aid  programming, 
in  line with the objectives and  priorities of European  Union 
policies; 
t integrated management of the entire operations cycle; 
t setting  up  a  single  department  (EuropeAid  Co-operation 
Office)  tasked  with  the  project  cycle  from  identification to 
evaluation; 
t large-scale  devolution  of  project  management towards  the 
Commission Delegations. 
A New  Poli cy 
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A total  revision  and  unification  of 
external  aid  programming,  in  line 
with  the  objectives  and  priorities 
of European  Union policies 
Since  16  May  2000,  the  European 
Union's  strategic  priorities  towards  a 
particular country or region  are formali-
sed  in  "strategic  frameworks".  From 
now  on,  the  Commission  will  use  a 
single model, applicable immediately to 
the  European  Development  Funds  and 
to the  ALA and  MEDA programmes, and 
applicable progressively to al l States  in 
receipt  of  Community  assistance  (an 
approach  confirmed  in  the conclusions 
of  the  Development  Council  of  10 
November 2000). 
The  aid  programming  implements  the 
~  global directions  in  line  with the strate-
"' 
"'  I 
gic  framework  in  a  manner consistent 
j  with its  other objectives (political, com-
c?l  mercial, etc.). 
@ 
Programming  is  multi-annual,  indicative  and  negotiated 
with the beneficiary country. 
The  reform  al so  foresees  the  strengthening  of  the  task 
of evaluation  and  its best  integration  into the project cycle. 
A follow up system analysing the efficiency,  effectiveness, 
impact ,  re levance  and  sustainability  of the  projects  is 
currently being examined.  In addition, the  Evaluation Unit 
has  started  to study the  feasibil ity of performance  indica-
tors  in  order  to  measure  the  global  impact  of  European 
Community ai d. 
The management Committee of the EuropeAid Co-operation 
Office  sets  the  work  programme  of the  Evaluation  Unit 
and  makes  its decisions  based  on  its  reports  and  recom-
mendations. 
A 'QUALITY SUPPORT  GROUP'  FOR  PROGRAMMING 
An  interservice  quality support group  (IQSG)  has  been  set 
up,  consisting  of a small  number  of  members selected  for 
their skills  and  experience.  Its  task  is  to  ensure  that  pro-
gramming documents meet minimum quality standards and 
conform  with  evaluation  results  and  set  objectives.  The 
IQSG  works apply to  all  external  aid,  with  the  exception of 
the  pre-accession  instruments. 
Integrated  management  of  the  entire  operations 
cycle: from  identification to  implementation. 
Since  1  January  2001,  the  Directorates-General  " Develop-
ment" and  "External  Relations" have been responsible for the 
political directions and multi-annual programming, which the 
EuropeAid  Co-operation  Office  is  responsible  for  managing 
during the  remainder of the  operations  cycle.  In  order to 
ensure the proper implementation of the objectives defined at 
the programming stage, the EuropeAid  Co-operation Office is 
tasked  with:  identifying and  preparing  projects  and  pro-
grammes, prepari ng financing decisions,  implementation and 
monitoring,  and  project and programme evaluation. 
The EuropeAid Co-operation Office, a single service 
tasked  with  implementing  the  Commission's 
external  aid. 
The  creation  of the  EuropeAid  Co-operation  Office  on  1 
January 2001, constitutes a central element of the reform of 
the foreign  aid  management mechanism. 
The EuropeAid Co-operation Office is tasked with implemen-
ting the full  range  of the Commission's external  aid  instru-
ments, with the exception  of the pre-accession  programmes 
(Phare,  lspa,  Sapard),  the  humanitarian  activities,  macro-
financial  aid,  the  Common  Foreign  and  Security  Pol icy 
(CFSP) and the Rapid  Reaction  Facility. 
The  EuropeAid  Co-operation Office  has  been  set up in a way 
to: 
• construct a geographically-based organisation covering five 
Directorates:  Europe,  Caucasus,  Central  Asia;  Southern 
Mediterranean,  Near  and  Middle  East;  Africa,  Caribbean, 
Pacific;  Asia;  Latin  America.  Th is  new  structure  should 
facilitate the  integrated  management of the entire opera-
tions  cycle,  and  ensure  stability  during the  process  of 
management deconcentration  towards the EC  Delegations; 
t gather together in  a single Directorate the management of 
the  thematic  programmes  (food  aid,  co-financing with 
NGOs,  Human Rights, etc.) in order to ensure a consistency 
of approaches and  a synergy of skills; 
• organ ise  the functional activities according to their nature: 
one Directorate for operational support and one Directorate 
for organisational support. AN~LAL  REPORT  ON  THE  :MPLE~ENTATIO~  OF  THE  ELROPEAN  COMMISSION'S  EXTERNAL  ASSISTANCE 
OPERATING  STRUCTURE 
The  EuropeAid  Co-operation  is a Commission  Department. 
It  operates  under  the  supervision  of  a Board  consisting 
of  C.  Patten  (External  Relations Commissioner), President, 
P. Nielson (Development and Humanitarian Aid Commissio-
ner),  Chief  Executive  Officer,  G.  Verheugen  (Enlargement 
Commissioner),  P.  Lamy  (Trade  Commissioner)  and 
P.  Solbes  Mira  (Economic  and  Monetary  Affairs  Commis-
sioner). 
Political  responsibility  for  the  EuropeAid  Co-operation 
Office's actions towards the College lies with the President 
and the  Chief Executive  Officer according to their respec-
tive  responsibilities.  The  President  supervises  the  strate-
gic approach of the Board whereas the Chief Executive Offi-
cer  ensures  that  the  political  guidelines  defined  by  the 
Board are complied with. 
The  Board  approves, in  particular,  the  annual  work  pro-
gramme and the annual report of the Office's activities, the 
annual  budget  programming  (including the  annual  fore-
casts of the  European  Development Funds)  and the annual 
evaluation  programme.  It  is  advised  of  the  results  of  the 
evaluations  and  formulates  recommendations  based  on 
these evaluations. 
The  Director-General  of the  EuropeAid  Co-operation  Office 
is  responsible for all operating budget appropriations fal-
ling within the field of activity of the Office and of the Euro-
pean Development Funds. 
EuropeAid Co-operation Office 
major priorities in 2001 
I  Implementation of external aid: 
t identifying and  preparing financing  decisions  for  over 
€7 billion; 
t ensuring the  implementation of ongoing projects and  pro-
grammes,  including their evaluation and  closure; 
t finalising the  inventory of the  project  portfolio  and  of 
ongoing programmes; 
t  pursuing the  liquidation  of  former  and  dormant commit-
ments in  a sustained fashion; 
//Implementation of  the reform of external aid management: 
t setting up the Office; 
t successfully  completing the  devolution  of tasks  and  res-
ponsibilities towards the Commi ssion Delegations; 
t integrating, at the Office and  in  the Delegations, the func-
tions of the Technical Assistance Offices that support the 
Commission  in  project and  programme design  and  imple-
mentation (see  box); 
Ill Reform of management methods so as to speed up implemen-
tation of  projects and programmes: 
t continuing efforts to  harmonise  and  simplify  procedures, 
beyond the harmonisation of contracting and subsidy allot-
ment wh ich  was  completed at the  end  of 2000; 
t equipping itself with a high-quality information  and  mana-
gement system  in  the  form of a single information system 
(CR IS - Common Relex  Information System), replacing the 
heterogeneous  information  systems  inherited  from  the 
Directorates-General  that  formerly  managed  the  projects. 
From  mid-2002 onwards,  this system  should  permit sec-
tional classification of programmes and  projects following 
the  Development  Aid  Committee  (DAC)  and  the  OECD 
nomenclature; 
t strengthening the  task  of  evaluation  by  enhancing  it to 
include the outcomes of regional and sectional policies and 
programming efficiency; 
t  strengthening  project and  programme  monitoring  capaci-
ties (see  box); 
t intensifying training  initiatives  in  order  to  ensure  a  high 
level of  professionalism. 
A New  Policy 
The entire project 
cycle is now 
managed by a single 
structure. 
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BOOSTING MONIT(lRING CAPACITIES
The EuropeAid Cooperation  ()ffice has taken over and
intensified  work on creating a uniform project and pro-
gramme monitoring  system in the countries  of the Western
Balkans,  Mediterranean,  latin America, Asia and ACP
z0nes:
- external opinion:  using independent specialists;
- global system: monitoring  over 3000 projects in
100 countries;
- regular:  once a year and then, progressively,
twice a year.
By the end of 2000, the test phase had been completed,
allowing  for the progressive extension of the uniform moni-
toring system (two to three years from 2001).
TECHNICAL  ASSISTANCE OFFICES CLOSING-UP
As per the Commission's decision, the EuropeAid Co-ope-
ration Office will conclude  the activities  of the 48 Techni-
cal Assistance  Offices (TA0) in 2001.  The tasks underta-
ken by the TA0 will be taken up by the EuropeAid Co-ope-
ration 0ffice or the Delegations.
ln order to balance  the additional workload the Commis-
sion is currently recruiting external  staff.
lV Large-scale  devolution  of project management
towards the Commission Delegations
The reform establishes  a principle  that now constitutes
the Commission's  line of conduct: "Everything  that can be
better managed or decided locally, close to the f ield,
should  not be managed or decided in Brussels".
Analysis of the various foreign aid programmes shows that
part of the funds are already being allocated  in a devolved
fashion.  The Commission has, however,  started taking the
necessary action to broaden  and deepen the devolution
process in order to complete it in 2003, should the Bud-
getary Authority agree the additional resources.
This involves  boosting the statutory and non-statutory staf-
f ing of the Delegations, and their progressively  taking over
responsibility  for the identif ication, preparation and
implementation  of the projects and programmes. The role
of the Head Office will then move towards supervising the
deconcentrated  activities and providing support (techni-
cal, f inancial  and contractual) to the Delegations.
In 2001, the Commission  is proceeding wrth the devolu-
tion of the aid management towards 22 Delegations. This
exercise should be finalised in 2OO2 in Eurooe. the Cau-
casus  region, Central Asia, the Mediterranean,  Asia and in
Latin America while the process should continue  in the
ACP area (some 32 Delegations). The remaining  31 Dele-
gations should be devolved in the course of 2003.
THE 22 DELEGATIONS  INCTUDED
IN THE DECONCENTRATION  PROCESS  IN 2OO1
Europe: Croatia,  Russia et Yugoslavia
Mediterranean:  Egypt, Morocco,  Tunisia  and Turkey
Asia: Ghina, India, Indonesia  and Thailand
Latin America  : Argentin a, Brazil, Bol ivia,
Mexico  and Nicaragua
Africa: South Africa, lvory Coast, Kenya, Mali and Senegal
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More generally, the process  of reforming the management of
external aid goes hand in hand with a search  for a better rela-
tionship between the priorities of the Community's  external
assistance policy and the budget resources  allocated. During
the informal Council of Evian (2-3 September 2000)  and the
General  Affairs  Council of 9 October 2000, the Ministers  for
Foreign  Affarrs insisted on the strengthening  of coherence in
the Union's external action,  the translation  of objectives  into
concrete commitments, and the improvement  of synergies
between  Community action and that of its Member States, so
that external action may become more visible and effective.
Following the initial debate  (held on 23 January  2001), on
the direction the European Union was taking regarding  its
assistance  to third countries,  the Commission developed
guidelines for strengthening operational co-operation bet-
ween the Community  and its Member States  rn the field of
external aid.
As part of this effort, the Commission has prepared  data
sheets showing,  for each benef iciary country, the f inancial
assistance allocated  by the Community (aid and bilateral
cooperation,  macro-f inancial loans, and loans from the Euro-
pean Investment Bank), bilateral assistance  from Member
States, and multilateral  assistance  provided  by Member
States via the EBRD, the IMF and the World Bank.
For the first time, a single document  has been compiled
showing the commitments made on behalf of each country
since 2000, the new commitments  agreed, the payments
made in 2000 and the outstanding  amounts still due to
ooerations.il
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Founded  on the principles  of freedom,
democracy and the respect of Human
Rights, the European Union  is defending
these principles -  protecting  Human
Rights, consolidating  democracy and the
rule of law, as well as f ighting poverty -
the promotion and protection of which
are among its fundamental  objectives.(l1)
Beyond the Community's  foreign aid pro-
grammes and the resources of the Euro-
pean Development  Fund, the European
Initiative for Democracy and Human
Rights  (EIDHR)  offers the Union a legal
framework and significant  resources
to provide  targeted aid and to act rn situ,
f  on its own initiative and without prior
I  agreement. -
o M
€ What is the European  Initiative for Demo-
6 cracy and Human  Rights? The EIDHR
serves to bolster the EU's other actions  in
the field of human rights and democratisation. Compared
with other Community  instruments  (EDF, Tacis, ALA, MEDA,
CARDS,  Phare), it:
) is complementary  to these programmes  which are underta-
ken with governments  in that it can be implemented  with
various partners, in particular  NGOs  and international  orga-
n isations;
) represents a type of "venture  capital fund" for Human
Rights, allowing  initiatives to be launched at a pilot or
experimental  level, which can then be picked up by govern-
ments on a larger  scale;
) can be used without host government  consent or where
mainline  Community  programmes are not available;
) constitutes an essential complement to the EU's foreign
policy and common security  objectives  in the fields of
human  rights, democratisation  and conflict prevention.(12)
In certain regions it represents the sole legal basis for cer-
tain activities (political and civil rights protection,  election
monitoring,  conflict  resolution  initiatives, etc.).
For its benef iciaries, EIDHR provides an added value which
sets it apart from other donors.  Because it is identif ied with
the European Union, it is seen as reflecting and promoting
the EU's democratic  values.  In this way, the EIDHR is consi-
dered to emanate from Europe as a whole, rather than from
specif ic interests or traditions.
Because  it enjoys the political support of the EU, EIDHR  sub-
sidies can, in certain cases, help protect vulnerable civil
society organ isations.
Because the EU is an organisation committed  to regional
integration and given the existence  of agreements  between
the Union and regronal  groupings, the EIDHR can also facili-
tate the adoption  of Human  Rights and democratisation  ini-
tiatives on a regional  basis.
With the exception of Turkey, the candidate  countries  are not
eligible for the EIDHR.
THREE  EXPRESSIONS  OF THE UNION'S
HUMAN  RIGHTS  POLICY
- The European  Community's  foreign aid programmes
attack the root causes of poverty.
- The European Development Fund (EDF) covers Africa, the
Garibbean  and the Pacific Region. €182 million have
been spent on direct support for Human  Rights and demo-
cratisation  between 1997 and 2000, and €115 million
on election assistance  and monitoring  between 1996 and
1999. (The total EDF budget amounts to €13.5 billion
between 2000 and 2007.)
- The European Initiative for Democracy and Human  Rights
has permitted a considerable  improvement in the EU's
commitment.  The amounts devoted to Human Rights have
increased from €200,000  in 1987 to €100 million at the
end of 2000. In addition,  since 1999, the Union has a
significant legal framework  for promoting  human rights  in
its external Folicy.rtrt The EIDHR enables the Community,
in particular, to support the activities  of non-governmen-
tal and international  organisations (such as the United
Nations  High Gommission for Human Rights)  as well as
regional organisations  (Council  of Europe, 0SCE, etc.).
countries  (COM(2001)252  final).
(12) Communicataon  of 1l April 2001  on conflict  prevention  (COM(2001)  211).
(13) Council  Regulations 975  and97611999  of 29 April 1999 OJt 120 of 8 May 1999. 20Horizontal Issues
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1.1.2000: Challenges  and changes
2000 was a year of transition.  lt was the f irst full year in which
regulations covering democratisation  and human  rights  were
taken into account,iriiand  it was also the first time that the rele-
vant budget headings  were controlled  by a single Commission
department under the authority of a single Commissioner.  This
centralisation  has brought with it greater coherence and effi-
ciency, with a single methodology  and with selection  criteria
and priorities making it possible to react regionally  and globally
without berng required to submit dossiers to several depart-
ments.
Almost  80% of available funds(rr) have been allocated  to NGOs,
who play a particularly rmportant role in the implementation of
the EIDHR. The Commission  has also stepped up its co-opera-
tion with international organisations,  in particular the Off ice of
the United Nations High Commissioner  for Human Rights.
1.2. The main priority areas
The EIDHR's  priorities  are influenced by various factors, in par-
ticular the strategies,  actions  and joint positions  adopted  by the
EU and international  fora such as the United Nations, the Coun-
cilof Europe  and the Organisation  for Security  and Co-operation
in Europe.  Particular attention  has also been paid to the reso-
lutions  adopted  by the European  Parliament.
Consolidating democratisation and the rule of law, strengthe-
ning the organisations  of a pluralist civil society,  creating  conf i-
dence and restoring  peace, as well as initiatives directed at tar-
get groups, were the main areas supported by the EIDHR in
2000.
More specific priorities have included election monitoring  pro-
jects, Human Rights education, strengthening  NGOs, suppor-
ting international justice and protecting human rights, women
and torture victims.
Almost €97 million  has been allocated  to I42 projects  to sup-
port human rights  and democracy.  r'' The priorities have been:
Combating torture, the death penalty,
racism  and xenophobia
The EIDHR  devoted €9.2 million to rehabilitation  centres for





victims of Human Rights violations, and to actions  to help pre-
vent torture and mistreatment  world-wide. The support given
to campaigns  and actions to abolish capital punishment reflects
its condemnation  by the EU. Over € 3.6 million went to
supporting  NG0 participation  in preparatory  meetings held in
Senegal,  Chile and lran in advance  of the 2000 Woild Confe-
rence Against Racism.












Democratisation  and the rule of law
Pluralist  crvrl society
Conf  idence-bu  ild ing
and the restoration  of peace
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In Katmandu, these children  are considered adolescents. They must go out each day and make a living.
Education in human  rights and freedom of expression
The EIDHR has devoted €7 million to Human Rights educa-
tion, to public awareness  work in Kazakhstan, Belarus,  Mol-
davia, Russia, Jordan,  Palestine,  Lebanon, lsrael, India,
Indonesia,  Cambodia,  Hong Kong and Burma/Myanmar,  as
well as to the African Master's Programme in Human  Rights
organised by the University of Pretoria.
0n top of this, over €3.8 million has been attributed in sup-
port of the media and freedom of expression in various parts
of the world, including  the Balkans.
Protection  of vulnerable  groups, in particular children
Twelve children's  projects (reintegration of street children,
child victims of discrimination, violence  and mistreatment)
have received funding of over €8.4 million.  The large-scale
UNICEF programme to integrate child soldiers  who were in
the Sierra  Leone  armed forces  back into their communities
was given €2 million. Other initiatives  drrected at minorities,
native populations,  refugees  and displaced  persons  have also
been supported.
Promotion and protection  of women's rights
Five women's emancipation  projects have been financed.
The Institut M6diterran6en (IMED) received  €1.4 million for
actions  in Algeria,  Morocco and Tunisia in order to increase
the potential  and operational capacities  of women's associa-
tions, trade unions and NGOs working to promote and safe-
guard women's rights.
Promotion of democracy  and the rule of law
Most of the projects  supported in this area were carried  out
in the ACP region. Particular  attention has also been paid to
election-monitoring  missions, in particular in Sri Lanka, Zim-
babwe  and Peru.
1.3. 0ther specific  aid
Supporting  institutions working  in the Human  Rights f ield is
one of the Community's  missions.  This targeted  support
spans organisations which  are as different as NGOs  and inter-
national tribunals.  With a view to democratisation and jus-
tice, the EU is also supporting  those working for the abolitton
of the death penalty.
Human  Rights organasations
In 2000, 14 NGO-originated prolects received  €15.5 million
in support. Examples include:
) a mission  of the Dutch NGO lVefherlands  Organisation  for
Developmenf to coordinate  the training of workers in its 21
member  organisations,  260 of whom are working to pro-
mote human rights. A subsidy of €346.000 has been gran-
ted for its activities in Somalia:
) the Brifish Council project supporting an information net-
work providing  data on Nigerian civil society organisations
and Human Rights  has been granted €79I.000 to create
publicly available data on human rights (policy, organisa-
tions, budgets,  programmes, etc.).
International  criminal tribunals
The objective is to improve the operations  of the Internatio-
nal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia and the lnternational
War Crimes Tribunal for Rwanda  by means of various evi-
dence-seeking  operations  (missions,  surveys, witness travel,
exhumations,  etc.). Preparatory work towards  setting up an
International  Criminal Court has also been supported.
) Press coverage of criminal proceedings  instigated world-wide
for acts of genocide,  crimes against  humanity,  war crimes
and Human Rights violations,  is one project of the NGO
lntermedia, which has received  a grant of €770.000.
) The Non c'd pace senza giusttzia NGO sets out to facilitate
the effective  introduction  of international  instruments of
Human Rights, humanitarian  law and international  criminal








2? (17)  Communication  from the Commission  to the Council and the  Eurooean Parliament  of 11 April 2000  COM(200)  191Horizonfal issues
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Democratic transition and electoral processes
Supporting elections is an important aspect of the EU's
contribution  to democratisation and develooment in third
countries, in the context both of its long-term  humanitarian
aid and its political dialogue. Wherever feasible,  election
monitoring  is undertaken jointly with other international
players, so as to achieve a coherent  international approach
and to facilitate third countries'  efforts to organise  observers'
independence. The assistance and observation missions that
the Commission supports(l7)cover a wide range of areas from
personnel training to controlling media  access during cam-
paigns. lt also covers the evaluation of the EU's participation
in international  monitoring  missions during  both election  and
post-electoral  periods. €4.6 million was committed to this
project.
Abolition of the death penalty
The EIDHR supports campaigns to mobilise public opinion to
obtain a moratorium  and, in the longer term, the abolition of
the death penalty.  A series of projects ref lect the EU's
condemnation  of the death penalty:
) placements and lectures for training almost  100 students  a
year over a 3-year period in assisting people condemned to
death have been organised in the capital punishment  stu-
dies department of Ihe University of Westminster.(UK).
Specialist data bases have also been created for the lawyers
of people  sentenced  to death. This project  has received
€676.000;
)the creation of a research and training centre for DNAtes-
ting in the field of forensic  medicine.  This initiative  by the
University of the Philippines can, in certain  cases, help
overturn verdicts,  particularly  for people awaiting execution
in the country's prisons. €305.600 has been made avai-
lable to support this action.
1.4. Actions, region hy region
From one country and continent to the next, initiattves  recei-
ving EU support combat similar shortcomings:  lack of demo-
cracy, denial of fundamental Human Rights (the primary vic-
tims of which are often women, children and minorities),  and
the lack of press and other freedoms. In various regions,
however, depending on the historical  and cultural context
and the degree of urgency, special  emergency  situations
arise, and the projects devoted to resolving them receive
extensive Union support.
The most significant actions  in the various regions are repor-
ted in the chapters devoted to these regions.
1.5. Perspectives
In May 2000, the Commission  adopted a communication
setting out three areas in which it could  play a more effective
role in pursuing the European Union's  objectives  in the field
of Human  Rights and democratisation:
) encouraging  consistency  between EU and EC policies,
whilst according  greater  priority to these objectives  in the
European Union's  relations with third countries;
) ensuring that the full range of the Community's  aid instru-
ments are mobilised  to support the Human Rights and
democratisation  objectives;
) adopting a more targeted and strategic approach to the
European Initiative for Democracy  and Human  Rights.
The Commission's  approach to the EIDHR is based on a limi-
ted number of priority  themes and a certain number of coun-
tries. These will be examined annually, in consultation  with
Member  States, Parliament and civil society organisations.
The management reforms  - those  wh ich relate to E I DH R have
already begun - will continue in order to achieve greater
transparency  and efficiency, and a lasting impact.
EIDHR:  REG|0]{AL SHARE 11{ 2000
In Asia, 10 times more projects  have been supported  durtng
2000 than between 1996 and 1999. Allocations  to the ACP
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European  NGOs often work
in very difficult  conditions.
2. PARTNERSHIP
WITH NG(IS
For many years, the European Commls-
sion has been supplementing  its develop-
ment aid programmes  by suPPorting
specific projects that respond to local
needs, under the auspices  of European
NGOs or of NGO groupings  in developing
countries.  This approach takes greater
account of the needs of civil society and
of micro-projects.  Two major elements of
the EC's work are responding to these
needs:  co-financing  with European NGOs
and decentralised  co-operation.
Since 1976, the European Commisston
!  has been co-financing, with European non-
q governmental  organisations  (ENGOs),  spe-
!  cif ic operations correspond ing to the
d needs of vu Inerable grou ps.118) These
partnerships, which lend an additional
dimension  to the Union's development  policy, benef it from
the active support of the European  Parliament. They are
growing rn number and their budget topped €200 million in
2000.
These co-f inancing operations are different f rom other Union
development aid in two ways:
) f unding may be granted only to organisations  having their
headquarters and their decision-making  centres in one of
the member states;
) they correspond  to requests  from ENGOs, which alone have
the right to take initiatives.
Another flexible concept,  that of decentralised co-operation,
was introduced into the fourth Lom6 agreement (1990-
2000), which, untrl the Cotonou agreements  were signed,
linked the European  Community  and the countries  of Africa,
the Caribbean  and the Pacif ic (ACP).(le)  Given the concern to
provide development aid which is directed at increasing the
autonomy of southern  hemisphere  countries, this co-opera-
tion may be established with a large number of partners:
ENGOs,  NGOs in developing countries, local public authori-
ties, professional groupings, etc. In particular,  this approach
makes it possible  to respond  to emergencies  and the requests
of different components of civil society,  and to support
minrn-nrniontc
2.1. Co-financing with the European NG0s
In these specific partnerships,  the Union supports three
kinds of operation  conducted  by ENGOs:
) in situ operations;
) awareness-raising campaigrrs in Member States;
) operations to strengthen  co-operation.
ln situ operations
These operations  are conducted by ENG0s  in collaboration
with their partners in developing countries.  Their main objec-
tive is to fight poverty and to improve the quality of life and
the capacity for development  of local populations.  They
involve various projects,  but spectal attention is accorded to
strengthening the organisations of civil society and to partict-
patory development, favourtng Human Rights  and democracy,
the role of women, sustainable  development,  the defence of
threatened cultures  and the protection  of children.
These  operations(20)take  the form of multiannual pro-
grammes  or global funding packages. The latter are "bou-
quets of projects" proposed by an ENGO and which combine
a number  of different initiatives.  The benef iciaries of such
funding are the poorest  groups of people, who are often mar-
ginalised  and who are not the subject  of off icial co-operation
programmes. Such operations are proposed by the ENGOs in
order to reach these groups and are initiated and conducted
in collaboration  with their partners  in developrng countries.
The Cotonou  agreements  have introduced the requirement
for ACP countries to develop their individual  poverty reduc-
tion programmes in co-operation  with organisations  of their
civil societies.
Operations  co-f inanced  with ENGOs  are mainly undertaken
in less developed countries  or countries undergoing rehabili-
tation. Other operations  are carried  out in states where sup-
port for civil society organisations  is vital in order to streng-
then the democratic  orocess  and in those with which off icial
co-operation  f rom the Commr-rnity  has been suspended or has
never existed  because  of a conflict.
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Operations receiving support in 2000 covered mostly  voca-
tional training, primary health care in urban and rural areas,
and institutional  support for local development  structures,
including partner organisations  in developing countries.
Awareness-raising  campaigns  in Member States
These operations  mobilise public attention in Europe in
favour  of action strategies intended to have a positive impact
on populations  in developing countries.  They target specif ic
groups (schools, consumers,  etc.) and concern  clearly def i-
ned themes  (fair trade, debt, food security, etc.). They are
based on a balanced  analysis and proper  knowledge of the
themes and the targeted groups, and must have a European
dimension. In order to reach Member  States' citizens, the
Commission  is co-f inancing projects proposed and initiated
by ENGOs, who act as intermediaries  and constitute a bridge
between public opinion in the Union and the populations  of
developing countries.
Particular  attention is paid to projects that:
) stress interdependence  between the European Union and
developing countries  in three main areas: labour, the envt-
ronment and conf lict prevention;
) mobilise support in favour of more just North-South
relations;
) encourage  collaboration  between ENGOs;
) permit active participation  by the partners  in the develo-
ping countries.
Programmes  to stlengthen  awareness-creating  capacity  are
also co-financed.  This new tool rs aimed at small ENGOs  wor-
king in this f ield. Each programme consists of "micro-
actions" and joint actions which build on experience already
ga  r ned.
In 2000, co-f inancing  concerned  projects to make develop-
ment a part of school curricula, projects to promote alterna-
tive trade and support for lobbying campaigns such as those
concerning debt and food securtty.
0perations to strengthen cooperation
These operations support the development  of exchange net-
works and appropriate  forms of communication in order to
strengthen  and to co-ordinate  synergies between  NGOs and
States, and between  these organisations and Community  ins-
trtutions.
They aim at promoting a strategic approach that goes beyond
ordinary  projects and programmes by stressing analysis and
political dialogue.
Procedures to be followed
2000 marked a turning point in the procedures  governing
such operations.  Previously, applications  for co-financing
could be received  throughout the year. They must now
respond to calls for proposals, the first of which was publi-
shed in June 2000. However,  a great number of applications
had been received  before this system was introduced (i.e.,
before 30 November 1999). 2000 was thus spent in exami-
ning these  requests  (a total of 1156: 673 in situ and 483
awareness-raising  projects)  along with examining  responses
to the first call.
The overall grants for the perrod 1993-1996 were also clo-
sed. This involved 609 contracts  covering 9.226 projects.
The overall  funding  represented  a budget  of almost €200 mil-
lion, of which almost the entire amount has been commttted.
The actual disbursements  amounted to €164.4 million.
2.2. Decentralised Co-operation
Decentralised  co-operation  concerns various players, both in
Member States and in developing  countries: public authori-
ties and local initiative groups, NGOs, various associations,












populations  is an
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Operations supported  by the EC in this perspective therefore
stress different fields. The fields of priority action are:
) training (participatory  workshops,  transfer of experience
and know-how);
) research  (joint research programmes,  experimental  pro-
grammes);
) providing  information  and mobilising players in the presen-
tation and implementation  of programmes;
) identification of potential decentralised  players, whose
roles and responsibilities must be defined and who might
benefit from management training;
) developing technical and methodological  tools to facilitate
all these operations.
The Commission may also provide  funding  of up to 100% for
certain operations. Such funding  must be justified and, within
the context of continued  dialogue, relate to collaboration  and
interface  agreements  and expert studies. Possible co-financing
with other funding providers may be sought, particularly  with
other Member  States.
In order to be selected, a project must meet at least one of the
five basic criteria of decentralised co-operation:
) the project must emanate  from one of the above-mentioned
players, which must be genuinely and actively involved in its
implementation;
) a search'for consultation  and complementarity  between  the
various  players;
) the project must be managed  by a player that is distinct from
the government  of the country in question;
) the project must be part of a development process and not a
one-off operation;
) priority is given to the strengthening of capacities and insti-
tutional  development.
Selected projects are subjected to detailed analysis  (compati-
bility with the EU co-operation  strategy,  reliability  of the appli-
cant and its partners,  viability  of the envisaged operation, etc,)
by the delegations  and by the geographical and technical  ser-
vices;
ln terms of commitment, total budget utilisation  is around
€3 million.  82 disbursements have been made, totalling more
than €5.5 million.
Like in previous years, applicants from the northern  hemis-
phere  received more Community aid than those from the sou-
thern hemisphere (two-thirds  to one-third), as illustrated
below.
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3. WtlMEN: EOUAL 0PP(|RTUNITIES
One and a half billion people  are living below the poverty
line,7O7o of whom  are women (According to the UNDP  2001
Global Human Development Report), most of whom are also
illiterate.
The Fourth United Nations World Conference on Women
(Beijing, September  1995) highlighted women's  precarious
situation in developing  countries and the inequalities they
suffer. Socio-economic  inclusion,  access to resources,
opportunities  for personal  development,  the control  of assets
and decision-making  power are all elements which they have
difficulty in accessing.
On 20 December 1995 the Council adopted a Resolution on
the integration  of equality between men and women in deve-
looment co-ooeration.(2t)This resolution  stresses that the eli-
mination of the disparities between the sexes represents an
essential element of development,  from the standpoint both
of equality,  and of the effectiveness  of the aid provided.
This "gender"  approach will help to ensure lasting and equi-
table development,  in that it takes on board all the specific
characteristics  of men and women, as beneficiaries,  players
and decision-makers.
Community  aid(22)  aims to supplement and strengthen  that
provided  by other development  co-operation  tools (intergo-
vernmental  andlor national). In allocating  this aid, priority is
given to strategic activities and initiatives having a potential
multiple effect rather than to f inancing small-scale  operatio-
nal nrniocis
3.1. Activities in 2000
The Commission has played an active  role in developing the
200I-2006 Action  Programme,(23) in particular through its
efforts to mainstream "gender" in development co-operation.
This programme capitalises  on progress and results to date
and proposes  concrete actions for the next five years.  These
include taking a more systematic  account of the "gender"
approach  throughout the project cycle. fhe Project  Cycle
Management  Manual was revised during 2000 to give
greater prominence to this dimension.
REGIONAT BREAKDOWN
-7O"/" of the "gender"  budget has been spent  0n suppor'
ting training,  awareness-raising  and development  initia-
tives, mainly in Latin American  countries.
- 76"/" of this budget  heading has been used to train and
encourage  public and private bodies in ACP countries  to
support and facilitate  the "gender" approach in every
area.
- 14% of the grants have been devoted to proiects for
monitoring and supervising  national plans for implemen-
ting the recommendations  of the Beijing Platform for
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quently  (in 2001)  adopted a new communication  on mainstreaming.
According  to Council  Regulation  (EC)  No 2836/98  on the integration  of gender  issues.
This programme  is the subject  o[ a Comm!nication  by the Commission  to the Council and to Parliament,  adopted  in 2001  (COM(2001)295  final of 21.06.2001). ?7Horizontal Issues
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EVALUATION  OF THE PROGRAMME
In 2000 the Commission  had an independent  evaluation
made of its food aid and security programme. This evalua-
tion showed the relevance  of the food security programme
in the fight against  poverty and the need to maintain  it.
Maintaining  this specific instrument facilitates  the support
of community efforts:
- ln the domain of structural food insecurity (the first step
in reducing long-term  poverty),  the problems  caused  by
insufficient provision of food and specific nutritional
conditions.
- With regard to filling the gap between urgent aid, rehabi-
litation and development assistance.
- With regard to the EC's commitments  in its international
agreements  and multilateral activities to establish  the
strategic  frameworks  of the fight against  poverty.
The evaluation  underlined  the necessity for coherence,  not
only in food security but also in other community  actions,
within the global strategy for each country. lt showed that
strategies for each country should take all instruments  into
account,  in a coherent and complementary  way.
In order to measure  the impact of this programme better, it
was recommended  that specific criteria and verifiable indi-
cators as well as a systematic  follow up and evaluation  of
actions on the ground be developed  for all projects and
programmes.
4. FR[|M F(l(|D AID
TO F(l(|D SECURITY
Over the last ten years, the European  Commission  has moved
from thinking in terms of food aid to thinking  in terms of food
security. Under this different  approach,  the concern is that
the poorest and most vulnerable populations be guaranteed
permanent  access to long-term  food supply of good quality.
It is agreed  that they must also be given the means, where-
ver possible, to participate in the economic  activities of this
vital sector.
The transition from classic  food aid to the fight against food
insecurity  was made in 1996, when the Council adopted  a
Regulation which defines the present  legal framework of the
"food security"  programme of the European Commission.(24)
This ruling is a milestone inasmuch  as it includes food secu-
rity in sustainable development  and in poverty reduction poli-
cies.
It makes possible a global approach to food security by tar-
geting simultaneously  supply (increasing agricultural pro-
duction andlor imports, market information systems and
developing  the private sector), demand (the diversification
and increase of family incomes and the access  of vulnerable
groups to basic social services) and crisis prevention  (early
warning  system, restructuring buffer stocks).
It also paves the way for strengthening  the capacities  of
active local and national  partners (including ministries  of
agriculture) as well as the development  of budget support  to
benef  ic iary governments.
In this process, emphasis is placed on various instruments.
The most important among them are access to production
factors (inputs, seeds,  equipment,  security of land tenure)  as
well as to credit and information, the development  of non-
farming  jobs and the diversification of family income,  increa-
sing people's ability to participate  in decision-making and
guaranteeing  the rights of communities.  These are all ele-
ments which are closely associated with combating poverty.
Lastly, this regulation  recognises that priority must be given
to targeting  the food security programme to the most vulne-
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4.1. Food security and existing strategies
In order to be effective,  the fight against food insecurity  must
be conducted  with consultation and co-ordination. lt must
develop opportunities of synergy and complementarity with
the different  Community  development programmes,  taking
into account the action of other donors. In order to achieve
this, the Commission is committed  to respecting the interna-
tional Food Aid Convention.
INTERNATIONAL  FOOD AID CONVENTION
This agreement is the reference document for the main
donors. lt fixes the minimum annual commitments  in food
aid from the signatory countries*  and specifies  common
rules in order to limit the negative side-effects.  As re-nego-
tiated in 1999, this international agreement aims at a bet-
ter integration  of food aid in the overall context  of support
for food security.
* Argentina,  Australia, Canada,  EC and Member States, tapan, Norway,
Switzerland, United States.
Community  Programmes
The food security  programme is applied in different regional
areas, each of which has specific  co-operation  agreements
with the EU, on the basis of which opportunities for synergy
and co-operation are sought. These regional  programmes
include the EDF (Africa,  Caribbean and Pacific lslands), ALA
(Latin America),  MED (Mediterranean area),  OBNOVA
(former Yugoslavia  and the Balkans) and TACIS  (Newly Inde-
pendent States). This desire  for coherence has now been for-
malised by the drafting of a single Community  strategy for
each country, which is vital in ensuring complementarity
between  the different programmes  and co-operation with
other f inancial backers, especially the United States.
Within the Union, Member States approve the strategic  gui-
delines of the food security  programme and the funding pro-
posals per country  and per partner.  There is also a code of
conduct  on food aid between Member States and the Com-
mission. In practice, co-ordination  is established on a case by
case basis, according  to the degree of commitment of the
donors and the nature  of the programmes  being implemented.
Specific Agreements
Furthermore, specif ic co-ordination  agreements exist, with a
section on food security, with certain donors. Thus in the
context of United States-EC dialogue,  co-operation  between
the Commission and the USAID  co-operation agency  concen-
trates on seven pilot countries: Bangladesh,  Bolivia, Ethio-
pia, Haiti, Kyrgyzstan, Malawi and Mozambique.
INTERVENTION  C()UNTRIES
Concentrating  the interventions of the Gommission on the
most vulnerable countries has been one of the priorities of
the Community  food security policy over the last few years.
Whether direct or indirect,  these interventions target 34
countries,  most of which have low incomes and are not
self-sufficient  in food production.  According  to the nature
of the food problems,  these countries are divided into two
groups: structural intervention  countries  and crisis or post-
crisis countries.
Structural Intervention  Countries:
Armenia - Azerbaijan - Bangladesh  - Bolivia - Burkina Faso
- Gape Verde lslands - Ethiopia - Georgia - Haiti -
Honduras - Kyrgyzstan - Madagascar  - Malawi - Mauritania
- Moldavia - Mozamblque - Nicaragua - Niger - Peru -
Yemen.
In these 20 countries, the respective  governments are
motivated to move towards a long term food security  policy,
which has already  been drafted or is still being negotiated.
Grisis or Post-Crisis  Gountries:
Albania - Angola - North Korea - Ecuador - Eritrea -
Liberia - Montenegro - Palestine - D.R. Congo - Rwanda -
Sierra  Leone - Somalia - Sudan - Tajikistan.
In these 14 countries. the interventions  are dictated more
by the current  economic  situation: a supply of food aid, far-
ming implements  and seeds, combined with additional
technical and financial support help avert the risk of
famine or restore the social and economic  fabric of coun-
















Close to half of the food security  programme f unding goes to
direct aid. This permits the Commission to intervene in sttu,
either by f unding government  programmes vra budget  sup-
port, or else by giving direct support to private or public;
bodies at the local level. In both cases, this aid requires  a
f unding agreement between the benef  iciary government and
the European Commission,  specifying the implementation
arrangements as well as the conditions to which this aid is
submitted. Direct aid is offered only to structural intervention
countries in which there is a constructive  dialogue  with the
government, that enables the concerted  implementation  of a
national food security strategy.  This dialogue also rmplies
varying degrees of co-ordination with the other intervening
parties  (donors,  international and local NGOs, civil society
organisations,  private sector).
Partnership
In 2000, direct aid amounted to €196 million.  This aid is
concentrated in the structural  intervention  countries.
Examples  are given in the geographical sections.
Indirect Aid
Indirect aid is the second pillar of the food security  pro-
gramme.  This permits the Commissron  to grant f inancial sup-
port to international  organisations and non-governmental
organrsations  in the food security  programme  intervention
cou ntnes.
The first beneficiary  of indirect aid is the World Food Pro-
gramme (WFP).  Here community  support is focused on emer-
gency and rehabilitation programmes  - the International
Emergency  Food Reserve  (IEFR) and the protracted Relief  and
Rehabilitation  Programme (PRRO) - for which the WFP can
contribute all its added value. Examples of this occured in
North Korea and in Ethiooia.
In 2000, the European  Comrnission  and FAO signed  a co-ope-
ration agreement covering certain  areas of Africa and Central
Asia This asreem€-t'^  r-^^:^^"" ^^tcerned wtth two ..,.-  -o,--,,.-illl-  lJ  udJlLdlly  LUI
approaches: developing and extending the Global Information
and Early Warning System (GIAWS) and training southern
countries  in sectoral policies with a view to multilateral nego-
tiations  within the WTO.
The United Nations  Relief and Work Agency for Palestinian
refugees (UNRWA) in the Middle East is the third internatto-
nal organrsation to benefit 1'rom indirect aid. lts remtt ts to
guarantee  access to basic:;ocial services (including  health
and education)  for Palestini;tn  refugees in Jordan, Syria, the
Lebanon  and Palestine.
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which takes two forms of funding. In the first case, a financial
contribution is sent to EuronAid, a collective  of NGO partners
of the European Commission.  EuronAid  manages  all alloca-
tions in produce aid (food aid, inputs, seeds,  implements)
attributed to NGO products. In the second case, an overall
financial  allocation  is attributed  to NGO projects that respond
to the structural  problems of food insecurity on the basis of a
call for proposals.
4.3. Intervention lnstruments
The ruling of 1996 authorises a wide range of instruments  to
support food security.  These may take the form of financial
aid, food aid, currency  facilities and food security support
| I{STRUMEI{TS (€ million)
actions. Technical assistance  teams composed  of experts,
agronomists or economists, work in situlo implement the pro-
grammes.
Food Aid in Kind
Food aid is intended to meet emergency, post-crisis and reha-
bilitation situations,  or to prevent  crises. lt may be distributed
free to targeted groups who are particularly  vulnerable,  or be
used to reconstitute  national  buffer stocks. The WFO and the
EuronAid NGO collective  are the two principal partners  which
manage these operations. Generally  speaking, priority  is given
to local and triangular  purchases  rather than to European food
produce in order to reduce the risks of market distortion  and
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A shipment  of food aid waiting to be distributed.
poorest countries or those in the course of rehabilitation,
seeds are also distributed  - in addition  to food - to facilitate
the re-settling of displaced  persons.
Budget Support
Budget support  occurs in two stages. Financial aid, in the form
of a currency facility,(25) is paid to the Treasury  of the benefi-
ciary government to support the balance of payments, which
makes it possible to f und shortfalls on regional  or international
markets  without  threatening  currency reserves. The food pro-
duce thus purchased  is then resold on national markets  via pri-
vate operators,  thereby stimulating  the role of the private sec-
tor at local and regional levels.  The funds generated by these
sales are paid to the government to support public expenses
and reforms previously  agreed upon in the co-operation agree-
ment between the government  and the Commission.  Three
major intervention categories  can be identif  ied: support for ins-
titutional reforms,  funding of public expenses considered  to be
priorities by the European Community and targeted aid for spe-
c if in nrnipcis ""'"  r'
Actions to support food security
Suooort  actions take six basic forms:
National  Grisis Prevention Systems
Priority is given to restructuring and reconstituting  national
buffer stocks, the introduction  and maintenance  of early war-
ning systems, support  for the FAO-managed  Global  Informa-
tion and Early Warning  System  (GIEWS), as well as, where
appropriate,  the restructuring of specialist food security
monitoring and crisis prevention bodies (Niger, Burkina
Faso) and the f ight against crickets (Madagascar).
Strengthening  Capacities
This institutional support  can cover a wide range of pro-
grammes such as the restructuring  of ministerial institutions,
applied research, training and local awareness-raising,  sup-
port in defining sectoral policies (Mozambique),  decentrali-
sation policies (Bolivia) anci for developing  agricultural sta-
tistrcs (Yemen).
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Development  and Diversification of Production
In this field too, intervention  can take many forms, including
the development/ restructuring  of production  and marketing
channels and the distribution of tools, inputs, and seeds
(North Korea). Actions are also planned to facilitate access to
funding and loans for small farmers, and to contribute  to land
reform (Newly Independent States), reforestation, f ighting
erosion and other environmental  aspects, as well as support
for processing  and increasing added value (Honduras).
Marketing  Support
This assistance can take very different forms, including the
promotion of export channels and local production,  the deve-
lopment of the private sector  via currency facilities, the deve-
lopment of infrastructures, restructuring processing  indus-
tries, strengthening  local organisations and farming  coopera-
tives (N icaragua) and cred it  assistance to trad ing
enterorises.
Support  for Family Incomes
With a view to making up for household  income  shortfalls,
food security policy is contributing,  among other things, to
developing highly labour-intensive work (Cape Verde),  the
creation of rural jobs, the funding of micro-projects  (Mauri-
tania) and the supply of drinking water. lt is also supporting
basic services and helping to target these at vulnerable
women (Bangladesh).
Rehabilitation
As part of the rehabilitation effort, logistical  support  is being
provided for the return of refugees. This involves providing
back-up support in various fields including re-starting
farming production (Liberia), reconstituting  herds and free
distribution of inputs  (Angola).
Technical  Assistance
Technical  assistants are the cornerstone of the imolementa-
tion of food security programmes in intervention countries.
They are experts in agronomy or economics working in situ,
(25) Except  for countries  in the CFA Frafr(--  area wh ch are attached  to the euro.
(26) Parlicularly  sircc the srgning of the  Marrakech  agreements  which  icd to the creation  of the WTO  in 1994
(27)  Everything But Weapons'  initiatrve
(28) Budget headings  B7 621 I (AIDS), 87 310  (demography)  and  B7 6212  (AIDS and dernography).
either within a local food security unit or else within the
Ministry of Finance  or a technical ministry  (agriculture or
social affairs). They have a crucial part to play in implemen-
ting budget  support programmes (including controlling and
targeting  funded public expenses)  and in relations with food
security programme partners such as NGOs and civil society
organ isations.
4.4. Perspectives
The problem  of food security in southern hemrsphere  countries
- particularly  in the LDCs - cannot be tackled  by development
aid and international co-ooeration alone. This is because trade
has a very important part to play in food security, at both regio-
nal and national levels. In this context  prospects of regional
integration, which the Commission is seeking  to help promote
in its re-negotiation  of the EU-ACP  partnership  agreements,
are opening up new horizons  for food security.
The liberalisation of internationaltrade(26)  has important conse-
quences for food security. While it is true that it offers possi-
bilities to southern countries to develoo their markets  and
commercial outlets, the resulting competition  between farming
systems  with widely differing levels of productivity  can in fact
increase  food insecurity.  Here it should be observed that,
during discussions on farming in 2000, the most active WTO
members were the developing countries.  Food security  in the
context of market liberalisation  requires  that developing  coun-
tries develop tools for managing  their national markets that can
compensate  for the competitive  imbalance between  north and
south and take full advantage of their positive  comparative
competitiveness so that they can benefit from better access to
the markets of industrialised  countries.  The European Union
has just responded positively to the latter concern by opening
up its internal market  to all products  from the 49 least develo-
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The prevention of AIDS no longer concerns only women, men too are being taught  to protect themselves
from the virus.
OBJECTIVES OF THE AIDS - POPULATION  ACTIONS
AIDS
- Reducing the number of new infections,
- strengthening  the health and social security sectors to
face the growing burdens linked to the expansion  of the
pandemic,
- supporting governments  and communities in assessing
the social and economic  impacts of the epidemic,
- developing  scientific  knowledge  about the epidemic and
the project results,
- combating discrimination  and social and economic
exclusion  of AIDS victims and high risk groups.
POPUTATION
- Allowing women,  men and adolescents  to exercise  their
choice freely, with full knowledge  of the facts, as to the
number of children they wish to have and the spacing  of
births,
- helping  to create a socio-cultural,  economic  and educa-
tional environment that is propitious  to the full exercise  of
this choice, especially  for women and adolescents,  in
particular by condemning and eliminating  all forms of
sexual violence, mutilation and abuse that undermine
their dignity and their health,
- aiding the development  or reform of health systems in
order to improve  the accessibility  and quality of birth-
related health care for men and women, including ado-
lescents,  thereby  significantly  reducing the health risks
for women and children.
For further information:
http//europa.eu. inycomm/developmenUaidVhtml/pol  iciesnf_f  r. htm
5. AIDS AND PIIPULATI(|N
While it is a global disease, the characteristics and conse-
quences of AIDS vary from one continent to another, and the
responses  cannot be identical.  In developing  countries, par-
ticular attention  must be paid to certain socio-cultural and
economic realities, in particular  women's daily lives and their
conditions  of poverty. These realities, in many aspects, tie in
with the demographic  problems  which affect most of these
regions.
The size of the AIDS pandemic, which has hit developing
countries with f ull force, has required the European Union to
intensify its efforts to support  their national strategies,  with
a greater  focus on the factors promoting the spread of the
sickness.  This approach  has led, in particular, to inttiatives
to improve the status of women and strengthen basic com-
munities, which are called on to care for affected families
and individuals.
At the same time, most developing countries find several
obstacles to achieving  a lasting human  development:  ufl?c-
ceptable levels of childbirth related deaths and deplorable
obstetric conditions are just some of these obstacles. lt is
therefore  urgently  necessary to help developing countries
implement global demographic  programmes and politics
covering the entire f ield of obstetric health.
Alongside  the major co-operation programmes with develo-
ping countries,  the Community  has specific  budget  hea-
dingst'ar  which since 1990 have allowed it to finance  pilot
projects and one-off actions that respond to these objec-
tives.(2e)  In 1994, this particular effort accelerated  with the
Action Programme on Population  and Development  introdu-
ced at the Cairo International Conference,  followed  by the









5.1. Activities in 2000
Actions  undertaken  in 2000 have included the implementa-
tion and follow-up of activities  launched in earlier years.  In
December,  this entailed  the authorisation  of 7O projects
totalling €55 million. An external evaluation  was produced of
activities undertaken between 7997-1999,  and a report pre-
sented in November 2O0O.
A call for proposals  was published  on 19 January 2000 and
received 295 responses.  This call was a first for these  bud-
get headings, as it was addressed to a wide range of players
- in particular NGOs, research institutes, community  organi-
sations and public and private services.
ln 2000, 17 projects totalling €20.I million were selected,
thev can be broken down as follows:
) AIDS:  12 proiects
) Population:  5 projects
€14.1 million
€5.2 million
As the existing population  policy project in the Gaza strip was
extended, so was its €800.000 budget, also included under
this heading.
One project in particular is concerned  with global research
into the development  and availability of microbicides. The
other interventions  divide up as follows  between the geogra-
phic zones: ACP 6, Asia 7, Latin America  2 and Mediterra-
nean 1. All projects  were selected in consultation with the
Commission delegations in the countries  concerned.
15 high quality proposals which could not be selected in
2000 will be financed  out of the 2001 budget'
5.2. Perspectives
The Eurooean Union has reconfirmed  its commitment  to redu-
cing the spread of the AIDS epidemic and continues  to
adhere to the conclusions  of the Cairo Conference (1994).
The EC is also contributing  to the Global Health Fund. In
addition to the implementation of policies to support the
health systems  in developing  countries, special  aftention  is
being paid to actions relating to transmissible diseases,  in
particular AIDS, malaria  and tuberculosis, in the context  of
the fight against  poverty. To this end, two Communications
from the Commission were prepared to be submitted to Par-
liament in 2001. In September 2000, a round table was
organised to prepare an action plan, which has inf luenced
the programming of the thematic budget headings.
Budget headings 87-621  1 (AIDS), B7-310  (demography)  and 87-6212 (AIDS and demography)'









The creation  and development  of medical infrastructures  is necessary  to halt the spread of AIDS.
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6. DRUGS
Prevention, treatment, social and professional  rehabilitation
of addicts, epidemiological  studies,  combating  money laun-
dering, creation of new legislation... The questions raised by
the traff icking and consumption  of drugs are demanding tar-
geted specific  answers  as part of a global strategy. These are
the objectives of the European  Union Action Plan in this
f ield.
Drug use is no longer the prerogative  of rich nations,  as
consumption  in less advanced countries has risen fast - for
example in Southern Asia, heroin... Aside from the attendant
problems of corruption  and criminality,  this consumption is
a major vector in the spread of AIDS and hepatitis.
Faced with the world-wide drug problem, the Commission
has adopted  a global strategy which finds concrete  expres-
sion in the European Union's Anti-Drug  Action Plans.
2000-2004  AcTt0N  PLAN*
The plan responds  to the following objectives:
- ensuring that combating drugs remains a major EU action
priority;
- reducing both supply and demand and the negative
effects of drug consumption;
- continuing  to gather,  analyse and disseminate  objective,
reliable and comparable  information  on the drug pheno-
menon in the EU, with the help of the EMCDDA** (Euro-
pean Monitoring  Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction)  and
Europol;***
- promoting police co-operation between Member  States
and promoting  international co-operation.
* http //e n cda. org/n u lti ned i a/a cti on pl a n/c o rd rogu e 32 e n. p df
* * hftp l/vvww/e n c dda. o rg 
.
* * * http//www.europo  l.eu.i nVhome.htn
In line with the recommendations of the United Nations
General  Assembly Special  Session  on Drugs  (UNGASS, June
1998),(30) Community  co-operation is taking three main
d irections:
) measures  to reduce both demand and supply in a balanced
fash ion;
) the principle of "shared  responsibility"  between producer,
transit and consumer countries;
) making drug control an integral part of development co-
operation.
The Commission  is currently focusing its actions  on the two
main routes along which drugs are entering the European
Union  (see box). In order to achieve a more appropriate  res-
ponse to the problem,  it is also seeking to improve its know-
ledge of the drugs situation  in third countries, by f inancing
data gathering  projects  in these countries.
6.1. Activities in 2000
Today the European Community is supporting a raft of pro-
jects to combat  drugs in over 100 non-EU countries. These
programmes,  with projects in excess of €100 million,
include prevention, treatment,  the social and professional
rehabilitation of addicts, epidemiology,  alternative develop-
ment for drug crop farmers, control of precursors; (chemicals
used for drug production) customs  and police co-operation,
institutional  support for developing national policies, crac-
king down on money laundering  and new legislation.
The Community  has also co-financed reports by the I'Obser-
vatoire geopolitique  des drogues (OGD1,t.t,  which presents
the situation of the drug phenomenon from a global and geo-
political  angle. The Commission  has maintained its support
for a number of projects to reduce drug demand, working
together with governments  and NGOs. Apart from funding
prolects involving treatment,  re-integration of drug addicts
and the reduction of risks associated with drug addiction,  rt
is supporting  the setting up of NGO networks which make it
easier to identify and spread best substitution  practices.
Lastly, the Community  is funding several programmes  to
combat money laundering  and is joining the effort underta-
ken by the OECD in this f ield.














in over l00 non-EU
countries.
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DRUG ROADS,  ROADS OF THE WAR
f n 2000, Afghanistan provided nearly 7oo/o of the world
production  of heroin and latin America (essentially Colom-
bia) and the world's entire cocaine supply.  The traffic
penetrates the world's  two main markets, the United States
and Europe, by varying routes. Supplies to the European
Union enter via the heroin route (Afghanistan,  lran, Central
Asia, Caucasus, Central  and Eastern European countries,
Turkey, Balkans) and the cocaine route, runs from Latin
America via the Caribbean.
This traffic passes through  countries destabilised by civil
war, terrorism and totalitarian.  regimes. Traffickers exploit
this fragility  to develop  paths along which they are rarely
disturbed. In addition, their activities  aid certain govern-
ments or movements  (nationalist, religious, etc.) which use
the income lrom this traffic to finance one or the other
conflict or movement*.
In addition to drugs, these routes are also used for other
criminal  activities,  such as human slavery. For example,
the conflict in former Yugoslavia  has promoted the deve-
lopment of Mafia-style Albanian organisations and today,
over 80% of the heroine seized in Europe passes via the
Balkans.
The EU is funding  preventive projects in nine countries
(total budget: €2 million) on the cocaine route, in Latin
America.  In the Andean countries it is supporting  a series
of initiatives focused  on money laundering,  control of pre-
cursors (chemicals needed  for drug production)  and legis-
lative harmonisation.  lt has just started helping  the Vene-
zuelan government to set up a national drugs observatory
(€2 million). In Columbia,  the EU is looking to play an
major part in the peace process and is contributing to this
effort with alternative farming programmes  (€30 million
out of €105 million).
In the Caribbean, the EU is providing €23 million to the
Balbados action plan, a series of programmes covering  all
aspects of the fight against drugs. This initiative  is the fruit
of a joint approach by the Caribbean countries,  the EU, the
USA and the United Nations. The Community action is faci-
litating a tighter crack down on money-laundering  and
cocaine trafficking  by increasing marine patrols  and crea-
ting centrally co-ordinated  police, customs and army units.
Addict treatment and reinsertion  initiatives also receive
significant support.
0n the heroin route, different courses  of action to combat
this traffic have been undertaken  in Central Asia and in the
Caucasus while programmes to reduce  demand are in the
pipeline. The EU is also preparing  a new project based in
lran to prevent  drug addiction and to train officials. lt is
also funding  closer co-operation  between the countries of
central Asia, lran, Pakistan and Turkey.
* The role of drug trafticking  as a factor of instability  is stressed by the Com-
mission in its Comnunication on Conflict Prevention  C0M(2001)21| final).
{ I3  *,  j
In many countries,  drug consumption is essentially  a problem among the poorest and most vulnerable
parts of the population.
6.2. Perspectives
The Commission gives high importance to assisting countries
outside  the European Union in combating  drugs and to this
end is programming  part of its anti-drug action at the coun-
tries crossed by the two main supply  routes to the European
Union.  lt will continue  to develop projects aimed at closer  co-
ordination  both between beneficiary countries and with
Member States.  In many cases these projects extend actions
developed by Member States within the Union.
As the anti-drug action plan stresses, this type of co-ordina-
tion is an important factor in the effectiveness  of the Com-
munity's action.
The Co-operation  Office is playing  a central role in develo-
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7. REFUGEES
AND REHABILITATIlll{
When a catastrophe or any kind of crisis occurs,  emergency
relief is the first concern. But what comes next? What  hap-
pens in the medium and long term? How can these situations
be handled on a more permanent  basis?  Between the initial
emergency relief and longer-term  development  programmes
there exists a "grey area", calling for its own particular type
of help. Displaced people, the rebuilding  of devastated areas
and the hunt for anti-personnel  mines are some of these tran-
sitional  i nterventions.
The concepts of "Linking Relief Rehabilitation  and Develop-
ment" (LRRD), and of "Developmental  Humanitarian  Assis-
tance" originate in the 1980s when both academics and
practitioners  voiced concern about the so-called  "grey zone"
between  humanitarian assistance,  rehabilitation  and deve-
lopment.  For this reason,  over the last ten years,(32)  the Com-
mission has been developing  new forms of intervention to
specifically  address  these situations.
Particularly  since  its communication  to the Council and  Parllament  1996 (CoM) 153 finat of 30.04.1996
http://eur0pa.eu.  i nU eu -lexlf  r / comh pu200O/com20O0_0367fO  1. pdf )
http://europa.eu.  i nyeurle/f rhornlpdfl2000f r_500PC083  1. pdf )
The extreme  variety of problems to be confronted  has led gra-
dually to the creation of a series of diverse tools. Most of
these have subsequently  been brought together within a
single administrative  service at the Commission, in an
attempt to achieve more cohesive action in this "link" area.
7.1. Aid to displaced  populations:
a ge0graphic  approach
According to the most recent estimations  by the High Com-
mission for Refugees (HCR), the number of displaced persons
(refugees, repatriated  persons, internally  displaced  groups) is
over 22 million world-wide, 7 million of whom are in Asia and
almost 600 000 in Latin America.
DIFFEREI{T KINDS  OF DISPTACED  POPUTATIONS
NEED II{TERNATIONAT  AID
These c?[ be:
- refugees remaining in their initial country  of asylum;
- internally displaced persons who have to survive  outside
their original village and region;
- people repatriated from outside or inside their home
country;
- demobilised  military and similar people;
- populations living around refugee camps in their initial
asylum country, whose economic  situation cannot remain
permanently  inferior to that of the refugees  living along-
side them;
- populations who have remained in departure areas and
who must be helped  to prevent  them swelling  the number  of
refugees.
Perspectives
Following  the positive  assessment of the implementation  of the
Regulation  governing  aid given to displaced populations in Asia
and Latin America,(33)the Commission has decided to maintain
this tool which has shown its usefulness.  A new Regulation  pro-
posal has been communicated  by the Commission(34)  and
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7.2. Rehabilitation actions
Community rehabilitation  and reconstruction actions for deve-
loping countries  are carried  out for a limited  period. fhey "shall
be designed  to help re-establish  a working economy and the ins-
titutional  capacities needed  to restore social and political sta'
bility to the countries concerned and meet the needs of the
people  affected as a whole. The operations  must progressively
take over from humanitarian  action and pave the way for the
resumption  of medium-term  and long-term  development
aid't.(3il
Perspectives
ln the medium  term, the intention is that rehabilitation  prolects
should be implemented under the major regional  co-operation
instruments, while bearing in mind the specific  character and
the urgency of these  projects.
Until then, continuity will be given to rehabilitation programmes
financed under spectfic budget headings,  such as the rehabili-
tation programme for the areas struck by Hurricane  Mitch (Cen-
tral America)  or for the Province of Gujarat (lndia),  which suf-
fered a major earthquake in early 2001. ln the latter case, the
Community action will involve essential  support for NGOs wor-
king to reconstruct the local economy  (budget for 2001: €15
million).
The fight against  anti-personnel landmines
The cowardly recourse to anti-personnel landmines  creates vic-
tims among soldiers  and the civil population, particularly chil-
dren. Buried in the earth,  they continue to kill long after hosti-
lities have come to an end. 60 to 110 million  landmines  remain
active in around 60 countries.  The children of Afghanistan,
Angola, Cambodia,  lraqi Kurdistan, Rwanda, the Balkan  region
are their prime victims. With on average 500 people still being
wounded every week, this endless war requires a relentless
international  response. For several years now, funds(36)  have
been allocated to the fight against anti-personnel  landmines.
After the Ottawa Convention  came into effect on I May 1999,
the EC approved a communication to the European  Parliament
and Council as well as a draft regulation on this problem' This
communication  proposes an increased contribution from the
EU in the fight against this scourge,  which particularly affects
the poorest countries. When approved  (this is expected in late
2001), this text will form the legal basis for future project fun-
ding and should increase the cohesion  of interventions in this
field. More particularly, the Commission  will make sure specifi-
cally-funded  mine clearance  projects  are complementary  to
those  supported  by major regional co-operation  programmes
and to Humanitarian Aid activities.
Various programmes  have received support in the countries  and
regions most severely affected by anti-personnel  landmines,
particularly  Afghanistan, Angola, Bosnia  and Herzegovina,
Cambodia,  Croatia, Laos, Northern lraq, Kosovo, Lebanon  and
Mozambique.
A budget of €7.8 million  has been allocated, distributed
equally  between  the ACP countries and the rest of the world
(principally the Balkan region and South East Asia).
Further  intormation:
EC projects:
httd,//6u  rooa.eu.  i nVcomm/external-relations/mi  ne/pu blication/en  pdf
Communitv  Reculation:




the future of some
countries.
permit funding  of rehabilitati0n  projects.
(36)  Specific  budget  heading  87-660  and budget  heading  87-661
Buried  in the earth,  they continue  to kill after hostilities have come to an end.
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FORESTS OF SURVIVAI
Over 1 billion people live in situations  of extreme poverty.
About a quarter  of them are almost  entirely dependent on
forests for their subsistence  and survival.  Another  1 billion
people living in poverty depend on wooded areas for their
food, for fuel for heating and for animal food production.  The
annual shrinking  of the overall surface of forests, estimated
by the FAO as 0.2o/o (or 94.000 sq. km) therefore represents
a considerable threat to these people. Furthermore,  the
negative  impact this galloping deforestation  has on biodi-
versity and climatic conditions  also penalises the planet as
a whole.
GE(IGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTItll{  (lF SUPPORT BY REGItll{S AND BY PR(IGRAMME
8. ENVIRONMENT AND FORESTS
Poverty is not simply the lack of financial resources.  lt is
also the result of difficulties in accessing the riches of nature
- water,  land, forests - often accelerated  by the climate.
The Community and its Member States are well aware of the
direct effect that the exhaustion of natural resources  and envi-
ronmental  degradation  have on economic  development,  and
in particular  on local communities' continued  subsistence.
For this reason, an initiative to support the environment in
developing countries  was started  in 1982. Initially limited to
combating desertification, this budget heading  has steadily
expanded to become a fully-fledged  instrument for actions
which help integrate the environmental  dimension  in the
development  process.
This development  was influenced, in particular,  by the Rio
Conference  in 1992, which adopted a strategy  for sustainable
development.  Indeed, it was as part of the preparations  for
this Conference  that the budget heading for the conservation
and sustainable management  of tropical forests and other
forests in developing countries  was created in 1991.
8.1. Theme headings, specific headings
The total appropriations  devoted to the environment(37) and to
forests(38) for the period from 2000 to 2006 are €93 million
and €249 million respectively. This is in addition  to the funds
made available  through the geographical financial instruments
(European  Development  Fund, the Asia, Latin America  and
Mediterranean plans), which finance actions in the same area.
Forests (€ 19.8 Mitlion)
I  Africa  24%
I  Asia  34%
I  Latin America  27"/o
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The environment  and forests thematic  actions nevertheless
present  specific advantages, since they make it posstble  to:
) sustain  global  and regional initiatrves, particularly  in relation
to international  conventions  on the environment  (climatic
change,  biodiversity, desertiftcation) and international
a$reements;
) have a f lexible chotce of partner states (including medium
income countries) of global importance for the environment
such as Mexico,  Brazil or certain South-East  Asian coun-
tn0S;
) give direct support to NGOs and the crvil society organisa-
tions of developing countries;
) commit  to pilot initiatives.
8.2. Forests and environment  activities in 2000
Following  up about 230 projects in progress(3s) was the main
task during the year.
31 new projects  received funding  approval,  to a total of €32.I
million. Because the new legal bases were adopted by the
Council,  in November 2000, the budget approprtation  could
not all be used during the year. The sum of €13 million was
thus carried forward to the 2001 budget.
The Commission's  contribution varies from €0.2 million to
€2 million per project,  with an average of €O.7 million  for
environment projects and €1.1 million for forest prolects'
Six projects  received  major support of over €1.5 million:
)farm forestry and natural  resources conservation project
around the Arabuko  Sokoke - Goshi, Coast Province of
Kenya (€1.6 million);
) creating agarwood  supplies in Vietnam eI'7 million);
) communtty  forestry  support project in South East Asia
(€2 million);
) development and demonstration of sustainable forest mana-
gement applied by community  and other non-governmental
forest managers  in Belize (€1.6 million);
) consolidation of the socio-environmental  information  system
for the forest regions of Brazil(Brazil, €1'9 million),
) supporting sustainable  livelihoods for rural and forest com-
munities  (Bolsa  Amaz6nia project, €1.6 million).
As a result of desertification, local communities must sometimes  walk great distances to reach
a source of water.
ENVIRONMENT FORESTS  iN €
Af rica  5.899.265 48.I%  4.748.603 24,0"/.










8,60k  5.36r.714 27,ro/o
206.200 r]%  1.595.115  8,r"/"
2.670.872 2r,8%  r.472.778 7,40/"
ToTAL 12.257.84 100%  19.812.523  1OO"/"
8.3. Perspectives
20OO was ayear dominated  by the reform of rulings and pro-
cedures.  Guidelines  and priorities were f ixed for the imple-
mentation of operations in 2000 and 2001, including the
financing of projects directly sent by benef iciary countries'
national and regional authorities and other international
organ isatrons.
A callfor proposals - mostly addressed  to civil soctety opera-
tors - was published in January and was closed on 14 May'
Over 600 projects will be analysed  by the Commission,  to
examine their degree of conformity with the objectives  and
priorities and their quality. The most important activittes of
2OO1 will be evaluating  these projects,  choosing them and
then getting them under waY.
countries  and to contnbute  to environmental  concerns  berng  taken into account  in community  development  co operation  programmes'
sustainable development  ot tropical  forests and other torests n devJop  ng countries.  Both budget  lines, 87 6200  and  87 620l arc merged  in 2OO1
(39)  Co financed  out of the various environment  and forests  budget neadlngs
j.;dl1wqi;l
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Each of the countries of the region - Alba-
nia, Bosnia  and Herzegovina,  Croatia,  the
Federal Republic  of Yugoslavia and the for-
mer Yugoslav Republic  of Macedonia - is a
potential candidate for membership of the
European Union.  Our policy - known as the
Stabilisation  and Association process - is
designed  to help each of the countries of
the region to implement fundamental eco-
nomic and political reforms, and to make
progress along the "road to Europe".
Our contribution  is on a substantial scale,
recognising that the Balkans are part of
Europe, and that the future of the region is
closely linked to that of the rest of the
continent.
The EC is the largest single donor in the
Balkans, spending  over €839 million in
the region in 2001 alone on top of €956
million in 2000 through the CARDS  pro-
gramme.  Given the emergency in the
region in 2000 involving Kosovo, the pro-
gramme has been front loaded.
€4.65 billion has been earmarked  for the
Balkans by the Commission  between
Balkan countries a demanding contractual  relationship  (SAA)
with the European Union in which the Union undertakes to
assist them in implementing reforms,  in exchange  for a pro-
ven commitment  on the part of each country to carry out such
reforms.
The year 2000 saw dramatic progress  in the Balkans.  In
January,  Croatian  voters elected a moderate, reforming
government  committed to forging much closer ties with the
EU; the Union  responded by immediately  upgrading  its rela-
tionship with Croatia,  and by offering considerable assistance.
From Belgrade, Slobodan  Milosevic  responded by increasing
political pressure  on the democratic  government in Montene-
gro, and by cracking down on the independent  media in Ser-
bia. The European Union - with others - provided  conside-
rable help to enable  Montenegro to withstand that pressure,
and to frustrate  Milosevic's efforts to de-stabilise the republic;
and offered a financial lifeline to the independent  media.
On 5 October 2000, following national  elections  the Serbian
people removed  Slobodan Milosevic from power, opening the
way for the return of the FRY to the European  family of
nations, and to a transformed  relationship  with the European
Union. The European  Commission responded rapidly, putting
together a massive  package of assistance  designed, above
all to help impoverished  Serbia  through the winter, and to
reinforce  its fragile new democracy. This practical  assistance
was flowing into Serbia within a few weeks of Milosevic's
departure.
During  the year, the European  Union dramatically  stepped up
its performance  in the region:
) in December  2000, a new and simpler regulation - the Com-
munity  Assistance for Reconstruction,  Development  and
Stabilisation (CARDS) -  replaced the OBNOVA  and
PHARE(40)  programmes, which had previously governed the
bulk of EC assistance to the Balkans;
)the European Agency for Reconstruction  was set up in
March 2000. After Milosevic's  departure,  the EAR's man-
date was extended to cover the delivery of EC aid in FRY;
) following an initiative by the Commission, the European
Union opened its entire market to exports from the Balkans
in November  2000. This bold initiative  will help to kick start
economies in the region;
) negotiations for an SAA were completed  with FYROM,  and
an SAA with FYROM was initialled  in November 2000. The
Commission  recommended  the start of negotiations with
Croatia, and worked closely with Albania and Bosnia Herze-
govina,  and, after Milosevrc's  departure,  with the FRY, to
prepare  these countries for negotiations.
Peace and stability in the Balkans is one of the EU's
foremost priorities.
Keeping  the region
peaceful and stable
is one of the highest
priorities of the EU.
I
o
2000 and 2006,  reflecting  the priority the Union attaches to
achieving  lasting peace and stability in the region. Contribu-
tions from Member  States come on top of these sums, and are
approximately  the same amount. 28,000 troops from EU
Member  States  and 800 civilian police are serving in the
region, helping to keep the peace  as work proceeds  to esta-
blish strong institutions  and promote regional co-operation so
that their presence  is no longer  required.
EU assistance is focused on helping the countries to imple-
ment the Stabilisation  and Association Process - namely, sta-
bilising their internal economies and political relations,
promoting  regional co-operation  between the countries and
facilitating closer association with the EU. The specific sup-
port is tailored according to the differing needs of each coun-
try. lt ranges from budgetary  assistance  and humanitarian aid,
to helping with the need to reform judicial and police training,
to border and customs co-operation,  political  relations,  and
public administration,  legal and economic reform. The Euro-
pean Investment Bank contributed  €154 million in loans to
the different SAA (Stabilisation  and Association Agreements)
in the region: €72O million for Bosnia and Herzegovina,
€34 million  for Albania.
The Stabilisation and Association  process draws heavily on
experience in the candidate countries,  and offers each of the
(40) Phare is now limited  to pre-adhesion  countries. 46The Bal kans




The table below offers a snapshot of EuropeAid programmes  in the region:
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1. Albania
Albania  suffers from weak public institu-
tions, which has contributed  to serious
instability  in the past and which, if not
sufficiently  strengthened,  pose a serious
threat to its prospects of developing a
closer relationship  with the EU in the
future. We are working with Albania to
tackle these problems.
A large proportion of EC aid is being
soent on administrative  reform and on
helping the national  authorities  establish
the rule of law.
POLICE TRAINING
The Multinational  Advisory Police Element  (MAPE)  pro-
vides advice  and training to the Albanian  police. In 2000,
the EU provided new uniforms,  police vehicles, spare parts
and protection devices. lt also renovated  several police
training centres (like those in Tirana and Durres), and
equipped them to host intensive  training  sessions  lasting
eight to nine weeks. So far, MAPE has trained some 7,000
police otficers drawn from all ranks, including 60 senior
managers.  The next step is to equip the police with modern
information  technology. The EU is also helping the Alba-
nian authorities  to draw up professional  police regulations
and new laws on the policing of economic crime. From
September 2001, an EC Police Assistance  Mission to Alba-
nia replaces  MAPE up to June 2002.
JUDICIAT  REFORM IN ATBANIA
Albania's serious civil unrest in 1997 clearly demonstrated
the need to reinforce the capacity of the national police
force. The EU played a crucial  role here, working together
with the Council of Europe in helping with the training  of
judges and prosecutors  (new school for magistrates)  and
setting  up the State Publications  Centre (new 0fficial Jour-
nal). The death penalty was abolished  and an ombudsman
(People's  Advocate)  office created in order to strengthen
the quality  of the legislative process. lt will also train more
legal professionals  and ensure that Albania's  judicial ins-
titutions function correctly.
€10 million was devoted  to this in 2000, including logistical
support for building  up government  administration, the
national judicial  system and police force, and to help put in
place a functioning customs  administration capable  of col-
lecting the revenue needed to fund the state. €2.5 million
was spent on Tempus  inter-university  co-operation  projects,
and €2.2 million was used to support  the Stabilisation and
Association  process.  In all, €34.4 million was allocated to
Albania in 2000, of which €1.5 million was spent.
In addition,  in 2000 the country received  humanitarian aid
amounting to €3.4 million, concentrated  on the rehabilita-
tion of health and education facilities, as well as installing
and improving water and sanitation networks in deprived
areas.
Agriculture
Land distrrbution and market  liberalisation  are two areas
where, over the past few years, considerable progress has
been made in reforming the agricultural  sector.  However,
major challenges  remain: new legislation must be enforced,
and the right market and service infrastructures  still need to
be developed to meet new farming needs. The EU is provi-
ding technical assistance to facilitate  this, and advising the
Ministry  of Agriculture  on modern agricultural policy  and
techniques.
2. Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH)
The return of refugees and displaced people to their homes
remains a key priority for EU aid to this country, which recei-
ved a total of €103 million in aid during 2000. Special efforts
were made to return people to the Republika Srpska  in eastern
BiH, and also to encourage  cross-border  returns from Croatia.
Helping refugees and internally displaced persons to return
involves more than repairing  houses  and homes, however. lt
means helping to ensure that returnees  also have jobs, schools
for their children,  healthcare,  social security and other ser-
vices. In this type of integrated  return project the EU relies
heavily on the involvement of NGOs.
To date (1996-2000),  the EC has rebuilt  over 21 150 houses
all over the country  as part of its major effort to help people
return to their homes.
Economic regenerataon
BiH's post-war boom was largely  due to donor reconstruction.
However, over the last two years GDP growth rates have fal-
len to below 10%, from a very low base; the situation  has
been compounded by negative  trade balances, as imports
continue  to outstrip  exports. Only Albania  has a lower level of
Foreign Direct Investment (FDl). EC assistance over the next
five years will help BiH to make the transition to a market
economy, and lay down the foundations  for sustainable  deve-
lopment, in order to prepare BiH's future integration in the
EU.
Through the Quick lmpact Facility  project system,  the EC
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SMEs. As a result, 1200 new jobs were created in return
areas throughout  Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The European  Commission's approach to encouraging econo-
mic development  in this country focuses on the following:
) creating a single market between Bosnia's entities, in line
with EU standards and institutions;
) supporting  structural reforms to prepare  for the
transition  to a market econom!;
) stimulating the development of the private sector,
especially SMEs;
) ensuring that both local economic development  and ref u-
gee returns are sustainable.
Agriculture,  forestry,  and the environment
The EC has helped the veterinary services  of both Bosnia  and
Herzegovina to work together to ensure better health and
management of livestock,  which will increase consumer
confidence  and trade.
BiH potentially  possesses  one of Europe's largest natural
forest covers, but some of these 'forest lands' are currently
bare and threatened  by desertification, as well as by unex-
ploded  mines. With EC aid, 1350 hectares have been refo-
rested (750 hectares directly funded by the EC, the rest
financed  bilaterally by ltaly).
In the aftermath  of the war, the protection  of BiH's abundant
natural resources has fallen even lower on the political
agenda.  With EC encouragement, a set of new environmental
protection  laws was drafted  and is now being discussed with
al I interested parties.
3. Croatia
Parliamentary  and presidential elections  in January 2000
resulted in a change of government in Croatia and brought  a
dramatic change in the political climate.  These changes have
offered the opportunity  for rapid progress  in the relationship
between Croatia and the EU. The EU responded swiftly
with an immediate  increase in contacts  between  the EU and
Croatia; the status of the European  Commission's office was
upgraded to a Delegation, and the EU agreed in November
2000, to open negotiations  with Croatia for a Stabilisation
and Association Agreement.
The main oriorities for EC aid in Croatia  are ethnic reconcilia-
tion and the return of refugees, support for democratic  prin-
ciples and the Stabilisation and Association  process, which
has already  been negotiated.
REBUITDING  NATIONAT  INFRASTRUCTURE  IN BOSNIA
AND HERZEGOVINA
The public utilities are now up and running. Many  major
EU-funded countrywide  reconstruction projects were com-
pleted during 2000. Water and electricity networks  were
repaired, bridges rebuilt,  mines were cleared, kilometres
of roads rehabilitated,  hospitals rebuilt and equipped,
schools,  kindergartens  and universities reopened and tele-
phone lines restored. Sarajevo airport was substantially
upgraded, following similar improvements made in pre-
vious years to the airports at Mostar and Banga  Luka.
Mostar and Sarajevo:  The extensive  war damage inflicted
on these two cities required  several integrated  reconstruc-
tion programmes. The results  are already visible with new
houses, public buildings, and restored  networks for water,
energy and transport.
Reconstructing  Bosnia and Herzegovina:  The war inflicted
substantial  damage  to Bosnia's physical links to the rest of
Europe.  The EG has funded the repair and rebuilding  of
many bridges,  including  the bridges across the Sava at
Gradiska. Benska and Brcko.
€10 million of the total €18.54 million budget for 2000 was
set aside for the return refugee.  The Croatian  authorities  were
given another €3 million  for technical  assistance  to help carry
out vital reforms in key sectors  such as: European  integration,
justice, public administration  reform,, SMEs, statistics  and
regional development.  A further €2.34 million was provided
for promoting SME and craft businesses.  The €18.54 million
total also includes €1.5 million support for the TEMPUS
inter-university  co-operation  programme  given by PHARE
in 2000. An additional €1.5 million was given for technical
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Reconstruction  and return of
refugees and displaced persons
Reconstruction aid is concentrated  on
the formerly  war-torn areas in Croatia,
namely Eastern Slavonia and former
sectors is the North and South. As
elsewhere, the EU promotes an integra-
ted approach to the return of refugees
and displaced persons, the construction
of houses therefore goes hand in hand
with the rebuilding of health centres
and schools, sustainability measures
and efforts for the revival of small busi-
ness. The 2000 programme  which will
come to an end in Spring 2002 aims to
provide housing and other assistance for
the return of approximately  2,500  refu-










4. The Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia - FYROM
A major milestone  in the relations  between the EU and the
Former  Yugoslav  Republic of Macedonia was the negotiation
of a Stabilisation and Association  Agreement which was ini-
tialled in November 2OOO. Also in 2000, an asymmetrical
trade regime was agreed. The enhanced  relations between
the EU and FYROM  were marked by the upgrading  of the
Office of the Resident Envoy to a permanent  Delegation.
ECHO allocated €5.36 million to the country still affected  by
the aftermath  of the Kosovo crisis.
The main priorities  for assistance in 2000 were to bring the
country closer to EU standards and principles  and to assist it
in the framework  of the Stabilisation  and Association Process.
Strengthening  of government  institutions and improvement
of infrastructure  are key aspects of assistance  which will
enable the Former  Yugoslav  Republic of Macedonia to bene-
fit from the Stabilisation  and Association Agreement and
comply with its obligations.
The national  programme of €16.2 million focused on finan-
cial sector reform,  approximation  of legislation, justice and
home affairs, integrated border management,  support  for
data processing of the population  and agricultural censuses
and education.
€1 million was provided as the first part of the Commission's
contribution(4t) to the construction of the South East Europe
University  in Tetovo. This University will be the first one pro-
viding tuition in the Albanian language in the country, thus
seeking to address  one of the long standing grievances of the
Albanian  population.
Upgrading of transport  routes and border crossings is key for
economic development, as FYROM is an important transit
route for goods and people between the Balkans and the EU,
so in addition  to the national  programme, €4 million was pro-
vided for upgrading  Blace border'crossing,  the main crossing
between Kosovo and FYROM.
CROSS.BORDER  CO-OPERATION
BETWEEN  FYROM AND GREECE
FYROM's geographical position is important in the context
of the TransEuropean  Network (TEN) of cross-continental
road routes. The TEN 'Corridor X' links the cities of Thes-
safonica,  Skopje, Belgrade, Zagreb  and MunicMPassau.  To
renew trade links, the EU has funded the modernisation  of
two critical border crossing points and also the upgrading
of several stretches  of Corridor X inside FYROM's borders.
Modernisation  of Bodgorica  Border Grossing (CBC): the
rebuilding of this important  border crossing  was completed
in October 2000 with an EU contribution of €3.16 million.
A new heavy vehicles terminal was added with all modern
customs  and inspection facilities.  A further upgrading is
planned, with new buildings  for veterinary  and plant health
inspections.
Modernisation  of Medjitlija Border Crossing: the EG contri-
buted around €2.46 million towards  building a completely
new border crossing, with full customs and police facilities.
Upgrading  of road E75: the section of road from Gevgelija
to the Greek Border near Bogorodica was completely
upgraded  by September 2000 with CBC funding of €5.68
million. Another section, nearly l0 km long between Nego-
tino and Demir Kapija, is being  upgraded  in two phases at
a cost of €14.6 million.  This leaves the final section bet-
ween Demir Kapija  and Gevgelija,  for which the necessary
design and tender  documents were ready at the end of
2000, at a cost ol €2.7 million.
(41)  Another €4  million were provided  in 2001The Bal kans
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5. The Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia - FRY
Serbia
Emergency  assistance  programme
Following  the transition  to democracy in Serbia, the EC laun-
ched an emergency assistance  programme for Serbia in
November 2000. The programme,  with a budget of €180
million provided  support in a range of sectors, notably
energy, health care and food commodities. lt came after the
already  existing  EC humanitarian  aid to Serbia (€50.45  mil-
lion in 2000). The Commission  services worked fast to put
the emergency  package  together and the delivery on the
ground started in record time, making a ma1or  difference in
people's lives during the winter months. Within the package,
a contract worth €25.4 million was signed  with the World
Food Programme  to provide 15,000 tonnes each of sugar and
sunflower  oil, two basic commodities for which there were
shortages,  at affordable  prices  to consumers rn Serbia. Funds
generated from the sales are being  used to form a counter-
part fund for the regeneration of Serbian agriculture.
Montenegro
Montenegro had diff erentiated itself f rom the M ilosevic
regime by pursuing a path of political and economic  reform
under its democratic-oriented  government.  The EU provided
direct and continuing support exempting it from the sanc-
tions regime  against  the FRY and supplying substantial  mate-
rial and technical assistance.
Thus, the EC contributed to the alleviation of government
expenditures (social welfare  payments of €13.4 million,
electricity  imports  of €2.5 million, and expenses linked to
the hosting of the displaced  persons  linked to the Kosovo cri-
sis of €13 million). The EC also provided exceptional  macro-
f inancial assistance of €20 million,  helped modernise infra-
structure and supported  the media, NGOs and democracy.
There were key projects  in the areas of tax reform, revenue
collection, SME development,  basic education and support
to Government co-ord i nation structures.
As part of direct  assistance for rural development,  more than
1 000 pregnant  cows were delivered by the EU directly to
rural families living in difficult situations in Montenegro.
€9 million of humanitarian  assistance was allocated to Mon-
tenegro  to allow it to cope with the caseloads  of refugees  and
internally  displaced  people (l DPs).
Kosovo
The European Agency for Reconstruction has been responsible
for the management  of the main EC assistance  programmes  in
Kosovo  since it was established  in February 2000. For the
2000  Kosovo programme  of €263 million  (including €51 mil-
lion committed in December  2000), 79"/o of funds were
contracted  and 55% of these paid by 31 December 2000.
Over 50% of the programme  concentrated on energy and
public utilities, while a f urther 25"/" concentrated on the
reconstruction of houses.
The Agency undertook the reconstruction  of some 8,500
houses with €60 million allocated in 2000, bringing the total
number of houses repaired/reconstructed  in Kosovo with EC
funds to 12,000. This has secured homes for more than
100,000 people,  while also supporting the local and regional
building industry.
The poor state of Kosovo's  main power stations  near Pristina
necessitated that the Agency  implemented  a €I2I million
programme  in the energy sector, including  a major overhaul  of
one power station and the equipping of the adjacent coal
mines which feed the power stations. Funds were also provided
for the importation  of electricity and the establishment  of a
management  team for the energy sector. In 2000, the Agency
responded  to the serious state of neglect of Kosovo's road infra-
structure  by focusing on the key transport axes with ard worth
€15 million for rehabilitating 180 km of roads and four
bridges, while work began on a major  upgrade of the Blace bor-
der crossing  with FYROM,
As part of its €15 million in support of enterprise  and
employment generation, the Agency and the World  Bank
created a €7.5 million credit  scheme for small and medium-
sized enterprises.  In addition, the Agency launched  a clean-
up operation  of the Trepca industrial complex,  and conduc-
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Legal institutions  and human rights organisations will have to handle numerous torture and abuse cases
that took place during the war years.  This S2-year-old  Kosovar  Albanian  was severely beaten during  the
2 days he was in KLA custody.
smelter, €13 million worth of aid was used to assist rural live-
lihoods  and the vital agriculture sector. Some 40,000 tons of
fertiliser  and seeds were imported and sold to farmers at redu-
ced prices, with the revenue placed in a rural credit scheme to
assist farmers.
In order to support civil administration  in Kosovo, the Agency
assisted UNMIK  in the task of rebuilding  local administration
by rehabilitating municipal  buildings,  providing equipment
and technical  expertise,  Specialist equipment was procured  to
facilrtate the issuing of new identity documents.
In the health sector, Agency programmes  worth €10 million
facilitated  the modernisation of the Kosovo blood transfusion
service, and provided financial  and technical assistance  to
support health care reform  and the modernisation of the phar-
maceutical sector. A programme  of support  for essential  public
utilities was launched to imorove water and the environment
and included improvements  to sewage  treatment and disposal,
and to the quantity and quality of the water supply. lt is contri-
buting to the rehabilitation  of water installations,  emergency
repairs, and the procurement of equipment  for the municipal
water companies.
ln 2000 and in addition to other EC assistance,  €26.8 million
was allocated  to Kosovo to cover the humanitarian needs of the
population, in particular during the winter period. The rehabi-
litation of houses,  schools, rural water and sanitation  works
was undertaken by ECHO.
6. Horizontal policies
European Initiative for Democracy  and Human Rights
Central and Eastern Europe,
Republics of Former Yugoslavia
In this region torn by years of war, the development  of demo-
cracy involves supporting the peace process  and calming
tensions.  In particular,  the budget aid covers  support for
organisations  working to re-establish democracy  in civil
society and to stimulate inter-ethnic dialogue  in specific
geographical areas. Also supported; in a more general
fashion,  are projects that encourage  press and media
freedom,  promote equality between men and women and
protect the most vulnerable groups in society. Altogether,
€13.500.000 has been given.
The media in Kosovo
What is freedom  without a free press?  What type of ethics
govern the media? To what extent is a journalist  pushing  a
party line an objective journalist? One hundred and twenty
people working in private and public radio stations  in Kosovo
will be taking  professional  training including  a specif ic course
in professional ethics, as the result of a €385 000 grant to
lnternews Europe in favour  of Kosovo lndependent Radio.fhis
project is intended to make it possible  to develop  an indepen-
dent local radio station (information channel reaching  most
towns in Kosovo)  and to boost the capacities of municipal  radio
stations.
The Roma culture
The project Encouraging a global approach  to Roma-related
questions, is helping the governments  of Bosnia-Herzego-
vina, Croatia and the Former Yugoslav Republic  of Macedo-
nia develop  and implement  policies to improve  the condi-
tions of the Roma, The project is based on the Council of
Europe's experience  and the initiatives it has been carrying
out in Central and Eastern Europe since 1994. With a grant
of €248.000, this organisation will be organising various
round tables, brainstorming  sessions, discussion  groups and
studies of existing legislation.
Parliament,  NG0s and civil society
How can working relations between  parliaments and NGOs be
improved?  East-West  Parliamentary Practice Project, a Dutch-
based NG0, which boasts solid experience in the area of par-
liamentary  assistance,  has just launched  its "Legislative
Assemblies  and Citizens"  initiative in various Balkan  countries
(Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia,  Bosnia, Republics  of the Former
Yugoslavia,  the Former Yugoslav Republic  of Macedonia and
Romania).  The aim is to create  a framework for interaction and


























Much of the region's communication infrastructure  was severely damaged during  the war.  EU funds are helping  rebuild several bridges such
as this one in Mostar.
tions in order to allow the development  of a true representation
of democratic interests. The project, which  is receiving €I.27
million in support,  also involves local partners, such as the
Albanian Human Rights Centre, the Foundation  for Democracy
in Bosnia-Herzegovina,  the Foundation for a Free and Demo-
cratic Bulgaria, the Helsinki Croatia Committee  for Human
Rights,  the Serbia European  Movement, FORUM  (ARYM),  the
Centre  for Democracy  and Human Rights in Montenegro and
the Association  for Democracv  in Romania.
Humanitarian aid (ECHO)
ECHO, the European Community Humanitarian Office,  has
adopted several  financial decisions concerning  humanitarian
aid to this region to a total of some €98.7 million in 2000.
Since 1992, ECH0  has implemented humanitarian assistance
programmes  worth over €2.3 billion in the region.
7. Conclusions and perspectives
EU activities in the Western  Balkans have expanded rapidly,
now that democratic governments have been elected  in Croa-
tia and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia  while the level of
EU activities in the N lS for example, remains broadly
unchanged. The more favourable political climate in the
Western Balkans  is ref lected in the doublins of assistance
from 2000 to 2001: from about €400 million through the
0bnova/Phare  programmes to €800 million through  CARDS,
their successor programme.  The European  Agency  for
Reconstruction  is well staffed  and was therefore able to deli-
ver EC emergency  and reconstruction  assistance  speedily
and effectively  to FRY during 2000.
The CARDS programme in the Western Balkans  will continue
to be a large, politically  sensitive  and visible EC assistance
programme.  However, in an environment  of rapid and recur-
ring political tension, it will be a major challenge to continue
speedy and effective delivery of the right sort of assistance.
Gradually, as stability begins to return to the region, our
assistance is focusing  less on emergency  support and recons-
truction,  and more on a broad-based and sustainable  deve-
lopment,  in particu lar, on institution-bu  ild ing. Th is assis-
tance is embedded  in the overall framework of EU relations;
it is being used to further the objectives  of the Stabilisation
and Association  Process  and the growing  number of Stabili-
sation and Association  Agreements signed, or under negotia-




























The region  is of key importance to the EU.
With the EU enlargement process east-
wards, the EU and Eastern  Europe will
share a common border, requiring joint
approaches to many issues that directly
affect the EU. The oartner countries  are
also important trading partners  and energy
supprers.
Since the beginning of the 1990s, the
relationship with the partner  countries has
become  broader.  The political dialogue
has been formalised  through the Partner-
ship and Co-operation  Agreements  (PCAs),
now in force with nine of the thirteen
countries. A PCA is a legal framework set-
ting out the political, economic and trade
e, relationships  between the EU and the
? 
partner country concerned. The imple-
E mentation of the PCAs is carried out
5 through specif ic institutions on ministe-
E rial, senior official and working  level. For
each of the PCAs, specific priorities  and
targets  have been set, based on the overall objectives  of conso-
lidation of democracy  and human rights, development of close
political  and economic  relations,  transition towards market
economy  and social, financial and cultural co-operation. As a
stepping stone to full agreements,  trade and co-operation
agreements  are still in force with some of the partner countries.
Other instruments  under the Common  Foreign and Security
Policy include the EU's Common Strategies for Russia and
Ukraine which aim to strengthen coherence between  Commu-
nity and Member State policies and actions  regarding these
countries.  The Northern  Dimension  concept, for which an Action
Plan for 2000-2003  was adopted by the Feira European Coun-
cil in June 2000,  contributes to reinforced collaboration  bet-
ween the EU, the Baltic Sea region and Russia,  thereby pro-
moting security, stability,  democratic reforms  and sustainable
development.  The Action Plan highlights as particularly  impor-
tant environmental  issues; including nuclear safety; the fight
against organised crime; and Kaliningrad,  a future Russian
enclave within the EL.
2. The Tacis assistance programme
The EC, together with its Member States,  is the largest pro-
vider of assistance to Eastern Europe  and Central Asia. Tacis
is the main Community  instrument  supporting  the countries
in the strengthening  of democracy and the rule of law, in the
consolidation  of a market economy and in the strengthening
of administrative capacity, in particular linked to the imple-
mentation  of the PCAs.
In January 2000, a new phase of Tacis was launched when the
Council Regulation No 99/2000  for the years 2000-2006
entered into force. This new phase builds on the achievements
of the past decade,  but makes adjustments  on the basis of
experiences  gained and on the increasingly differentiated
development of the partner countries. This involves inter alia
focusing  on fewer and larger projects,  on improved  program-
ming and on a dialogue-driven rather than demand-led process
ensuring that priorities  are determined  by the common  inter-
ests of the Community and the partner countries.
The Tacis programme is mainly  focused on bilateral co-ope-
ration with each of the partner countries.  lt is based on natio-
nal indicative programmes, agreed with each partner country
and valid for 3-4 years, which identify priorities  within  a
maximum  of three of the six cross cutting areas of co-opera-
tion listed below. The indicative  programmes are the basis for
action programmes setting out the projects to be supported
and the funding available.  The areas of co-operation  are the
following:
) support for institutional.  legal and administrative reform;
) support  for the private sector and assistance
for economic  development;
) support for addressing the social consequences
of transition;
) development  of infrastructure networks;
) promotion  of environmental  protection  and management
of natural  [€SoufcoS;
) development  of the rural economy.
Given the need to prioritise, in 2000, nearly all countries
requested support from among the f irst four areas of co-
operation  mentioned above. For this reason,  the detailed
information  presented in this chapter  is grouped under these
first four headings. Tacis has continued to support environ-
mental protection and to promote the development of the
rural economy, but with projects that have an angle of insti-
tutional reform or private sector development.  Support for the
environment  is a particular priority in regional co-operation.
In addition,  there are regional and multi-country programmes,
assisting nuclear  safety, networks,  environment  and justice
and home affairs  as well as cross-border co-operation,  which
aims at overcoming obstacles to trade and contacts as well as
attacking cross-boundary  pollution along the borders of the
EU and the candidate  countries with the NlS.
56tastern Europe


















































32.400 32.400 roo% 2.000 2.000 too%
Total 450.450 450.340 1OO"/" 470.451 467.211 99"/"
Rehabilitation  in NIS 9.88 9.88 roo% 4.64 3.77 8r%
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HETPING  RUSSIAN C()MPANIES TO RESTRUCTURE
The Tacis Enterprise Restructuring  Facility (TERF)  was set
up in Russia specifically  to help companies  and entrepre-
neurs develop in today's fast-changing  environment.
Although the large majority  of enterprises  have been priva-
tised, their restructuring  has often been left incomplete,  or
has not even started. Restructuring is usually a crucial
condition of any investment  package: without it, compa-
nies cannot expect to survive in a competitive  market. The
uncertainty of the present economic climate means that
most enterprises  are unable to get project financing, even
if they are ready to upgrade their operations,  for example,
by installing new technology, improving marketing tech-
niques, and finding strategic business partners.
TERF is there t0 provide  selected enterprises  with the
advice and assistance they need while they undergo
restructuring.  Thus they are sute to be able to adapt suc-
cessfully to the new economic environment. Gompanies
must take the initiative to ask TERF for assistance,  and are
expected to commit some funds of their own to the process.
In TERF I the average contribution  to project costs was
12Yo, and in TERF ll, it is now 2to/o.
TERF is designed to respond to the sudden and unexpected
shifts in Russia's business environment.  lt is also sensitive
to ditfering client requirements,  and works closely  with the
senior management of the enterprise  in question.  For TERF
to succeed,  company  management must commit  to it and
allow access to commercially  sensitive  information.  Howe-
ver, many enterprises are reluctant  to hand this information
over to consultants.  lt can take three months - or even lon-
ger - to gain their confidence  so that they can get help from
TERF.
A new phase of Tacis was launched{42)  in January  2000, cove-
ring the period 2000 until 2006.  This builds on the achieve-
ments and lessons of its first decade of operation and allows
flexibility to respond  to new developments inside the partner
countries.  Tacis strategy during 2000 focused  on providing
(42) Launched  by Council  Regulation  N" 99/2000.
support for grassroots  initiatives,  with the greater involvement
of NGOs. When designing projects, more attention  was paid to
involving representatives  of local and regional administra-
tions. One way to put a face on EU support  delivered  in the
region was through  partnerships  between members of a Tacis
project group and its counterpart  in the EU, as in the case of
the City Twinning  Programme.  Tacis has helped establish
links between EU and NIS towns by bringing  people together
and building lasting partnerships between local communities.
2.1. lnstitutional,  legal and administrative  reform
EU support in these regions is based on the belief that growth
and stability  cannot be achieved  if there is no sound legal
and regulatory  framework  or a properly  functioning  civil
society. Reform of the relevant  national institutions  has
therefore been at the core of the Eurooean  Commission's
assistance  programmes to the partner countries. Most pro-
jects have focused on redrafting  legislation,  supporting  effec-
tive policy-making,  reforming  public administrations,  and
providing  support  to executive and legislative  bodies.  Howe-
ver, despite the great effort already  invested in aid pro-
grammes, the real progress of reform has been slower than
initially hoped.
Trafficking  in human beings, together with organised  inter-
national crime, is becoming an increasing problem  in the EU.
Because it has realised that an increasing  number  of crime
victims and perpetrators  have been coming from countries  in
Eastern Europe and Central Asia, the EU has devoted  more
resources  to improving  local justice and home affairs in those
regions. €7 million were allocated  under the Regional Action
Programme  for 2000 with the twin aims of f ighting drugs and
combating  trafficking in human  beings. New research, star-
ted in 2000, hopes to find out more about the causes of
these criminal activities and identify new ways of combating
them.
Most Tacis projects contain  a large element of education  and
training. In addition, Tacis supports  a specific  programme,
TEMPUS, which focuses on the reform of the higher educa-
tion sector. This fosters institution-building and promotes
partnerships  between higher education  institutions in the EU
and their counterparts  in the partner countries.
2.2.Priuate  sector and economic development
Helping  private  businesses has always been a top priority in
the Tacis partnership  programmes. The EU objectives  in
2000 were to help put in place the institutions of a market
economy and to stimulate business growth. A total budget of
€70 million was allocated  for that purpose. However,  several
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the current  regulatory environment;  the questionable  quality
of business practice,  and inadequate access  to finance. The
partner countries  are well aware that a stable business envi-
ronment  requires  reforms in a number of crucial areas:
government  regulations - at national and local level, legal
frameworks, trade and investment  policies, taxation and
access to finance.
The Tacis integrated  approach to providing  economic  aid is
based on the following principles.
) developing  the private  sector: bringing  new business skills
to SMEs, using or training local consultants  and providing
easier  access to finance.
) strengthening  the business environment:  giving policy advice
to governments on macro-economics,  taxation,  trade and
investment  policy,  business and regulatory improvements,
and developing  new opportunities  for exporters and
investors  whilst providing technical support.
) promoting  new investment:  continuing to prepare
and implement EBRD  investment  and loan programmes,
together with Tacis-funded  projects,  and actively
encouraging inward investment.
Food and agriculture
During  2000, work continued  on 45 projects, including  some
from previous Regional Action Programmes, and some new
projects were started,  a few of which were completed  during
the year. The total budget came to around €75 million.
) To improve the situation  of family farming in Russia,
two projects helped private  farmers to set up new co-
operatives,  either for agricultural  production and proces-
sing, or for providing  rural credit'
) Several agricultural  projects were completed  in Ukraine  and
Moldova. These covered  the product.ion, processing and
marketing of food and crops in post-privatisation condl-
tions. Help was also given with agricultural education  and
consumer  policy, and new projects for research.  Projects
dealing with food trade matters and the development of co-
operatives are still ongoing.
) Livestock  improvement  projects were funded by the EU in
Kazakhstan and Centlal  Asia, and the meat and milk sectors
were supported in Turkmenistan and Kyrgyzstan. The EU
supported  the integrated development  of agriculture and
food processing industries  in Uzbekistan.
ln the region as a whole, additional EU help was provided to
strengthen the institutional framework on issues such as land
registration, rural credit services,  marketing of agricultural
products, and agricultural monitoring.
INVAS _ EU RESPONSE  TO 1998 FINANCIAL
cRrsts rN RusslA
The financial  crisis of 1998 brought all stock market acti-
vities in Russia  to a standstill. lt also put a large number of
listed stock market companies out of business. Capital
Market Investment  Advisory  Services (INVAS) was started
in 0ctober 1998 with the ambitious  mandate  to restore
confidence in the Russian capital market  and to increase
the professionalism of market participants. A second aim
was to form international partnerships  and establish links
to international organisations. During the three years that
followed, Tacis provided support of €4.5 million and more
than 32 Russian companies  received tailor-made consul-
tancy from the INVAS team. Throughout  the proiect'
an international team of up to 140 experts  advised  their
Russian counterparts  in Moscow and in the regions  of
Samara, Rostov-on-Don,  Nizhny Novgorod, Ekaterinburg
and Vladivostok.
Through the Tacis INVAS project,  the EC helped bring about
the revival of the Russian financial markets. The INVAS
achievements were teveraged by initiatives to increase
shareholder  protecti0n  and introduce  best practice for cor-
porate governance. The project uras also the first Tacis
project  to succeed  in passing an lS0 audit. The INVAS Pro-
ject Ouality Management  System  complies fully with
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Environmental priorities  include the proper management and quality control  of water
new laws were drafted.  The first will set up a new State Ins-
pectorate to supervise safety and occupational  health throu-
ghout the country, the seconci concerns  the safety of industrial
oroducts.
Preventive health care in Uzbekistan
A thousand people public health professionals  and members
of the general public - were trained in preventive health care
under a project from the 1998 EU Action Programme  for
Uzbekistan.  Policy advice was also given to the Ministry of
Health. Local  NGOs were actively involved  in public awareness
campaigns on health-relaterl  issues. All th'is was done for
€1 million.
Some of the project trainers adapted  these  awareness campai-
gns for use in schools. The rnessages focused on preventing
heart disease, sexually transrnitted diseases (STD) and drug
addiction. Leaf lets were distributed and a local NGO helped
produce  a video on drug addir;tion to be shown on national TV.
Other TV spots will follow.
2.4. Development of infrastructure
networks and environment
Energy policy
A total of 40 projects were inplemented during 2000 with an
overall budget in the order of €85 million.
) in Russia: Five out of 18 prcjects  in the energy sector, worth
€34.5 million, were completed  during the year. All projects
included energy-saving  measures to limit the impact of energy
use on the environment. Where municipalities  and companies
with cash budgets  found themselves able - thanks to EU aid
- to make loan repayments, improvements in the space hea-
ting sector could be seen immediately.  In Moscow, starting up
new district heat and solid waste collection  services brought
additional  benefits,  leading  trl d n€w regulatory  framework for
a service-oriented organisation; Moscow  now has a municipal
administration  able to respond  changes in external demand.
) in Azerbaijan: A project was implemented  in order to raise the
standard  of operating methods in the Baku Machine Building
Plant to international  (APl) level and properly  train the plant
personnel. This project also led to the testing of local tech-
nologies  to clean up oil-contaminated  soils, and to the set-
ting up of a specialised  laboratory  to analyse  oil-contamina-
ted soil and water samples. One f inal spin-off was that it hel-
ped establish a new Ministry of Fuel and Energy.
) in Uzbekistan: A pilot project was implemented  to introduce
heat measuring  systems  into the domestic heatrng sector and
provide  a system  that is adapted to the needs of the Khoki-








2.3. The social consequences 0f transition
The transition process has caused far more social hardship
than had been anticipated.  Poverty throughout the region has
increased  dramatically,  and all social indicators are deteriora-
ting. This area of EU co-operation has become crucial. Most
EU projects  in the area focus on the reform of primary  and pre-
ventive  health  care. They also include measures to support
employment and retraining. Two examples  of particular  inter-
est are hrghlighted below.
Health and safety in the workplace  in Ukraine
Tacis is advising the Government of Ukraine  on matters  of
occupational health  and safety.  The main results  are a marked
improvement in industrial  working conditions,  and the intro-
duction of insurance  cover for accidents and occuoational
diseases.  For the f irst time in the Ukraine, people  realised that
improved safety  in the workplace,  together  with decent  working
conditions, could lead to a rise in productivity.  As a result, two
;*sEasfern Europe
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Environment
Environmental  protection has to be integrated in Tacis projects
in order to ensure that the new economic  and institutional
reforms inside the NIS are truly sustainable in the long term'
Fourteen projects  were implemented in 2000 with a total bud-
get of around €30.5 million.
) in Russia: The clean-up  of pollution from two former chemcal
weapon plants at Saratov  and Dzherzinsk  (€7.8 million  in
total) started in 2000. A third clean-up  project is planned.
Two other Tacis projects  dealt with water management  (€2.5
million) and industrial  accident  prevention (€3 million). A
new €2.5 million  project to introduce  environmental monito-
ring systems  into Russia  began  in 2000 under the aegis of
the Ministry  of Natural  Resources.  There are also plans to har-
monise environmental legislation at federal level.
) in Ukraine: The State Environmental Inspectorate was rein-
forced (€1 million), and regional capacity  for industrial waste
treatment and management  in Ukraine  was strengthened
(€1.5 million). Another  project provided water and waste
water management and operational support to the town of
Miriupil  (€1 million). In 2000 all three projects  were opera-
ting successfully.
CHERNOBYT SHETTER  FUND (CSF)
In the aftermath of the Chernobyl  accident,  the containment
system, constructed  quickly to prevent the radiation from
spreading widely,  worked relatively well. Since then, some
failures have become apparent. The cost of building a per-
manent shelter  that will reduce the risk of pollution while
meeting all safe containment  standards  was estimated in
1998 as €768 million. Unable  to raise such funding within
the short time available, the government of Ukraine  asked
for international  help. Two international  pledging confe-
rences raised nearly all the necessary funding. The
pledges which were collected by the Chernobyl Shelter
Fund (CSF) were channelled  to the EBRD, which manages
the fund. The various donors, united in an Assembly of
Contributors,  monitor the implementation of the CSF and
give guidance on the use of the funding.  The European
Commission  has already  contributed  €90 million in
two instalments  during 2000 to build up a new safe sarco-
phagus around the damaged reactor.
2.5. Nuclear safety
The Chernobyl disaster in 1986 raised world-wide concern
about using  Soviet-designed  reactors.  Since then, the interna-
tional community has invested a lot of time and money to avoid
such a drsaster happening again.  The G7 countries adopted a
nuclear safety strategy, of which the f irst step was to classify  all
Soviet-desrgned  reactors  according to the feasibility  of upgra-
UKRAINE'S FUEL GAl
€25 million from Tacis funds was set aside in November
2000 to fund the immediate  generation  of electricity  after
Chernobyl closed  in December. Very soon, the Commission
had already arranged  for two Ukrainian power generating
plants to be supplied with 374 million m3 of natural gas.
With this gas, 28"/o of Chernobyl's  average yearly electri-
city output could be generated, the equivalent of 8"/" ol
Ukraine's electricity output per year. Delivery of the gas
was supervised  by both EU and Ukrainian Government
representatives, backed by independent  monitoring to
ensure full transparency and accountability.  Phase 2 is
now being planned to reduce the fuel gap still further.
The EC and the Ukrainian Government agreed to use the
proceeds  from selling this new electricity for the reform
and strengthening  of the Ukrainian  power sectol as well as
directly subsidising  the most vulnerable parts of Ukraine's
population  (pensioners,  disabled  people, low-income  fami'
lies) and cutting down the outstanding  electricity bills of
public institutions (hospitals, educational establishments,
orphanages,  retirement  homes). The newly cash-rich utili-
ties can atford to take steps to start restructuring and pre-
pare for future privatisation.
ding them to acceptable international safety standards'  All
reactors that could not be upgraded  were to be decommissio-
ned, while the rest had to be brought up to acceptable stan-
dards. The costs involved  are immense.  The international com-
munity  has the capacity to pledge  help, get upgrading projects
going and transfer know-how  and technical information to the
plant personnel. However, it will never be able to afford to pay













In September 2000, the European Commission spelled  out
what it could offer to nuclear safety  in the NIS under Tacis  in a
Communication(43)  to the EU Council  and Parliament.  The Euro-
pean Commission  also contributed €90 million  to the Cherno-
byl Shelter Fund (see box).
Operating the Chernobyl plant was highly risky, yet without
Chernobyl, Ukraine was desperately  short of electrical power
supplies.  ln November 2OOO, the Commission pledged €65
million to help Ukraine  buy electricity during  the interim period
(2000 - 2003) while new power plants were being built. In the
same month, EU Member  States approved a new Tacis project
to fund a Fuel Gap Programme.
2.6. Regional issues
Traceca
Traceca  is the part of the 2000-2003 Tacis Regional  pro-
gramme  that deals with a transport corridor from Europe
through the Caucasus  to Asia.
In 2000 a Traceca Multilateral  Agreement was ratified by the
national parliaments  of 12 signatory states (Armenia,  Azer-
baijan, Bulgaria, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova,
Romania,  Tajikistan,  Turkey, Ukraine, Uzbekistan),  In March
their transport  ministers  agreed to endorse  a concrete action
plan for 2000-2001 with a budget of € 1 1 .5 m illion to cover
five projects.
ln February 20OI a Permanent Traceca Secretariat  ooened
in Baku (Azerbaijan) to co-ordinate  activities and liaise with
transport officials in the signatory states. A minister-level
Intergovernmental  Commission decides on programmes and
funding in liaison with the European  Commission.
(43) COM(2000)  493 FINAL. September  6th 2O0O  .
During 2000, work continued on six other projects from the
1999 Interstate  Programme in the southern  NlS, with a bud-
get totalling 25 million. These  projects focused on the imple-
mentation  of the Traceca Multilateral Agreement and on
i nfrastructure i m provements.
Gurrent  Traceca proiects in the NIS
) Gaucasus: Installation  of 1.300 km of optical cable running
through Armenia, Azerbaijan  and Georgia, together  with a
digital transmission backbone, providing updated railway
track signalling  and communications between 133 rail sta-
tions at a cost of €15 million. The reconstruction of the
main road linking the three capitals, Tbilisi, Yerevan and
Baku, is being  examined;  there is potential for attracting
new investment  in the order of €150 million from the
World Bank and EBRD.
) Centlal Asia: Rehabilitation of the rail-ferry  terminal  in
Aktau port (Kazakhstan)  is in progress,  which will allow the
shipment of wagons between Azerbaijan  and Kazakhstan,
and create a new maritime route from the Caspian Sea.
) The five Central Asian republics:  A new project to improve
customs facilities at border crossings has been started,
including computerisation  to comply with international
standards. Tacis will not only supply the equipment  but
also train the customs staff.
Gas exports and INOGATE
The Interstate 0il and Gas Transmission to Europe
(INOGATE)  programme  has become  a broad-based  instru-
ment of EU strategy for the security  of energy supplies. lt is
a multi-regional programme that promotes the overall inte-
gration  of a network transporting oil and gas to Europe, and
opens up EU access to new sources in Russia, the Caspian
Basin, the Middle East and the Mediterranean,
In a few cases,  INOGATE  has definitely  made a difference:
not only has it led to trade agreements,  but it has also ope-
ned new dialogue  contributing  to the peace and stability  of
the region of operation.  For example:
)the INOGATE  Umbrella  Agreement was instrumental in
establishing  a Memorandum of Understanding  between
Greece and Turkey to cover the gas connection;
) in the Balkans, INOGATE  helped to establish  a real working
co-operation for the oil pipeline of Constanza-Belgrade-
Trieste:
)the INOGATE Kiev Antenna office, officially  inaugurated
on November  2000 by EC President Prodi and Prime Minis-
ter Yushchenko  of Ukraine,  is now fully operational. This
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INOGATE received  €15 million funding in 2000 to support
its priority investments  on the technical  level in the three
regions  of Eastern Europe, Caucasus  and Central Asia;
) four gas fiscal metering stations  are being built in Ukraine,
Moldova,  Georgia and Armenia  in order to improve their gas
trade and commercial  relations;
) construction  has also started on two gas metering  stations
on Azerbaijan's borders with Georgia  and Russia,  with the
aim of calculating  the export and import of natural gas bet-
ween these countries  and Russia more accurately.
Telecommunications
There rs still some way to go to convert the telecom  sector in
the NIS from internal state-controlled  to free market systems
covering traditional voice telephony, digital communication
and information  systems. EU help is needed to create an ade-
quate regulatory framework and to build up the necessary  e-
certification capacity. In 2000, €11.5 million  was spent on
seven projects  in total, including:
) Uzbekistan is preparing  the way for the potential privatisation
of its telecom  sector, including the drafting of appropriate
legislation  for market liberalisation.  Four other projects have
been supporting  the improvement  of testing and certification
facilities for telecom  and space equipment;
) the Russian  State Library  is receiving  help to digitise its cata-
logues for publication  on the internet,  while the ground is
being prepared for an electronic library.
2.7. Cross-border co-operati0n  (CBC)
Environment
In 2000,  Tacis support for environment  in the EUicandidate
countries  was substantial:  implementation was on-going in 14
projects, totalling €35 million. The main emphasis was on water
resource  management  and the control of water quality.  Tacis
provided  support  to most of the major waterways  in the border
region, including work on the Paz, Prut, Bug and Danube rivers.
This includes the improvement of monitoring  capacity,  intro-
duction of guidelines and regulations  for water quality  control,
and the setting down of necessary infrastructure.
In addition, two projects in Karelia  concentrated on the deve-
lopment  of eco-tourism.  The management  of the Karelia  Natio-
nal Parks was stren$hened  and new improved  infrastructure  is
being built.
Border crossings
Some existing border crossings permit only bilateral  traffic' The
EU is opening up new internattonal border crossings to encou-
rage more trade. This is no small undertaking,  as some crossing
points are huge. One example  is Salla,  where just the adminis-
trative-operational  building  set up for customs and border
controls of cars, buses and lorries covers an area of 1 020 m'?.
There are also canopies  covering  control booths for all lanes, a
building for detailed vehicle inspection  with storage area of
450 m2, as well as truck weighing  posts, dog kennels and a fully
secure perimeter  fence with controlled entry and exit points.
2.8. Horizontal policies
European Initiative for Democracy and Human Rights
lmplementing  human rights, protecting minorities,  develo-
ping civil society organisations  and introducing the basic
infrastructures of public and democratic life are among the
objectives which have been set with a view to promoting
democracy  in these  parts of the world' The priorities of the
2OO0 budget heading,  which has received €6.700.000 of
commitment appropriations,  are ambitious, covering educa-
tion and sensitisation  in Human Rights, the training  of armed
forces,  lawyers  and judicial authorities, supporting  the deve-
lopment of local government and independent  media and the
promotion and development  of programmes undertaken
jointly with international  organisations.
Elections in Belarus
A sum of €413 000 has been granted to the Helsinki Bela-
rus Committee,  in co-operation with OSCE-AMG  in Minsk, to
set up a public monitoring  system for the October 2000 par-
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2000 was a turning-point in the food security  programmes  for
the NEls. More countries  benefited  (Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Moldavia,).  The Community
aid, in'most  cases,  involves  budget support targeting  reform in
the farming sector,  Since 2000, this support has been pro-
gressively  extended  to the social sector, in order to aid reform,
to revive the farming  sector and to boost the incomes of vul-
nerable families.
In Kyrgyzstan, for example, budget support of €10 million and
technical  assistance are contributing  to the development  of
the farming and social sectors:  support for the land survey
authorities (security  of real estate tenure), restructuring the
policy and financial  management departments  of the Minis-
tries of Agriculture and of Social  Protection,  and rationalisa-
tion of the social security system to the benef it of the poorest
groups. These  programmes will supported  by technical assis-
tance within the two ministries concerned.
In Moldavia, the deterioration of the macro-economic situation,
the climatic conditions and the slowing down of the structu-
ral reforms  have led to the decline of living conditions and
the generalisation  of poverty, particularly in the countryside.
Food balance has become very fragile, because  of the clima-
tic upheavals  and the economic problems. Budget support
and technical assistance  amounting to €5.5 million have
supplemented  projects  conducted by the ECHO and the
TACIS  programme. Apart from support for the balance of pay-
ments, this EC intervention  focuses on public expenditure  in
the farming and social sectors, which it considers  to be a
priority. ln particular, the EC's action is supporting the pro-
cess of liberalisation in the farming  sector, the rehabilitation
of national irrigation networks and the paying of social secu-





projects are set up to
deal with the social
consequences
of transition.
Justice and prisons in the Northern Caucasus
A joint Commission-Council  of Europe  programme,  with a
budget  of some €500 000, is examining the judicial and pri-
son situation in the Northern Caucasus  region of the Russian
Federation, in the light of the crisis affecting  the Republic  of
Chechnya. One objective  is to consolidate the independence
of the judiciary, to improve its effectiveness  and to impart a
sense of responsibility  to those involved in criminal investi-
gations, such as public prosecutors  and the police. At the pri-
son level, the task is to make personnel aware of the rule of
law and basic rights, and at the same time to improve the
conditions  of detainees, particularly  the most vulnerable.
Rehabilitation
The countries benefiting  from aid (€9.9 million) are above all
Georgia  and Azerbaijan,  with major projects also in the
Nagorno-Karabakh  enclave and in Tadjikistan. Most projects
help to restore  infrastructures  in regions  devastated by recent
conflicts, by means of financing  conventions with the govern-
ments concerned.
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The European Community  Humanitarian  Office (ECHO) has
been active in the region.  In the table below ECHO's  finan-
cial decisions can be found, split by groups of countries.
FINANCIAL  DECISI()NS  F(lR HUMANITARIAN
ArD rr{ 2000 (EcH())
EASTERN  EUROPVNIS DECISIONS lN € Million
48.930 TOTAL
) Belarus. Moldavia. Ukraine 2.800
) Mongolia 1.875
3. Conclusions and perspectives
The Tacis programme, which covers the countries of Eastern
Europe and Central Asia, is now well-established with an
annual commitment  budget of around €450 million. lt is
adapting to the evolving needs of the region, including reco-
gnition of the growing differentiation  between the countries.
Enlargement of the EU to the east is leading  to a shift of focus
towards  the Western  NIS in terms, for example,  of border
management,  spill-over environmental  concerns  and cross-
border initiatrves.  Greater  attention  will be paid to promoting
investments, including the co-financing of investment pro-
jects with international  f inancial institutions. Investment sup-
oort will also be extended to the social sectors,  where the
needs are huge after a decade  of very sharp economic decline.
At the same time, the overall  focus on promotion of reforms is
being strengthened.  More prominence will be given to provi-
ding high-level policy advice, and to other activities in
connection  with the implementation  of the Partnership  and
Co-operation  Agreements  but also to long-term institution
building, in particular in support of the rule of law. As devo-
lution continues,  more and more assistance will be delivered
through the local Commission's  Delegations.
More attention is









- Armenia, Azerbaijan,  Georgia 4.855
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1. Key figures in 2000
In 2000, the funds committed to Euro-Mediterranean  part-
nership activities amounted  to €1.002 million and the total
payments reached  €472.2 million.  Most of these funds were
committed within the framework  of the MEDA Programme
@879.2 million in 2000). The remaining funds were
committed on other specific budget lines like Peace process,
Democracy,  and Palestinian  refugees eI22.8 million in
2000).
Euro-Mediterranean  Association  Agreement  Highlights of 2000
Agreement already in force Tu n isia,
the Palestine Authority (*)
Agreement coming into force lsrael, Morocco
Ratification pending Jordan (**), Egypt (***)
Negotiations  resumed Algeria, Lebanon, Syria
(.)  lnterim  Agreement
(.')  The AA  with Jordan  has been ratified  by 14 out
of 15 EU member  States
("--)  The AA  with  Egypt  was signed on 26 June 2001
MEDA commitments  in 2000: €879.2 million The Barcelona  Declaration  adopted by the 15 Member States
and its 12 Mediterranean  Partners on 27-28 November 1995
constitutes the basis of Euro-Mediterranean  co-operation. The
Euro-Mediterranean Partnership activities consist of bilateral
and regional  tracks. These activities are mainly funded  by the
MEDA Programme.(44)
Bilateralco-operation is based  on the Euro-Mediterranean  Asso-
ciation Agreements.  Regional  co-operation is based on regular
co-ordination  meetings and conferences held at the highest
level as the Euro-Mediterranean  Foreign Ministers Conferences
(Lisbon  2000, Marseille  2000).
. (including'Global  allocation'  and'Technical assistance')
B i lateral co-operation  :









MEDA payments in 2000: €330.5 million (243 in 1999)
Gountries eligible for MEDA funding:
Bilateral: Algeria, Egypt, Lebanon,  Jordan, Morocco,  Syria,
Tunisia,  Turkey,  Palestinian  Authority.
Regional  funds/cultural  activities only: lsrael, Cyprus and
Malta.  (Limited because  of their high per capita GDP).
0ther budget lines in 2000 (Peace process,  Democracy,
Palestinian  refugees...):
Commitments:  €122.8 million
Payments:  €141.7 million
Total commitments  in 2000:  €1.002 million
Totaf payments in 2000:  C472.2 miilion
nership  (MEDA) adopted  on 23 July  1996 and amended  on 27 November  2OOO  by the Council  Regulation (N" EC/26g8l2000)  which  is usualv  catted MEDA 1.
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2. Key objectives
The three initial objectives  of the Euro-Mediterranean  Part-
nership as defined at the Barcelona  Conference  of 1995 are:
1. The creation of a common Euro-Mediterranean  area of
peace and stability based on fundamental  principles  of
human rights and democracy;
2. The creation  of an area of shared prosperity  through the
progressive  establishment  of a free trade area between  the
EU and its Mediterranean  partners and among the Medi-
terranean  partners themselves,  together  with substantial
EU financial  support to cover both economic and social
tra ns it io n s;
3. To develop human resources, promote mutual understan-
ding among  the peoples in the Euro-Mediterranean  region
and to develop free and flourishing civil societies.
Much has been done since Barcelona  to achieve  these objec-
tives but it still appears necessary  to improve the fulf ilment
of the Barcelona objectives.  The new Communication  from
the European Commission(4s)  "Reinvigorating  the Barcelona
Process" provided  the main input for the Euro-Mediterranean
Foreign Ministers meeting held in Marseilles in November
2000 where a number of concrete  proposals  were agreed:
) the negotiation,  signature  and ratif ication of the Associa-
tion Agreements  which constitute  the framework of the
political dialogue and economic co-operation should  be
speeded  up. The Association  Agreement  with Egypt  was
signed in 2000 but negotiations with Algeria,  Lebanon and
Syria did not make satisfactory  progress;
)the financial impact of the MEDA programme  should  be
improved,  notably  by subordinating  future financial aid to
the pursuit  by partners of economic transition reform. Simi-
larly, more efforts shou ld be made to substantially  reinforce
regional economic dialogue;
) a greater reciprocal liberalisation of trade will have to be
reached - notably in agriculture - by the end of the transi-
tional period, in accordance  with applicable  GATT and WTO
provisions;
) the Euro-Mediterranean Charter for peace and stability
could not be adooted due to the Middle East crisis. Never-
theless, significant  progress  was made towards agreement
on this instrument which will promote  respect for funda-
mental principles  of human rights and democracy and faci-
litate conflict  prevention and crisis management;
) a new programme  "lnformation  and communication"  will
be launched and a "Euro-Mediterranean  partnership" label







3. General political and economic
context in 2000
The year 2000 was dominated by the instability  of the
Middle East region because of the outbreak of violence resul-
ting from the Palestinian-lsraeli  conf lict. The interruption of
the Middle East Peace  Process  has seriously jeopardized the
benefits  of the Barcelona process  in this region and imposed
limits on the development  of overall regional  co-operation.
However, one of the achievements  of the Marseille  Confe-
rence in November 2000 (held two months  after the begin-
ning of the second Intifada)  was precisely to demonstrate the
resilience  of the Barcelona process. In spite of this dramatic
context, the European Union was able to pursue a frank poli-
tical dialogue  and to take emergency measures  of which the
most important was the setting up of a special cash facility
of €90 million to help the Palestinian  Authority preserve its
institutional  framework.
The economic  highlight of the year 2000 was the further rise
in oil prices, which had already  started rising in the f irst quar-
ter of 1999. The average  price of oil per barrel in 2000 was
$29, about 50% higher than in 1999.  As a result, terms  of
trade for the region's oil-producing  countries  improved consi-
derably, and growth was boosted, particularly  for net energy-




of the region is
one ohjective  of the
Euro-Mediterranean
Partnership.
(45) "Reinvigorating  the  Barcelona  Process".  COM (2000)  497  f na
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The construction  of basic infrastructures  such as schools are an important  facet of EC activities tn
the region.
5. The MEDA Programme
Most activities undertaken within the framework of the Euro-
med Partnership are financed by the Union's MEDA pro-
gramme which covers bilateral and regional co-operation.
Most MEDA funds are channelled  bilaterally  to individual
countries  through  co-operation  programmes. The rest is allo-
cated to multilateral  regional co-operation  activities, invol-
ving all 27 partners.
From MEDA lto MEDA ll
The MEDA programme provides financial  support to the
Union's Mediterranean policy as defined in the Barcelona
Declaration.  Since 1995, efforts have concentrated on two
aspects:  promoting  the transition towards an open economy
and helping  partners meet the attendant  socio-political chal-
lenges, in line with the objectives  of the association  agree-
ments. The actions that MEDA supports  seek in particular  to
maintain  the essential  balance between  economic growth
and social stability. Constant attention  to the human ele-
ment, together wrth partner countries' determination to suc-
cessfully carry through essential national  reforms, are the
cornerstone of Euro-Med iterranean  d ialogue.
Between 1995 and 1999, the 12 Mediterranean partners
have benefited from over €4.4 billion in aid from the EU,
€3.4 billion of it under the MEDA I programme alone. For its
part the European Investment  Bank has made available €4.8
billion of loans during this period.
The MEDA programme presents  a satisfactory  performance in
terms of commitments (€879.2 million in 2000). The dis-
bursement rate has moved up substantially,  from 26% of
commitments  in 1995-1999 to 37.6/" in 2000 (€330.5
million disbursed  in 2000). The lower payment  levels of the
earlier years are explained in part by the usual slowness of
the early years of the programme, but incisive structural
adjustments  - which have begun to bear fruit - have also pro-
ved necessary  in order to optimise its performance.  This, the
Commission  concluded, called for better programming  and
implementation of the aid in order to improve its strategic
value, to target it more precisely and thereby increase its
impact  and visibility  at the local level.
The newly-adopted  MEDA ll programme QOOO-2O06 with a
budget envelope of €5.35 billion) aims to improve imple-
mentation of the reform programmes and projects  aimed at
providing a better response to beneficiary populations'
expectations.
In future emphasis  will be 0n a small number of strategic
programmes.  Financing  will not be available  for small-scale
or isolated projects outside the programme  priorities.  The
Commission  is also determined  to reduce the time taken  to













4. Remaining structural problems
There are still a number of structural  problems as follows:
) the lack of spirit of partnership prevented  a sufficiently frank
and serious dialogue on crucial questions  concerning  uni-
versal human rights, prevention.of terrorism or migration;
) certain  Mediterranean partners are not sufficiently commit-
ted to speeding up the economic transition process  and to
introducing  the necessary  national  reforms to comply  with
the Association Agreements;
) the volume  of the exchanges between the Mediterranean
partners (South-south  trade), originally very weak, did not
increase.  Moreover,  the investment  level of the EU in the
region remains low compared to investment  flows in other
parts of the world. Part of the problem  lies in the diversity
of regulations,  the inadequacy of the physical and admi-
nistrative  infrastructure  and the lack of economic and legal
transparency in commercial  activity;
) the implementation  of the MEDA  programme was hindered
by the complexity  of the procedures. ln spite of the priority
given to the structural and sectoral adjustment in order to
help the governments achieve economic and social reform,
difficulties  were frequently encountered  in the implemen-
tation of the Association Agreements;
) civil society is not sufficiently  aware  of the importance  of
the Barcelona  process and too often is not aware of the
opportunities  and advantages it offers.
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f inancing only mature projects and limiting the too frequent
practice of extending project  periods. Finally, in order to
improve the impact  of programmes, financing will be linked
more strictly to progress  achieved in implementing  the asso-
ciation agreements. In this way, programmes  will in future be
directed more at a smaller number of priorities, directly lin-
ked to the agreements, and willtake greater account of part-
ners' desire to demonstrate,  by their actions, their determi-
nation to promote regional trade and economic  co-operation
and to take the necessary economic reform measures, in par-
ticular in the financial sector, in order to successf ully com-
plete the economic and political transition process.
THE THREE MAIN DIRECTIONS  OF MEDA  II
Streamlining  the decision-making  process should lead to
more efficient  programming, based on multi-annual  strategy
documents (2000-2006),  at national and local levels.
Three-year National  Indicative Programmes  (NlPs) and
Regional  Indicative Programmes (RlPs) will be based on
these strategy documents. Annual financing plans will be
adopted  and implemented at national and regional  levels.
Enhancing capacities for programming  and implementing
the planned actions,  in pailicular through greater  dialogue
with Mediterranean partners on medium-term  MEDA  pro-
gramming and better integration of their individual reform
strategies.
More efficient  implementation procedures with the reform of
the Gommission's  external aid and the services managing it.
6. Bilateral co-operation  priorities
In its communication  on "Reinvigorating  the Barcelona pro-
cess" adopted in 2000, the Commission  recalled that the
implementation  of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership  is
based on the negotiation  of bilateral association  agreements
with each Mediterranean  partner. The overall objective
remains that of establishing  a Euro-Mediterranean  free trade
system in 2010, establishing  permanent  and durable politi-
cal dialogue and implementing  various forms of co-operation
between  each Mediterranean  partner and the EU.
The outcomes  of the Marseille conference in November  2000
underlined  the objectives  of the Association  Agreements  as
defined  in the Barcelona Declaration:
) support economic transition by developing the private sec-
tor to prepare  the way for free trade and improved compe-
titiveness;
)strengthen the socio-economic  balance by improving
health, education, environment  and rural development  to
ease the way through economic transition  and structural
adjustment;
) promote human rights, the rule of law and democracy.
The conference also stressed  the following priorities  for the
f uture:
) to speed up the pending negotiations with Algeria,  Lebanon
and Syria and to accelerate the procedure of ratif ication by
the Member states in the future, notably by obtaining  assu-
rance that the Association  Agreements will be ratified
within two years of being signed;
) to reach an agreement with the Mediterranean  partners  in
order to allow wider access  of their agricultural products to
the European market. This objective  complies with the
WTO requirements  and the adjustment of transition period
criteria;
) to intensify South-South  trade by encouraging commercial
and economic co-operation at regional and sub-regional
levels:
)to define an appropriate regulatory  framework  for the
future Euro-Mediterranean  free trade zone by reinforcing
co-operation  in numerous fields such as customs  and tax
systems,  financial services,  competrtion and intellectual
property.
Moreover, the Commission  Communication "Reinvigorating
the Barcelona Process" recommended  that Mediterranean
partners  should adopt a series of concrete  measures which
should  be implemented  within a strict timescale:
)those  Partners which are not yet members of the WTO
should  become members by the end of 2OO2;
) a free trade agreement  should be signed  among the part-
ners who have concluded  an Association  Agreement within
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l.t
The project at St-Katherine,  a perfect example of integrated  development,  has involved




While the establishment  of the new guidelines  and priorities
detailed  above has been a very important task during 2000,
existing projects have continued developing.  The main acti-
vities in the different countries  of the region are summarised
below.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF EGYPT'S  PROGRAMME
FOR THE PRIVATE  SECTOR
A significant  number  of new jobs in Egypt have been created,
thanks to the EC-funded Private Sector Development  Pro-
gramme  (PSDP). Set up with €25 million in 1996, the PSDP
provides  tailored  and integrated programmes of technical
expertise to private sector companies and business  associa-
tions. Services are provided in response to demand,  and
most activities apply the principle of cost sharing.
The PSDP was refunded in 1999 (€20 million) and will
cease operations in December  2001.
Business upgrading:  This has turned out to be the flagship
service, well known in the local Egyptian  market.
Business training: More than 125 different  types of course
are on offer at the European  Management Centre, which has
trained  some 4 000 executives.
Marketing  and export:  Advice has been given to over 180
companies producing a wide range of consumer goods.
Business  co-operation:  More than 100 companies have been
helped  to form strategic alliances  with European companies.
Information services:  This division provides commercial
data and market information,  and acts as a reference  point
for other donor programmes.  Nine business associations
have received direct  help from the Institutional  development
division.
Algeria
Following a six-year break (1994-2000) due to the domestic
situation, negotiations  for an association agreement between
the EU and Algeria resumed on 14 April 2000. During the
period 1996-1999,  projects were committed to a total
amount of 164 million within the framework  of the MEDA
Programme. These programmes mainly aimed  at developing
the private  sector  and structural adjustment.  In addition,  a
risk capital operation  managed by the EIB was funded with
the remains of the f inancial protocols.  In 2000, the resump-
tion of relations with the Union has allowed  three projects
totalling €30 million to be launched: support for telecom-
munications  and postal services reforms and developing the
information society (€17 million);  support  for Algerian jour-
nalists and media (€5 million); support for police service
































ACHIEVEMENTS  OF EGYPT'S  NATURAT  PROTECTORATES
PROGRAMMES
Egypt has huge tourist potential and is rich in important
environmental  and historical sites. However, the exploita-
tion of these ecologically  fragile areas requires compre-
hensive  knowledge  0f the principles  of sustainable deve-
lopment. The three important.EG  programmes  described
below aim to meet this requirement.
- The Saint Katherine  Protectorate  Development Project -
a unique  model of successful co-operation between the
Government  of Egypt and the European Union in the field
of environmental,  cultural and religious preservation.
Declared a national protectorate in 1996 (with €6 mil-
lion from the European  Commission), it covers 4 350 km'z
- virtually the entire high mountain massif of South Sinai
- and is one of the most visually spectacular and ecolo-
gically unique areas in the Middle East. The project
managers believe that local people,  tourists and native
biodiversity can all coexist. They also believe that the
Bedouin  people are the best stewards of the protecto-
rate's natural  resources,  on which they depend.
- The Gulf of Aqaba  Protectorates  Development Programme
aims to safeguard the natural  resources  of coastal  areas
t0 promote a controlled  local tourist industry. Set up in
1996 with an EG grant of €10 million, this project rein-
forces the activities of the Egyptian Environmental Affairs
Agency's Natural Protectorate  Sector, which forms part of
the economic  development of South Sinai.
- The Oil Pollution  Combating Emergency  Gentre is located
at the entrance  of the Gulf of Aqaba. This project consis-
ted of setting up and oquipping  an emergoncy  r0sp0ns0
centre, including training its staff in necessary proce-
dures and mechanisms to combat oil pollution at the
mouth of the gulf, which is an area particularly vulnerable
to oil spills,Mediferranean
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A f inancing agreement has also been signed for updating  the
financial sector (€23 million).
Egvpt
The conclusion of the Association Agreement should have led  Lebanon
directly to the initiation and signing stages during 2000.  ln September 2000, the Commission and the Lebanese
Eventually, the Agreement was initialled on 26 January government ended a two-year interruption  of negotiations
2001. Meanwhile, €I2.7 million were committed underthe towards a Euro-Mediterranean  Association  Agreement.
MEDA  programme.
Aoart from interest rate subsidies  to EIB loans (€100 mil-
lion), there was a considerable  run-over of existing  commit-
ments made under MEDA I (€615 million for the Social
Fund, for basic health and education,  and industrial moder-
nisation).  The European Commission took a lead role in the
multi-donor review of Phase ll of the Social Fund for Deve-
lopment  programme.
The slow rate of progress  on programmes already  approved
gave rise to concern.  The Industrial  Modernisation  Pro-
gi'amme  @250 million) had been blocked because  the plan-
ned organisational  structure - the Industrial  Modernisation
Council - had not been set up. This needed a Presidential
Decree, which was issued at the end of 2000. However,  the
technical assistance  made available  through the EU f inally
began to make a real impact in health (€I2O million)  and
education  (€100 million) by improving  both access to and
quality of primary  health care services as well as the impro-
vement of the basic education  sector.
In other areas, achievements  were recorded  in the pro-
gramme for developing the private sector and also in several
programmes  focused on environmental  protection.
lordan
The performance of Jordan under MEDA (1995-99) has been
exemplary. As a result, Jordan  has received the largest  per
capita amount  of MEDA grant support of all the Mediterra-
nean Partners.
Targeting  its actions on the basic needs of the population,
the Union has concentrated  its technical assistance on the
Project Management  unit responsible  for the multilaterally
funded US$ 250 million rehabilitation of the Amman water
supply system (€5 million), and on modernising Jordan's
industry, to help create thousands of new jobs and boost the
national economy. The Commission also approved a number
of cultural events to pay tribute to the legacy of the late King
H usse  i n.
New programmes  were launched in 2000 to develop  the tou-
rism sector and the preservation  of cultural  heritage  (€3.9 mil-
lion). Full use was made of the €80 million Structural Adjust-
ment Facility since all performance  criteria  had been f ulf illed.
The Commission  decided to grant an additional €15 million to
back a new EIB-managed risk capital operation for financial
intermediaries working on equity/quasi equity investment.
ECONOMIC  RECOVERY OF DISPTACED  PEOPLE IN THE
SOUTH MOUNT-IEBANON  REGION
Since the end of hostilities, the lebanese government  has
been trying to encourage its displaced citizens to return
home and reintegrate  with the resident population.  An lta-
lian NG0, the lstituto per la Cooperazione  Universitaria
(lCU), has been managing  the project,  working with the
Lebanese  Ministry of the Displaced, the Agricultural Minis-
try and other national  and ltalian institutions.  Destroyed
infrastructure  has been rebuilt, new jobs created and small
and medium-size  enterprises supported. In 1995, the EC
started supporting this proiect with a grant of €6.3 million.
Principal achievements  of the project:
The facilities at Kfar Fakoud have revived old friendships
and created  new intra-communal  contacts.  A pilot demons-
tration farm and service centre has been set up at Kfar
Fakoud, Deir el Kamar,  to provide technical assistance  and
training to farmers.  This proiect has contributed  to create
economic opportunities and stable conditions for the
people working in agriculture, which is by far the dominant
activity  in the region.
Training: Nearly 3.500 farmers were trained, either 0n the
project farm or in neighbouring  villages.  Some engineers
have also been trained in Lebanon and in Europe, and the
practical  guides  and educational leaflets produced for
local farmers  have been distributed  throughout  Lebanon.
Gredits: Thanks  to this proiect, farmers may now indivi-
dually request an agricultural  credit up to €20.000 with a
subsidised  interest  rate of 37o, reimbursable  over a period
of three and a half years. These mini-credits are managed
by ltaly's Banca di Roma.  So far, 100 projects have been
approved  and 94 loans given, at a reimbursement  rate of
91"/".
Subsidies: These have been widely used in the fruit and
olive tree sector by farmers  buying plant stocks and muni-
cipalities  buying plant health products.  In December  2000,
the region's olive producers  were able to obtain new sub-
sidies of up to €10 000 to buy kits to analyse olive oil aci-
dity and other equipment to modernise their olive presses,
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GEFRIF: HIST0RY 0F A SUCCESS  ST0RY
Integration  and participation" are the key words of the
GEFRIF project e4.45 million), devoted to protecting and
managing the forest ecosystems  of the Rif (Northern
Morocco).  This pilot initiative  tested out an integrated
(ecological, economic  and social) approach to rural deve-
lopment. lnvolvement of the local population  at every stage
has been the key to its success. At the end of the project,
the living conditions  of the local population  have improved
(new tracks, bridges, water points).  Purchasing  power has
risen significantly. land ownership conflicts have been
seftled and deforestation  halted.
The GEFRIF  project  was selected  by Morocco  to be presen-
ted at the Hanover EXP0 2000 as an illustration of suc-
cessful sustainable  development.  lt has also provided  the
pattern for two other MEDA initiatives:  Integrated  rural
development  (€28.4 million) and Participative  develop-
ment of the forest and semi-forest areas of Chefchaouen
province (€24 million).
This interruption was due to internal political  reasons,  notably
the organisation  of general  elections and the reluctance of the
Lebanese  authorities  to abolish  private sector protectionism and
the will to preserve  the existing  fiscal system.
Between  1996 and 1999, Lebanon  benefited from €182 mil-
lion in MEDA grants.
No new commitments  were undertaken for Lebanon in 2000
under the MEDA programme.  The signature  of three new finan-
cing agreements  took place in 2001: Industrial  Modernisation
(€11 million), Structural  Adjustment Facility (€50 million),
and Fund for Social and Economic  Development  (€25 million).
The first tranche  of the Facility (€30 million) was paid in 2000.
Outside the MEDA programme, in the aftermath of the lsraeli
withdrawal from South Lebanon in May 2000, the EC brought
in i2 ECH0 humanitarian  assistance projects (€3.9 million)
and five rehabilitation  projects e9.2 million).  A high proportion
(about €10 million) of this was dedicated to South  Lebanon,
and the balance was mainly  to assist Palestinian  refugees in the
12 settlement camps inside the Lebanese border.
Morocco
Morocco has clearly expressed  rts desire to strengthen econo-
mic ties with the Union. The Association Agreement with the
EU, that came into force on 1 March 2000, marks a decisive
step towards introducing a free trade zone.
€796.6 million was allotted to Morocco between 1995 and
1999.  In 2000 alone, €140.6 million were committed  to dif-
ferent projects aimed,  in particular,  at improving living condi-
tions (health, urban development, environment, etc.) Examples
include:
)the management of solid household waste at Essaouira (€1.9
million). This programme  seeks to reduce the impact of this
waste on the environment  and to develop the city's local waste
processi ng capac ities;
) modernisation of the court system  (€27 .6 million).  This project
aims at improving the quality of the judicial system and to
make it more efficient;
) health sector adjustment programme (€50 million).  This reform
involves  measures  to improve access  to, and the quality of,
popular health care by rationalising the management  of both
public and private  sources of financing;
) financial  sector adjustment programme (€52 million).  This pro-
gramme sets out to restructure the financial sector by adap-
ting the institutional  and regulatory  framework;
) pafticipative rural development in the Central Middle Atlas
region (Kh6nifa  Project) (€9 million). lts objective is to
improve  living conditions for rural populations in 12 com-
munes of the Province of Kh6nifra, in particular by intro-
ducing rational, participation-based  and integrated  natural
resources management.
Syria
The negotiations concerning the Association Agreement resu-
med in 2000.  EC efforts in Syria between  1996 and 1999
concentrated on key institutional  areas including the reform of
administrative and economic  structures,  support  of the business
sector, and development of human  resources.  Three projects
were signed, totalling €38 million.  The most important was the
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Tunisia
Three new projects, totalling €75.7 million, were committed
in 2000:
) support programme  for the reform of basic education  (€40
million): Help in reforming  basic education  in order to sup-
port socio-economic development. The programme seeks to
enhance  Morocco's  human resources in order to prepare
the country for social, political and economic  change;
) support for the private  sector  (ElB), venture  capital (€30 mil-
lion): The project is aimed at increasing the capital
resources  of companies  in the process  of being privatised;
) "solid waste" - interest  subsidies  on EIB funding (€5.60  mil-
lion). The project seeks to introduce regional  solid waste
management  systems, based on refuse tips and related
transfer centres across the entire country.
Turkey
The year 2000 was the first in the new climate of EU-Turkey
relations,  after Turkey's status as a candidate  for EU acces-
sion had been recognised at the Helsinki European Council
in December 1999. The first stages of the accession process
have now started on the Community acquis, and customs
union in the public procurement  and services sector. Proce-
dures to allow Turkey to participate in Community  pro-
grammes and agencies have accelerated.
Meanwhile, Turkey remains both a full participant in the Bar-
celona Process and a beneficiary  under  MEDA regional  pro-
grammes. By mutual agreement, the lion's share of Commu-
nity financial  assistance in 2000 was spent on the govern-
ment's economic reform programme,  drawn up in
consultation  with the Turkish  government and the World
Bank, and supported by a Structural  Adjustment Facility
(€i50 million in two equal parts). During 2000, a €10 mil-
lion widening of the Jean Monnet Scholarship programme
opened  the way for further training  to be given to Turkish uni-
versity graduates, young civil servants and private sector
employees wishing  to follow postgraduate  university  studies
in an EU country.
An important infrastructure  project for Bursa, once the capi-
tal city of the Ottoman  empire and now expanding  rapidly
due to rural immigration, is the Bursa Wastewater  Treatment
Project.  With MEDA paying the €16 million interest on an
€ 80 million loan from the European Investment  Bank, a new
water treatment facility is being built to reduce pollution
from city waste water dumped in the Nilufer River which
flows through the city.
AVCILAR "HOUSE OF HOPE''
The Avcilar "House of Hope" is a shelter in lstanbul  which
provides  street children with health  advice, education  and
counselling  from volunteers,  as well as meeting their basic
needs. According  to the head of the Association  which runs
this project it was through  EG funds that the home was
rescued from financial crisis, and helped t0 overcome
other setbacks, thereby assuring it of a long term future.
This small NGO project, signed in 1998 and implemented
in 1999-2000,  is one of MEDA's  success  stories. The EG
also helped another charity, the Volunteers for Street Chil-
dren, with assistance  wofth €70.000.
West Bank and Gaza Strip/Palestinian  Authority
When violence  erupted  after the second Intifada in Septem-
ber 2000, the Palestinian  territories were closed off by the
lsraeli Army. This locking up of Palestinian territories
abruptly  halted the economic growth and instituttonal reform
that had being proceeding  steadily during the first half of
2000. ln a context of major crisis and possible regional des-
tabilisation, the European Union is still standing  firm by its
democratic  and human values, the model of economic  deve-
lopment  it represents, and the conclusion  of a durable  peace
agreement,  based on mutual understanding  and security.
Palestine's  civilian  population appears to be the first victim
of this economic  blockade.  ln this crrtical context,  the EU's
top priority is to improve the living conditions  of Palestinians
and try to convince people that there is no other realistic
alternative to the peace process. The European Community
had a specific budget  of around €20.4 million in 2000,  in
addition to the funds provided  by the MEDA programme, to






"The house of Hope
gave me a place
to stay. Before  that,
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Gaza has a very large density of population.  The solid waste management project  helps prevent the
deterioration  of sanitary conditions.
k
EASING  CASH-FLOW  IN PALESTINE
After the outbreak of the 'Al Aqsa intifada', the lsraeli
authorities  decided to freeze the monthly transfers  of clea-
rance revenues OAT and custom duty receipts) cashed by
them on behalf of the Palestinian Authority as a result of
their control on all entry points to the Palestinian
Authority's  territories. This action resulted in a further
deterioration of the Palestinian population's situation.
Given the gravity of the situation, the General Affairs
Council  requested the EU to set up a second Special Cash
Facility on 13 December 2000 of up to €90 million,  as it
had done in 1997 $or €27.6 million). These  additional
funds were converted  into direct budgetary support aimed
at easing the budgetary  impact of any lsraeli  government
freeze on monthly tax receipts transfers. These payments
have helped t0 meet current administrative  expenses of the
Palestinian Authority (eg. Payment  0f civil servant salaries,
education,  health and other public services). However, the
December 2000 General Affairs Council laid down some
conditions for the releasing of funds - including proper
budgetary control by its Finance Ministry, the stabilisation
of current expenditure and the adoption of a balanced  bud-
get. In the light of this, the Palestinian Authority gave a
written commitment to pursue financial  and administrative
reform, and the EU then allocated responsibility for deve-
loping a detailed plan for implementation  of approved
reform measures to the Palestinian Minister  of Planning
and International  Co-operation.
By adopting and implementing  this exceptional financial
measure  within a very short period, the European  Union has
preserved  the institutional  framework of the Palestinian
Authority  and prevented a further deterioration in the civi-
lian situation.  As the major donor to the Palestinian  Autho-
rity, the EU has also confirmed  its place in the Middle East
Peace Process.
Putting extraordinary events aside, the MEDA programme
was used to finance other actions in the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip during 2000. These included a crucial project  to
provide wastewater treatment services for some 80% of the
Palestinian population of the Northern Gaza Strip (the
world's highest population density). The EU supported  this
by subsidisingthe €3.7 million interest rates on an EIB loan.
Going further, the MEDA  programme  also put up the risk
capital (managed by the European Investment Bank) of €3
million needed  by the Cairo Amman Bank to provide long-
term funding to assist Palestinian  SMEs in all business sec-
tors to start up, or to expand.
8. Regional co-operation priorities
Regional  co-operation at the multilateral level represents one
of the most innovative asoects of the Euro-Med Partnershio,
embracing  the political, economic  and cultural  f ields.
The year 2000 was a milestone  in the development  of regio-
nal programmes.  The Commission  Communication "Reinvi-
gorating the Barcelona Process" stressed  the strategic  impor-
tance of regional  and sub-regional  co-operation,  and of co-
ordination  between  regional and bilateral programmes.
Co-operation at regional level may act as a catalyst to encou-
rage bilateral operations  and enhance  economic and social
development. Regional programmes  may be used to work
towards trade liberalisation  and convergence  of regulatory
frameworks  in the f ields of competition policy, public procu-
rement, intellectual  and industrial  property,  and standardi-
sation. Several regional  activities and programmes covering
the three chapters of the Barcelona Process were launched or




2000  was devoted  to themes agreed at the Limassol ministe-
rial meeting (2000) namely investment promotion,  innovation
and quality, SMEs, and developing  Euromed market instru-
ments and mechanisms.  €9.9 million was agreed in 2000
and earmarked for promoting the region's single market  ins-
truments  (Euromed Market). €15 million was agreed  and
committed in 2000 to launching the promotion of innovation,
technology and quality in private enterprises (Euromed  ITQ).
An Industrial Co-operation  Working  Group discussed  a pos-
sible regional  programme  on SMEs. Business-to-business
contact meetings co-sponsored by the EU also helped to fos-
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Environment
The Short and Medium-term Priority Environmental  Action
Programme  (SMAP) was decided in 1999 and mostly in
place by the end of 2000. Adopted in Helsinki in November
1997, SMAP's priority fields of action include integrated
coastal  zone management,  'hot spots' (polluted  areas and
threatened  biodiversity  elements),  and measures to combat
desertif ication.
During  2000, contracts totalling approximately  €5 million
were signed implementing  the f irst phase of SMAP. The major
source of funding  is MEDA, although other existing funds may
be used, and efforts will be made to attract additional public
and private donors.
Information Society
Closing  the technology gap between  the EU and its Mediter-
ranean partners is the goal of Eumedis, the Euro-Mediterra-
nean programme  on the Information  Society  decided in 1998.
The idea is to increase  the connection  of MEDA  countries  to
the Internet  and launch  sustainable  electronic platforms of
co-operation and services  to the public. During 2000, a call
for proposals for up to €35 million was published and
will lead to the funding of ICT pilot projects  in the fields of
healthcare,  education, electronic commerce  and economic
co-operation.  ICT is also used for the promotion  of cultural
heritage and tourism, and industrial technologies.  Contracts
totalling more than €2 million were signed with Information
Society  Focal Points in each of the 12 Mediterranean Partners
to assist organisations in their countries  in responding to the
call for proposals.
Eumedis complements another regional project: New
Approaches  to Telecommunications  Policy  (NATP),  which was
funded  by the EU for €2.5 million and began  in June 2000.
Local water management
Water  is in short supply in southern Mediterranean countries,
and natural  resources  are not equally distributed among dif-
ferent states. Water management and sharing is vitally
important, lf not solved on a fair and durable basis, water
shortages could be a source of tension between  Mediterra-
nean countries,  leading to a major regional crisis.
Considering the geopolitical importance  of this regional
stake, the EU is working for all 12 Mediterranean  partners to
agree an equitable and long-lasting regional  water pro-
gramme. A new consultative body, the Euro Mediterranean
Water Forum (EMWF), held its first meeting in Brussels  in
June 2000. All 15 EU Member States and all 12 Mediterra-
nean Partners are represented,  The Commission  intends  to
A man works in the newly created  pasta factory in the industrialzone of Qena, Egypt. EU funds  are often
used to create such small businesses and iobs.
present the proposal for a regional water programme (as
required  by the Turin Ministerial Conference on Local Water
Management)  in the course of next year.
Transport
The Euro Mediterranean  Transport  Forum composed by the
15 Member States and the 12 Mediterranean  Partners had
its annual  meeting in November  2000 and continued  its
work aimed at developing  regional co-operation  in the trans-
port sector. In the November 2000 meeting  the Forum
approved the establishment of working  groups dealing  with
specialised  transport issues: maritime  transport,  global  navi-
gation satellite systems, infrastructure network and research
and development,  the last one having a specific nature rela-
ted to the preparation  of the call for proposals in the frame-
work of the 5th R&D framework  programme.
The implementation of the ongoing maritime projects  inclu-
ded in the package approved  by the Commission  in L997
continued  during 2000. Some of the projects of the package
have already been completed and others which had faced
administrative delays could be launched.
In the framework  of the regional  project of co-operation  on
statistics a specific subproject regarding transport  statistics
has been launched.  Due to the collaboration  among partners
which had already  been developed  it was possible to make
substantial progress  towards the design of a statistical  data
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Maestro  Daniel Barenboim helps an orchestra of German, Egyptian, Jordanian,  lsraeli  and Palestinian
music students  rehearse  for a concert.
INFORMATION  ACTIVITIES
The European  Commission uses publications and informa-
tion visits to publicise  the Euro-Mediterranean  Partnership.
Six information  visits have briefed  specific groups of jour-
nalists, business people and NG0 representatives  from the
12 Mediterranean  Partners.  The Commission  Delegations
in the Partner countries have also organised  cultural  and
information  activities at a total cost of €2 million.
Publications  include:
- a weekfy newsletter,  Euromed Synopsis,  covering  current
both policy and institutional measures and physical infra-
structure  issues; among other matters the project will also
contribute to the reinforcement  of the policy dialogue among
regional actors,  promote the co-operation  of the private sec-
tor and establish  tools for monitoring  the performance of the
sector. The project is expected to be approved  by the Com-
mission during 2001 and implementation is expected to start
before the end of 2001.
Energy
During the year 2000 grant contracts  for the following three
projects  in the energy sector were signed:
) "Energy and urban envilonment in Mediterranean Partners":
(EU contribution €1.9 million) concernsthe local level and
aims at the creation or the development  of local teams in
pilot cities of the 12 partners,  in the field of urban energy
programming  and management of energy.
) "Mediterranean  electric ring": (EU contribution  €2.1 mil-
lion), envisaged as a co-financing project aims to examine
the consequences of looping the Mediterranean  by electri-
cal supply networks.
) "Mediterranean tlaining netwolk in energy policy": (EU
contribution  €1.8 million). This project trains decision-
makers'  in the field of energy and creates  national asso-
ciations in the field of energy. Contracts  for four projects
of the energy programme are expected to be signed by the
Commission during 2001 with implementation  starting
before the end of 2001.
Audio-visual
The EU aim is to promote European culture in the South
Mediterranean  and to foster co-ooeration between EU and
South Mediterranean  cultural  operators/professional.  In the
first phase of the Euromed Audiovisual  programme, six regio-
nal projects were started during 2000 in three sectorS: pr€S€r-
vation of audio-visual archives, support for production and co-
production, and support for broadcasting, distribution and cir-
culation of audio-visual works - including training in cinema
and television work.
The total budget decided  in 1999 was €20 million. The frrst
network meeting, linking  up all six projects, was held in Rabat
in September 2000.
The Euromed Audiovisual  programme organised a travelling





















- a monthly calendar  of otficial meetings;
- a monthly Euroned Special Feature  on a specific topic;
- an irreguf ar Euromed  Repoft, reporting  EU
communications,  conclusions  and statements;
- a brochure reviewing  the first five years of the Barcelona
Process; and
- a brochure  reviewing 25 years of co-operation between
the EU and the Maghreb.
All these publications,  together with Information  Notes
and other news, are available at:
http//europa.eu.  inycomm/external_relationVmed_m  ideasU
intro
During  the year 2000 the preparation of a new project on the
transport  policy in the Mediterranean Region reached an
advanced  stage and the general lines of the project were sub-
mitted to the Mediterranean  Partners and endorsed  in the
Transport Forum meeting of November 2000. The project is
aimed at improving the eff iciency of the Mediterranean trans-
port system in order to support the development  of the Euro
Mediterranean  Free Trade  Area. The project will assist in the
preparation of the overall diagnosis of the regional transport
system and of a Regional Transport Action Plan addressing
7BMediterranean
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Cultural heritage
Euromed  Heritage is the regional programme to conserve  and
develop  the Euro-Mediterranean  region's cultural heritage
decided in 2000. Drawing together diverse  traditions and
customs, it encourages  increasing openness  and tolerance  in
the region, in the hope that this will ultimately contribute to
peace and stability. During 2000, the preparation  of a
second Cultural Heritage programme started.
Economic and social
In the course of the year 2000, contracts  were signed, with
an EC grant totalling €1.3 million, in support  of two econo-
mic and social councils in the region:
Youth
The Euromed  Youth Action programme  decided in 1998,
started with €9.7 million,  is now fully operational.  lts impor-
tance was stressed inlhe Marseilles  Youth Declaration of the
November 2000 Civil Forum. The main goal is to improve
mutual understanding  and cohesion  between young people
across the Mediterranean  basin, based on mutual  respect,
tolerance  and dialogue between the various cultures.  More
than 150 projects were f inanced during I999|2OOO,  ranging
from youth exchanges  to volunteer  service and support  mea-
sures. Asa result, there isan urgent need to proceed  with the
preparation of a second programme.
Middle East peace proiects
During 2000, the Commission was able to successfully
launch a new package  of Middle East peace projects  which
aim to foster an integrated approach to common  problems  in
the region. They are also used to demonstrate the possibility
of concrete  lsraeli-Arab co-operation.
Progress in carrying out these peace projects has been satis-
factory. Highlights of the diverse  activities included water
sector improvements,  regional veterinary  co-operation  and a
research  study on the issue of regional economic  integration
in all Mashrek  countries.  Also covered is the People  to People
programme of operations,  run by civil society organisations,
which is an essential motor for promoting peace in the
Middle East. lt has continued with the signing of 17 new
grant contracts.
The 2000 package renewed assistance to the People to
People programme.  lt also supports cross-border  co-opera-
tion activities, with lsraelis and Arabs holding meetings  at
non-governmental  and expert levels. 0ther projects in the
field of environment,  justice, science  education and media
co-operation  are also included  in the package  decided  in
2000 with a total budget of €22.9 million.
The preservation of marine  bio-diversity  along the Mediterranean  coast is essential
from an ecological,  environmental  and economic  point  of view.
1 0. Co-operation activities
in the Middle EasUGulf region
Gulf Co-operation  Council
Bahrain,  Kuwait, Oman,  Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab
Emirates (UAE).
Relations with the six countries of the Gulf Co-operation
Council (GCC) are conducted under the terms of the 1989
EU-GCC Co-operation  Agreement.  The Directives  agreed by
the EC Council in 1991 for negotiating an EU-GCC Free
Trade Area have been reviewed to take account of interim
changes in the world economic  situation, particularly regar-
ding trade and investment.
ln the meantime, practical  EU-GCC  co-operation  has been
agreed, particularly in the areas of standardisation,  customs
procedures, energy, and environment.
Yemen
The second  EU-Yemen  Co-operation Agreement of 1998
continued the 1990 agreement  in providing assistance  for
managing water supplies, promoting the development of
f isheries, and technical aid to rural development,
lran
The European Community has no significant  financial co-
operation with lran. However,  a Comprehensive  Dialogue
group,  initiated in 1998,  holds high level meetings every six
months.  There are also joint EC-lran working  groups to dis-
cuss questions of energy, trade and investment,  and experts
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WOMEN IN THE MAGREB
At three multi-resource centres in Algiers, Tangiers and
Tunisia,  women can obtain practical information, legal
advice (family questions, employment, criminal law), health
information  and, where necessary, psychological help.
These centres offer expert advice, free of charge, either
face to face or by phone. In particular  they provide support
to women who are victims of violence and sexual harass-
ment. Seminars,  training and awareness-raising actions
(communication  methods,  women's  rights, new technolo-
gies, etc.) are organised there for paid and volunteer  staff
and counsellors.  This project,  which is co-ordinated  by the
ftalian organisation  IMED (lnstituto Mediteranneo), with
financial  support of €1.4 million, is being carried out in
partnership with women's protection  associations,  trade
unions  and NG0s from the central  Maghreb region. This pro-
ject, the relevance of which goes well beyond the promotion
of women's rights, should also impact  on the development
of the democratic  process in Maghreb countries.
In recent years, lran has shown strong rnterest in streng-
thening its relations with the EU, and in negotiating  a trade
and co-operation agreement. The Council of Ministers  asked
the Commission  in November 2000 to present  a proposal
for a negotiation  mandate.  However, rf co-operation  is to be
deepened  and extended, a number of political and economic
challenges  still have to be addressed,  including issues of
human rights, regional security and international  security.
1 1. Horizontal policies
European Initiative  for Democracy and Human Rights
(EIDHR)
The EIDHR's  priorities in 2000, in the MEDA region, have
been to gain support for women's  and children's  rights, to
work towards the abolition of the death penalty,  and to pro-
mote inter-ethnic dialogue and co-operation  with the High
Commissioner  for Human Rights. €8.7 million of commit-
ment appropriations  have been devoted to these poltctes.
The development  of Euro-Mediterranean  inter-parliamentary
relations, the promotion of human rights and democracy, the
development of the organisations of civil society and the rule
of law are other priority  objectives.
Assistance to displaced  populations
Actions in favour of refugees in the Mediterranean zone have
related essentially to Palestinian populations. They fall under
the convention signed between  the European  Community and
the United Nations  Relief and Works Agency for Palestinian
Refugees, concerning refugee assistance in Middle East coun-
tries.(46)Education  and primary health care operatrons  to help
refugees in the West Bank, Gaza, the Lebanon, Jordan and Syria
have been undertaken bv UNRWA to the tune of 40 million.
Rehabilitation
A number of prolects were undertaken  in 2000 in the Medi-
terranean zone to the amount  of €33.3 million,  in oarticular
in Algeria, Jordan, the Lebanon, Yemen, the West Bank and
Gaza.
Co-operation activitaes
of the European  Investment Bank - EIB
The EIB signed 19 loans to eight Mediterranean Partners
during 2000. These commitments total €1.193 billion, up
from €945 million in i999. Major investment went into
reconstruction  of infrastructure and industry in Turkey after
the 1999 earthquake. Other sectors receiving loans were
transport,  communications,  energy, envrronmental protec-
tion, industry  and tourism.
The EIB also managed the MEDA  f unds which subsidised
the interest  costs for three EIB bilateral environmental pro-
ject loans (€38 million)  and four risk capital operations
(€68 million).
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lraq
Activities of the Humanitarian
0tfice of the Commission (ECHO)
In 2000, the f inancial decisions for humanitarian  aid for the
Mediterranean  partners  amounted  to €48.4 million, distri-
buted as follows:
Fll{ANCIAL DECISI 0ilS F0R HUMAl'l ITARIAN
AID BY REGI()N IN 2OOO (ECH(|)
MIDDLE EAST/ NORTH  AFRICA DECISIONS lN € Million
Algeria U.5UU
8.600
Middle  East 23.920
Western Sahara 13.935
Yemen r.740
12. Conclusion: il positive
assessment in spite
of structural difficulties
The Barcelona Process has been able to demonstrate  several
remarkable  successes - although f ive years is not long
enough for it to deliver all its promises.  Initial expectations
were high, boosted by the bright prospects of agreement that
the Middle East Peace Process appeared to offer in the mid-
90s - perhaps  they were too high to live up to.
The crisis situation in the Middle East has seriously endan-
gered the peace  process  and had a strong detrimental effect
on regional  co-operation  in general. These shortcomings were
so substantial that they called into question the political
determination  of both sides to achieve the goals they set in
1995.
On the positive side, despite serious political odds, the Union
has been able to initiate and formalise continuous  dialogue
amongst  its 27 partners.  The multilateral  approach  is now
more widespread - even prevailing  over traditional  bilatera-
lism. All EU Member  States  recognise the strategic impor-
tance of the EU's southern  neighbours, so substantial f inan-
cial assets have been committed  to the Mediterranean  region
and the first encouraging results of the reform efforts in the
Mediterranean  Partners  are now tangible.
Queen Rania of Jordan and EP President  Nicole  Fontaine visit a kindergarten  in Baqa'a,
the country's  largest Palestinian  refugee camp
On the other hand, it has been more difficult than anticipa-
ted to establish  a free trade area, illustrated by the slow pro-
gress in negotiating  Association  Agreements,  as well as the
slow ratification  procedures for Agreements already signed.
Here, both the Mediterranean  Partners and the EU Member
States share the blame. South-South  integration is still
moving forward at a snail's pace, thus failing to attract suffi-
cient inward  investment.
Too many small-scale  projects were set up in the enthusiasm
of the early stages of the Barcelona  Process, without  care
being taken to set priorities. As a result, implementation  was
generally  slow, and the low absorption  capacity  of the Part-
ners also delayed the disbursement  of available f unds in pre-
vious years. Nevertheless,  this tendency  has been reversed  in
the year 2000  as a result of a considerable effort to "clear  up
the weight of the past". The EU Council of Ministers decided
to endow MEDA with €5.350 million for 2000-2006.  These
grants from the European Community  budget are accompa-
nied by substantial lending from the ElB, whose lending
mandate  over the same period is €6.400 million. The EIB
has promised to contribute a further €1.000 million from its
own resources. This means  that a total of nearly €13 billion
will be available for the Euro-Mediterranean  Partnership  to
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1 3. Perspectives
In spite of the particularly difficult political context of the
year 2000, the objectives  agreed  on at Barcelona in 1995 -
and reaffirmed  at the Conference  of Marseilles - remain fun-
damentally  valid and even increasingly  relevant.  The Euro-
pean Commission's  overriding  strategy is to look at how the
partnership  can be focused  on a clear set of short and
medium  term goals that are ambitious but achievable;  and
also, how to increase the sense of "ownership" of the part-
nership among our Mediterranean  partners.  Bearing in mind
this new pragmatic approach, the priorities  are:
) to develop  South-South trade and co-operation  including on a
sub-regional  basis: all countries  signing an Association
Agreement  will have to conclude free trade agreements bet-
ween themselves within five years. This is the only way to
ensure the establishment  of an effective overall EU-MED
free trade area by 2OIO. Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt and Jor-
dan have already announced their intention  to do so;
.o  lI
) the development  of sub-regional  trade needs to be accom-
panied  by greater sub-regional co-operation: trading oppor-
tunities will not be used unless the infrastructure is imole-
mented. Soecific efforts  need to be made to develoo  the
interconnection of the transport, energy,  telecommunica-
tions systems, water, environment and industry, using an
appropriate mix of financing from the MEDA programme,
the European Investment  Bank and other lenders;
) to harmonise measures  relating to the single market:  a time-
table should be in place by 2OO2 for priority sectors such
as rules of origin, customs,  norms and standards and intel-
lectual property rights protection.  lmplementation  should
start in 2004 both between the oartners and the EuroDean
Union and among the partners themselves. These  measures
will increase  the attractiveness of the region  to investors: an
open market with a sound and predictable legal and admi-
nistrative  environment  is the best way to ensure that levels

























) to improve  the MEDA programme:  future MEDA allocations
will be more closely  linked to the association  process and
to the programme's key objectives,  in particular  the imple-
mentation of effective  economic reforms. One of the results
of the reform of the Commission's  external aid system will
be to make more human resources  available from which the
Mediterranean  region will benef  it;
) to develop the important role of co-operation in the field of
justice and home  atfairs: working  in close concertation  with
the Mediterranean  partners on a programme covering refu-
gees and asylum, the fight against  illegal immigration and
trafficking  in human beings;
) to take account  of the social effects  of economic  transition  by
promoting education and training, as well as actions on
health and social security  systems;
) to promote and strengthen  the partnetship in social, cultural
and human affairs: development of cultural  programmes
such as that relating to cultural heritage; launching the
second phase  of the audio-visual  co-operation  programme
and launching  of new programme on human sciences.
In an uncertain international  context, the years to come will be
decisive for the southern Mediterranean region. lt is therefore
the common duty of both, the European Union and its Medi-
terranean partners,  to achieve the common  objectives  - agreed
at Barcelona and Marseilles - to work together for peace and
stability, shared prosperity and better mutual understanding
among peoples  of different cultures  and traditions.
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THE FIGHT AGAINST POVERTY
Fighting poverty is at the heart of the new
partnership,  which reflects existing inter-
national commitments  such as the
conclusions  of UN conferences,  and
consensus  among donors in the OEGD
Development Assistance  Committee.
These priorities were also reaffirmed at
the G8 summit in 0kinawa (Japan) in July
2000.
The poverty reduction goal is situated in
the context of sustainable  development
and the progressive integration of ACP
countries into the global economy. There
are five inter-linking  priority areas:
- building up a comprehensive political
dimension;
- promoting  the widespread use of parti-
cipatory  approaches;
- strengthening  the focus on poverty
reduction;
- setting up a new framework for econo-
mic and trade co-operation  and











Towns  devastated by war, violence and famine  are not
uncommon in the region.
1. The Cotonou Agreement
The EU-ACP  partnership  is the world's largest financial and
political  framework  for North-South co-operation. EU ties with
ACP countries  have been regularly  updated  and adapted  to
new global conditions since the first Lom6 Convention was
signed in 1975. This has made the Lom6 Convention one of
the most forward looking development partnerships in the
world.
Nevertheless,  in spite of the successes of Lom6, by the end of
the last decade, both parties  were convinced that more could
be achieved  through ACP-EU co-operation.  This conviction  led
to the development  of a new framework  for partnership known
as the Cotonou Agreement. The Cotonou Agreement,  which
was signed in June 2OOO, retains the former Convention's
deep-rooted  respect  for social, economic, political  and human
rights, alongside  aid and trade concessions.  However there are
a number  of differences, of which the most important are out-
lined below:
1.1. An updated strategy for poverty alleviation
The global strategy  for development in the new Agreement  will
operate in a coordinated framework, using realistic  parameters
to measure progress. Each ACP country will have a develop-
ment strategy tailor-made for it, and will be encouraged  to take
over ownership of the resulting  economic and social reforms.
Greater efforts will be made to ensure that globalisation  and
changes in technology do not end up excluding the poor, who
should rather be benefiting  from improved access to educa-
tion, health care and other essential services.  The Agreement
also focuses  on such issues as gender  and sustainable econo-
mic develooment.
1.2. Revised framework for trade
The non-reciprocal  trade preferences enjoyed  by ACP coun-
tries, long the centrepiece  of the EU-ACP  relationship, have
been disappointing  in their real impact on ACP export perfor-
mances.  The ACP's share in total imports of the EU declined
from 6.7 % in 1976 to 2.8% in 1999. Moreover, these prefe-
rences required a waiver from the WTO rules. This has led to
the development of a revised  trade framework under the new
Agreement which is far more comprehensive, ambitious, but
realistic, and fully complies with WTO rules. lts objectives are:
) the smooth and gradual  integration  of ACP economies  into
the world economy;
) the enhanced supply and trading capacities of the ACP
countries;
)the creation of a new trade dynamic with a view to
facilitate the transition  to a liberalised global economy.
To achieve these objectives,  the ACP and the EU agreed to
negotiate new, WTO compatible  trading  arrangements, remo-
ving progressively  barriers to trade between  them and enhan-
cing co-operation  in all areas relevant to trade. To this end,
Economic  Partnership  Agreements (EPAs, see box) shall  be
negotiated, building  on regional integration  initiatives  existing
within the ACP. Formal negotiations of EPAs shall start in Sep-
tember 2OO2 and EPAs shall enter into force by 1 January
2008 at the latest.(47) During  the entire preparatory  period, the
non-reciprocal Lom6 trade preferences  will be maintained. The
period up to the start of negotiations shall be used for deepe-
ning the regional integration and strengthening the negotiating
capacity of the ACP. In 2004 the Community will assess the
situation of the non-LDC which, after consultation with the
Community, may decide  that they are not in a position to enter
into economic partnership  agreements and will examine  all
alternative possibilities, in order to provide these countries
with a new framework  for trade which is equivalent  to their
existing situation  and in conformity  with WTO rules.
B6 (47) Article 37(1)  of the Cotonou AgreementAC P
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ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP  AGREEMENTS  - EPAS
Economic Partnership  Agreements will maintain and even
improve the preferential  market access for the AGP, but this,
given past experience,  is by no means their main purpose.
They will go far beyond this objective.  Building  on regional
integration initiatives existing within the ACP, EPAs will
consolidate and even deepen these initiatives. Furtherm0re,
by removing border measures  to trade between all parties,
as well as other factors  causing market segmentation, they
will lead to the creation  of largely integrated economic
areas between  the ACP and the EG. This economic  integra-
tion between the ACP and the EC, governed by a stable, pre-
dictable and transparent  framework,  will enlarge the mar-
kets of the ACP, will allow for economies of scale, will
improve  the level of specialisation,  will increase competiti-
veness  of the ACP and attract investment. This, in turn, will
lead to an increase in trade flows in the region, with the
Community  and with the rest of the world, thereby promoting
the sustainable economic and social development  of the
ACP.
Protocols on sugar, beef and veal will have to be reviewed
in the framework  of negotiations  for new trading arrange-
ments. The ACP states will select the regional bodies that
would be candidates to form EPAs.*
In addition, the 40 [DCs that are part of the ACP as well as
all other LDCs will benefit from the recently adapted,
groundbreaking  regulation  that provides  unrestricted  duty-
free access to EU markets for all products from all LDCs,
with the exception of arms  and ammunitions.**
* Cotonou Agreement  Articles  36(4)  and 37(7)
** Council  Regulation  (EC) N"4l6ml  adopted  in February 2001,  amending
Council  Regulation  (EC)  No 2820n8  applying a multi-annual schene  of
generalised tariff preferences for the period I luly | 999 to 3l December
2001  so as to extend  duty-free access,  without  any quantitative  restric-
tions, to products originating in the least developed  countries.
1.3. Focus on good governance
Good governance on both sides  is vitalto make the partnership
succeed. The EU and ACP countries  have agreed  to discuss
this regularly. They have also signed up to a new procedure
whereby,  in cases of serious active and passive corruption,  aid
can be suspended. This is a real innovation,  both in the EU-
ACP context and in international  relations,  and sends a clear
and positive signal to European  taxpayers  and investors, and
to those to whom aid is officially directed.  Where  ACP coun-
tries are involved in armed conflict, the new Agreement also
includes measures to prevent  European taxpayers'  money from
being  used for military  purposes.  The Commission is adamant
that, when aid is suspended or frozen, all due care must be
taken to reduce to a minimum any adverse  consequences  for
civilian population as a result of aid-related sanctions.
Sailors  unloading  a shipment at the Takoradi  Harbour in Ghana.
1.4. Financial allocations linked to results
Under Cotonou, a single Country Support Strategy (CSS) will
cover alloperations  in a given ACP state. The CSS will not only
analyse the political,  economic and social  context of the coun-
try and outline its further  development strategy, but also take
into account the activities of NGOs and other donors.  Based  on
this analysis, a suitable  orientation  for the use of EU aid will
be suggested. Each country's  CSS will be reviewed  regularly,
and necessary adjustments  made. Each country will, however,
be held accountable for its own policies.
Each country will also be allocated a resource  envelope  inten-
ded for use over a period  of f ive years. This envelope  is divided
into two parts: the basic country allocation  and an additional
allocation  for such purposes as debt relief, additional assis-
tance in case of shortfalls  in export earnings, and - in excep-
tional circumstances - humanitarian aid. However these coun-
try allocations  are no longer  automatic, but are made on the
basis of defined  needs and also performance. They can there-
fore be reviewed and revised.  Performance  will be assessed  on:
) progress in implementing  institutional reforms;
) the use of resources;
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Total 4.133.288 3.957.073 95.7"/"
) poverty alleviation or reduction;
) sustainable development measures;  and macroeconomic
and sectoral policy performance.
Regional  Support Strategies (RSS) will also be established for
the main regions with which the EU works,  and will be subject
to regular review. However for RSS, allocations  will be deci-
ded upon real progress made and opportunities for further
regional co-operation and integration.
1.5. Rationalisation  of financial instruments
Under Cotonou,  f inancial instruments have been regrouped
and rationalised  to avoid duplication.  Under previous agree-
ments, the European  Development  Fund (EDF) - which is
separate from the EC budget - was divided into several ins-
truments  which each used different procedures  and program-
ming methods. As a result, the coherence of Community
assistance  was lost, country programming was inflexible, and
there was no single point of dialogue between the Commission
and the partner country.
Under the Cotonou  Agreement, all EDF resources  are channe-
led through  two financial instruments,  the EDF and the
Investment Facility - which is managed  by the European
Investment  Bank (ElB, see box). The first of these provides
grants, and the second provides risk capital and loans to the
private sector. The grant envelope for support to long-term
development (€10 billion from the 9th EDF and €1.3 billion
in regional  allowances)  will be revised every five years together
with the Cotonou  Agreement. The 9th EDF is further boosted
by a €1.7 billion available in European  lnvestment  Bank
(ElB) loans and represents a total of €13 billion. This
amount, which is 5% more than the 8th EDF, covers the per-
iod 2000-2007.  Almost €10 billion of unused  resources from
the previous  funds have also been made available during the
same period.
2.209.228  1.697.005
Two export instruments, STABEX and SYSMIN,  have been
abandoned as they did not meet expectations.  lntroduced  in
the 1970s, they were supposed  to compensate countries
when commodity  prices fluctuated to their disadvantage. But
the funds were too often received  too late to have the impact
sought. Under the new Agreement,  an ACP country  will be
encouraged to submit estimates  of anticipated losses to the
EU before they occur. lt may then expect to receive an
advance  payment of up to 80%, which is supposed  to be used
to finance the national budget. These compensation  funds
will come from the general long-term assistance  envelope.
EUROPEAN  INVESTMENT BANK - INVESTMENT FACITITY
The European  Investment Bank (ElB) will manage  the Coto-
nou Agreement's lnvestment Facility (,F - €2.2 billion)
which replaces  the Lom6 lV risk capital and interest rate
subsidy facilities. The lF is designed to support the ever-
expanding  AGP private sector. lt functions as a revolving
fund, and the returns  accruing from its operations  are
expected to flow back to the facility. lf this process func-
tions correctly, in the long term, the Facility fund will no lon-
ger need topping up from EDF resources.  The lF support is
available to all private enterprises in AGP countries that
earn income and are commercially and economically
viable. To a limited extent, some public enterprises  may be
eligible through direct or indirect  access. lF support is used
for privatisation operations,  for capacity-building to stimu-
late investment of internal and external savings, and for pro-
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2. Key Policy areas
2.1. Economic co-operation
Economic  co-operation is a key element of ACP-EU  co-opera-
tion. lt currently focuses  on supporting  structural  adjustment
programmes and economic reforms, the development of a
competitive private sector and debt alleviation,  mainly
through the Highly Indebted  Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative
and based  on the Poverty Reduction  Strategy Papers, to be
prepared  by the partner countries.
Structural  adjustment and support for economic  reforms
Providing support for structural adjustment programmes has
become an integral part of the Community's financial and
technical co-operation with ACP countries.  Since 1992,  the
Community  has funded structural reform to the tune of
€2.334 million spent in 40 ACP countries. In former times,
these funds were mostly used to prop up economies  in
trouble. Nowadays,  the aim is to change the ways in which
these economies work. Structural Adjustment funding  is
increasingly focused on linkages  with poverty  reduction.
The EU is also trying to bring about long-term changes  rather
than short-term  fixes, and is working toward  arranging joint
programmes  with other donors to avoid confusion  in the reci-
pient countries. During 2000, the Commission  decided to
allocate more than €570 million for structural  adjustment
programmes  in 19 ACP countries. At the same time, it autho-
rised over €350 million to be paid out in 25 ACP countries.
Development  of a competitive  business sector
The Community  strategy for improving  the performance  of
the business sector will examine what institutional  and ove-
rall economic weaknesses  exist in addition to the issues
facing individual companies.  lt will also work for better co-
ordination and collaboration  amongst all economic players,
public and private, and ensure that significant resources  are
set aside for financing investment  and supporting entrepre-
neurship.
It is therefore  important  to improve the general environment
for investment and business  sector activities. Productivity
and competitiveness  can be improved if financial  and tech-
nical support  services are made available,  either directly or
indirectly  through  local service providers. Here, the EU's
business sector  can be mobilised via the reinforcement of
EU-ACP  business co-operation,  and encouragement  can be
given to private sector organisations to provide effective ser-











The Community may also work with the financial  sector to
improve the quality and availability of financial  services to
private enterprise. This includes catalysing and leveraging
flows of private savings, both domestic  and foreign, into the
financing of private  companies  in ACP countries.  The Com-
munity will undertake to support local financial institutions,
co-finance  foreign investment,  provide guarantees and other
risk-sharing  and risk mitigation devices for encouraging
inflows of direct and portfolio investment.
The Commission  allocated more than €590 million to new
initiatives in 2000. A number of instruments,  and one finan-
cial facility, have been already put in place to attract addi-
tional resources  to the private sector,
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Support  for debt alleviation and HIPC
The Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative is a glo-
bal scheme supported  by national governments, the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund and the World Bank. The EU gives full
support  in its dual role as donor and creditor. The HIPC ini-
tiative allows  countries  to have their debts forgiven if they
can fulfil the set conditions. So far, only three countries -
Uganda, Guyana  and Mozambique - have reached 'comple-
tion point'(when  debt relief is granted) in the HIPC frame-
work. However,  now that the principle and working practices
are well established,  other countries are expected to follow
shortly.  Following  the Commission's  f inancing decision of 24
July 1998, all Uganda's remaining obligations  in the form of
special  loans were wiped out to the tune of €4.9 million.
Similarly, following the financing  proposal  adopted by the
Commission on 16.I2.I999,  the near totality of the special
loans to Guyana which represent an amount of €6.44 million
have been cancelled.
Concerning Mozambique,  both the special loans and part of
the risk capital operations have been written off, the amount
being €19.8 million.
In view of the scale of the debt problem affecting developing
countries  (total debt stock for developing countries  amounts
to US$ 2.530 billion in 2000), the Commission has decided
to increase the flow of funds to countries that are
seeking  eligibility for the HIPC initiative. lt also assists them
during the interim period when they are trying to meet the
conditions for their debt alleviation and is trying to ensure
that this debt forgiveness process  takes full account  all the
social needs of the population  of these countries.
2.2. Regional integration
and institutional  support
Through  its policies  concerning  regional  integration  and ins-
titutional  support,  the Commission seeks to promote the sus-
tainable  social and economic development of ACP states,
particularly  through  trade and market  integration. lf regional
groupings  between ACP countries are strengthened,  this
should  enable them to play a more effective role in the glo-
bal economy.  At the same time, inside the ACP countries
themselves, the population  should derive benefit from impro-
vements  in economic  efficiency  and governance,  leading to
greater prosperity and scope for poverty reduction.
In all its development  work, the Commission  has always  atta-
ched importance  to strengthening  regional  integration  grou-
pings and to promoting  human rights in the broadest sense.
With the increasing  emphasis  placed on these  areas by the
Commission and other donors, greater amounts are being
allocated to institutional support and regional integration.
Development projects of alltypes  include  measures  to ensure
good governance and the correct use of funds, which means
that the money devoted to governance goes beyond just
governance projects.
Regional integration
The goals of regional support programmes include:
) to develop and strengthen  the capacities  of institutions,
govern  ments and legislatures;
) to promote political and economic  co-operation
and integration;
) to promote sustainable  social and economic
development.
The Commission  works with a variety of regional organisa-
tions representing the ACP countries. During 2000, the
following activities took place:
West Africa
The Union Economique et Mon6taire  Ouest-Africaine
(UEMOA)  groups  the eight countries  of the CFA franc in West
Africa.
In addition, there is the Economic  Community  of West Afri-
can States (ECOWAS) which comprises all the UEMOA  mem-
bers plus five other countries  of which the largest is Nigeria.
UEM0A has made important progress in the area of integra-
tion. lt has had a customs  union since l January 2000, lin-
ked to a system of temporary compensation  for losses in cus-
toms tariffs, harmonisation of financial legislation and of
indirect  taxation. The PARI 2 support programme  (Pro-





integration  will allow
ACP countries to play
a morc inportant
rcle in the global
ec0n0my.
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2000 amounts to €65 million of which more than half is
accounted for by budgetary support at the level of the mem-
ber states. The other main component  deals with capacity-
building  in the national administrations  to implement  reforms
and UEMOA  institutions.
EC0WAS  has started implementing  economic  reforms at the
regional  level, for example,  through introducing a common
customs document.  A new capacity-building programme for
the ECOWAS Secretariat was signed  in October 2000. Over
the past few years, UEMOA and ECOWAS  have started to work
more closely together.  ECOWAS intends to adopt a Common
External Tariff in line with what has been adooted  for UEMOA.
Central  Africa
There  were political and economic  reasons  behind the limits
to EDF support given in the past to this region.  The main
regional integration  body in the area is the Communaut6 Eco-
nomique et Mon6taire d'Afrique centrale  (CEMAC).  The pre-
sent EU strategy is two-pronged: support  for economic  inte-
gration, based  on regional reforms, and support for physical
integration through improving the road infrastructure.  Techni-
cal assistance has now been provided to CEMAC,  enabling  it
to work on enhancing regional and commercial  integration.  A
major ongoing programme in this region is dealing with envi-
ronmental and forestrv issues.
Eastern and Southern  Africa
A key player  in this region is the Common Market for East and
Southern Africa (COMESA),  which has 20 members. lt laun-
ched a free trade area in October 2000, and is aiming  for a
customs union by 2004. There is an active and generally
successful programme to promote regional  tntegration
through trade development. The co-operation programme  with
COMESA  amounts  Io €46.7 million. The Commission  also
provides  technical support to the lnter Governmental Autho-
rity on Development (IGAD)  and to the East African Commu-
nity (EAC) both of which co-operate  with COMESA.
Another key player  in this region  is the Southern African  Deve-
lopment Community (SADC)
A new capacity-building  project has been decided during
2000. lt has five components:  regional integration, imple-
menting trade and transport protocols, setting  up a SADC
trade tribunal, new systems for managing  information and
communication  technologies, and statistics.
This region also includes the island states in the Indian
Ocean,  which are grouped in the Indian Ocean Commission
(l0C). Co-operation with the IOC focuses  on private sector
support, tourism development and environment.
The Community  is helping  to reconstruct  war torn countries  by supporting
good governance and institution  building projects.
The Caribbean and Pacific
Co-operation  has continued through CARIFORUM (ACP
Forum of Caribbean States),  CARICOM  (Caribbean Commu-
nity) and the South  Pacif ic Forum Secretariat.
) A €1.3 million project Strategic Planning in Public Ser-
vices began in 1999 to improve the ability of national
CAR IFOR U M public services  to formulate  and manage their
policies. lt has started well, with operational  links establi-
shed with Haiti and the Dominican  Republic.
) A €4 million Caribbean  Regional Anti-Money Laundering
Programme, based in Trinidad, became fully operational  in
2000. lt provides assistance  to most CARIFORUM  countries.
) Cuba, which has observer status in CARIFORUM, signed a
Trade and Economic Agreement with CARIC0M in July
2000.
Another regional co-operation programme  is with the Pays
Afrrcains  de Langue Off icielle Portugaise (PALOP)  mainly to
draw up legal, administrative  and statistical support to public
institut ions.
In addition there is the Intra-ACP Co-operation which bene-
f its all or a large number of ACP states situated  across diffe-
rent geographic regions.  lmportant areas of co-operation
include training,  research and education, health and trade
(assisting  ACP countries  to apply WTO rules and prepare  for
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lnstitutional support
The EC seeks to assist ACP countries in
developing transparent,  accountable  and
effective governance and administration
in all public  and semi-public institutions.
It is working to strengthen the rule of law,
while reinforcing  the professionalism  and
independence of judicial systems; and
helping to combat  bribery and corrup-
tion. The Commission  is providing  tech-
nical assistance to the National  Authori-
sing Officers in most ACP countries to
help them manage EDF and other donor
funds. National staff are being trained  to
assume  these responsibilities  in the
future. Five examples of the many types
of institutional  project supported by the
Commission are given below.
Burkina Faso
The Commission  is supporting the Govern-
ment in its programme of legal reforms.
After a detailed  study of the country's
needs, it decided  to broaden  its support to
Malawi
An €8.5 million project to promote  the rule of law and justice
is providing  training and technical  resources to institutions such
as the Ministry of Justice, the Judiciary, the Law Faculty, the
Law Commission  and the Prisons Service. Training is also given
in ancillary institutions such as the Anti-Corruption  Bureau, the
National Compensation  Tribunal  and the National Archives. lt
was one of the f irst Commission  programmes  in the area of legal
reform in an ACP country and, not surprisingly, it turned out to
be complex, As it progresses, the programme is being adapted
in the light of experience,  and could prove to be a helpful model
for future projects in the legal sector.
Haiti
Despite d iff icu lt pol itical c i rcu mstanc es, a €4.44 m i | | ion three-
year project  was started in 1999 to support  good governance  in
the education sector. lts objectives of restructuring the Educa-
tion Ministry, making management improvements  and carrying
out work on decentralisation,  are being achieved. The project
was helped by a government  contribution  of €240,000  (inclu-
ded in the aforementioned figure as counterpart  funds), and
financial  support was also forthcoming from the private  sector,
which is heavily  involved  in the provision  of education.
2.3. Health
Support from the EC is now also centred on prevention, health
care, access to medicines,  and the fight against AIDS. The
reform of health systems  and reorganising  the provision  of ser-
vices - all part of the fight against poverty and inequality - are
part of the Commission's priorities.
Most of the financing  approved  under the 8th EDF is aimed at
improving national health capacities and at understanding the
problems  of this sector  as a whole. Funding ranges from tradi-
tional project support to co-financing  operations  and to budget
aid. This approach should help lay the foundation  for viable
long-term health systems,  making basic health services acces-
sible to the most vulnerable sectors of the population.
Support to sub-Saharian  countries in this sector has increased
very significantly  since i990. A sizeable  part (around  35%) of
this effort has been allocated,  via the structural adjustment
funds, as budget  aid to the health sector,
In 2000, the Commission  has implemented and monitored 120
projects in the ACP countries - including  South Africa - repre-
senting €760 million of aid. Various  initiatives  are also finan-
ced by other EU instruments (specific budget  headings for AIDS
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Posters such as these are used to
inform  mothers about the basic
principles  of child nutrition.
these  reforms.  The initial Support Programme  to the Judiciary
Administration  is, therefore, to be supplemented  by a second
programme  which amounts to €16 million, to provide appro-
priate resources for representative  political institutions, the
electoral system,  civil society (covering human rights and the
media, in particular), and the participation  of women in public
affairs. The work in these  areas began in May 2000.
Mali
During 2000, the Commission began a wide-ranging five-year
programme to support Government decentralisation  of 682
communes,  at a cost of €39 million.  The aim is to improve the
services that the communes provide to the very poor. The pro-
gramme provides practical help to enable the communes to
deliver the public services  for which they are legally respon-
sible. They will be assisted  by a network  of advice  centres  and
also a national fund for inward investment.
South Africa
The signature and provrsional  application  of the Trade Deve-
lopment and Co-operation  Agreement  with South Africa from 1
January 2000 was an important landmark in EU relations  with
South Africa. A minimum of €360 million is due to be com-
mitted over the period 2000-2002, which includes the sup-
port to be given to democratisation,  the protection  of human
rights, and a new emphasis  on sound public management.
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VACCINATI0N:  AN INN0VATIVE APPR0ACH
Eight Sahel countraes  have asked for help, not, as earlaer,
in paying for goods and services they could never afford
themselves,  but rather in meeting  the financing  of these
expenditures.  This is the original approach taken by the
regional  ARIVAS project (Project  to Support Vaccine Inde-
pendence in Sub-Saharan Africa).  In this particular  case,
the EC financing in fact takes the form of management sup-
port. €4.5 million have been committed.
In each country,  a regional support cell is working in
synergy with national players. The aim is to enhance
consistency of action between  the agencies involved  in
terms of the vaccines  used and to develop regional  co-ope-
ration between the eight beneficiary countries. The vac-
cines are provided via UNICEF.
The budgetary mechanisms, cross-frontier co-operation
(loan of vaccines in the event of out-of-stocks, pooling of
experience,  etc.) have functioned  well. This initial experi-
ment should also facilitate  dialogue  with other intervening
parties, and in particular the pharmaceuticals  industry.
This positive result has concluded  with the launch of a new
programme,  which can potentially  be extended  to other
ACP countries.
S0UTH AFRICA:  M0BILISATI0N  F0R Altl ANTI-AIDS  VACCINE
They are on the world's AIDS frontline,  and yet, what do
they really know about this disease? Africans know all too
much about it. 0ften badly informed, some of them take part
in clinical tests without knowing the objectives or the pur-
pose.  Even if they give their "free and informed consent"  at
the bottom of the document, this consent  is often no more
than a signature, if not a cross, in a country in which the
majority  of the population  is illiterate,  validating a form the
contents of which often give few explanations.
It is in response to this cruel lack of information  that the
HIVAC project has been created in South Africa. Partners  are
the South African Medical  Research  Council (MRC), the Uni-
versig of Pretoria, the National  AIDS Convention of South
Africa (NAC0SA), the AIDS legal Network and the Commis-
sion, which is contributing €1 .8 million.  The objective  of the
project  is to make the population aware of what AIDS really
is, to sensitise  it to AIDS, to explain the need to develop a
vaccine against this virus, to give advance  instructions  to
those who could potentially  take part in clinical tests and to
make sure that human and legal rights are respected during
these operations.  This global, people{ocused  approach, can
bring only good in terms of reducing  the incidence of this
disease.  lt could serve as an example  and be applied in other
African countries, thereby establishing  a vital basic fund of
knowledge on this continent.
Health  service reforms should give vulnerable  populations  access  to health care.
Rehabilitation  sector
A wide range of projects are under way in a many countries,
in particular in Angola, Mozambique,  Liberia,  Rwanda,
Malawi and Haiti. European NGOs are initiating  and opera-
ting these projects,  amounting  to €16.4 million,  which are
funded  out of the thematic budget. As part of the rehabilita-
tion effort, logistical support is being provided for the return
of refugees. This involves  providing back-up support in
various fields including re-starting farming production  (Libe-
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2.4. Education and training
For more than 20 years, the European
Commission  has supported  education in
ACP countries.  During this period,  priori-
ties have shifted, from building educa-
tion infrastructure  and providing vocatio-
nal training and scholarships, to more
general education  and training activities
and regional support. The EC's own expe-
rience has shown that providing  basic
education and developing human
resources  are both linked to poverty
reduction. They also favour economic
growth, labour productivity,  greater
democracy and the rule of law.
Co-operation with AGP countries
By the end of 2000, there were more
than 120 education  projects in progress,
on which the EC was spending  a total of
€680 million. (€500 million of this came from the EDF and
€180 million came from the EC budget line for South
Africa.) In the past, education  and training projects and pro-
grammes had been evaluated on an individual basis.
Attempts  are now being made to assess the evolution and the
impact  of total EC support to education  and training in ACP
cou ntries.
The year 2000 also saw a breakthrough  in the way that EDF
funds could be disbursed  in support  of education. lt is now
possible to allocate them to government education  budgets.
Co-operation with South Africa
The average  value of South African education and training
projects was €15 million each, in comparison  to the usual
amount for ACP countries, which is nearer to €5 million.
Twelve projects  in 2000 provided support, using a total EC
grant of €180 million. Within the specific South African
context, these emphasise market-oriented skills, develop-
ment and the regulatory  environment (with five projects).
Three projects concentrate  on higher education,  two further
projects focus on adult basic education  and early childhood
development.  Primary  education  is also receiving overall sec-
toral support.
NEW APPROACH  TO UNIVERSAL EDUCATION  IN UGANDA
A new method of delivering education  assistance is being
tried out in Uganda  where donor funds are being allocated
directly to the Ugandan Government's budget in the form of
a Sector Wide Approach or SWAP. The main features  of the
SWAP in Uganda are:
- a well-formulated strategic framework  for the whole  edu-
cation sector, with full discussion and involvement  of all
stakeholders;
- disbursement  via official and accountable  Ugandan
government  procedures  - there is thus proper budgetary
control of the combined  IgSouIGos;
- direct management without the need for proiect manage-
ment units; the SWAP is closely linked to national and
local government  reforms,  and there are promises  of
future decentralisation to local level;
- a system which can evolve to meet changing  circum-
stances due to monitoring  and inbuilt flexibility.
The European Gommission has agreed t0 provide
€31 million of specific budgetary  support to Uganda.
Although definite progress has been made, the Ugandan
government  and its external funding agency partners are
conscious that a lot more must be done if the country's
education  access targets are to be met. Net enrolment
should approach IOO/" by 2003, and at the same time, the
pupil-teacher ratio should reduce to 50:1. The consensus
is that the process  is working reasonably well.
2.5. Rural development
Between i986 and 2000, ACP countries  allocated
€2.4 billion - that is 15% of the programmable  resources  of
the last three European  Development  Funds - to crop and
animal farming projects.
Institutional support
This type of support is designed to support development  of
genuine  agricultural policies. lt can be used for vartous pur-
poS€s:  strengthen  i ng i nstitutions, def i n i ng ru ra I development
policies,  managing  external finance  or training specialists
(administrative and agricultural managers and technicians).
Since 1986, I3"/" of agricultural financing  has been in the
form of institutional support.  This share has, however,  fallen
off recently (1999-2000)due to the reduction  in the number
of projects submitted.
Production  chains
This "cash crop" technical support  is tending  to become
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EC INTERVENTION  IN TIBERIA
A seven-year civil war (1989-1995) has destroyed the
national economy of liberia. lts legacy is social and eco-
nomic disorder and great sutfering  among ordinary  people.
The EG remains the main donor to liberia and since 1990,
assistance has been limited to direct aid to the civilian
population  of liberia. This has been done through  t{G0 and
private sector contractors, selected  and supervised  by
Commission services.
0ver the past five years, two large EC rehabilitation  pro-
grammes  (totalling €52 million) have been operating to pro-
vide post-humanitarian  aid, to avoid creating dependency,
and to move the aid effort from relief to development. These
have focused on meeting  five basic needs: water and sanita-
tion, health, electricity, food security, resettlement and rein-
tegration.
Particular improvements  resulting from EU assistance
include:
-Water and sanitation:  the EU has spent €7.12 million
towards maintaining  basic water supplies  in liberia. 75olo
of Monrovia's population have now gained access to safe
drinking water;
- Health:  The European Union has successfully  delivered
health assistance  to 600/o of the [iberian population. During
2000 to 2001, €5.83 million  was spent on health projects
targeting  vulnerable  groups (women, children and handi-
capped). They provided primary  health care seryices  and
ensured that health assistance would reach displaced
returnees  and refugees;
- Electrical power: Natlonal  energy production has increased
from 490,190kwh to 1,547,980kwh.  Before the prolect
was implemented,  the two African capitals  of Mgnrovia and
Mogadishu  had no electricity supply;
- Food security:  The EG food security programme in Liberia
started in 1997. 0perating  mainly through NG0s, it encou-
rages a return to normality by kick-starting  sustainable
agricultural production.  As a result, food distribution was
able to decrease from 55,000 tonnes in 1996 to 35,000
tonnes in 1999;
- Some 55,000  people have been successfully repatriated
to their countries  of origin.
directly benefit local populations,  Major investments  are
concentrated  on a single crop type, with the aim of increa-
sing productivity and/or yield with due regard for the local
context.
Rice and export  crops (coffee, tea, cocoa,  tropical  fruits, etc.)
are the primary  beneficiaries,  even if this proportion is ten-
ding to diminish.  These crops generally play a vital role in
rural employment  and export income. Coffee, for example,
A seemingly arid patch of land  bears fruit: the Tarka Valley before and after the irrigation project.
NIGER'S  FAMINE CRISES  MAY RETREAT  INTO  HISTORY
Thanks to a €40 million investment  in the Tarka Valley
irrigation  project,  Niger's  famine crises may become  a
problem  of the past.
The Tarka valley, with its 500 sqkm of feftile soils and
underlying water reseryes,  could become the grain silo
of Niger's Madaoua and Bouza agglomerations. lt is to
unlock this potential  that over the past 1 1 years the Com-
mission has provided experts  and funds to terrace the
valley's land and develop its irrigation.  Farmers  and
technical  statf have been trained, and rural credit  sys-
tems have been set up to encourage  local ventures.
Since 1992, the region's  agricultural production  has
practically  doubled.
Today, the valley's 27,588 ha of terraced land produce
26,600 tonnes of onions, 1,800 tonnes of cauliflower
and 430 tonnes of cereals every year. One part of the
produce is stored in banks, while the other is sold on the
market. Onion sale profits alone have climbed over the
past few years from 2.17 billion GFA to more than
3.22 billion CFA.
By making food production independent  of climatic
variations, the Commission  has increased not only the
incomes but also the food security  of 160.000 Nigerians.
makes up 7O% of the value of Ethiopia's  exports. This sup-
port heading  also includes  the rehabilitation of crops areas
that have been abandoned, destroyed or badly maintained.
In fact, 13% of programmable funds have been allocated  to
this project  category since 1986, though  this figure has fal-
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Water management  schemes
These projects allow supplementary  crop growing areas to be
created, in most cases in semi-arid zones close to major
sources  of water. Examples  are the sub-Saharan regions,
which are exposed  to food shortages, but which are watered
by the Niger and Senegal rivers. The major schemes of the
colonial  and post-colonial  periods (Mali, Senegal, etc.) have
been replaced by micro-water  management projects,  created
and/or supported  by the EU. These more modest-sized  pro-
jects (50 to 2,000 hectares in Madagascar,  the Sahel or
Haiti)  are managed  by local farmers with the technical assis-
tance of consultants  and NGOs.
Such water management  projects  are generally  supplemen-
ted by flanking measures  (infrastructures,  solar energy, refo-
restation, cooperative  management,  literacy campaigns,
micro-financing,  trading, etc.). They can have a very signifi-
cant impact on local and regional populations,  which is why
this type of project, which has obtained  13% of program-
mable funds (€310 million) since 1986, is multiplying
(18% of commitments  in 1999-2000).
Animal farming
Aid has traditionally concentrated  on sedentary farmers.  lt is
now changing  with recognition of the role played by semi-
nomadic animal farming  populations  and their relations with
their sedentary neighbours.  For this reason support for ani-
mal farming has been increasing significantly, and reached
€234 million between 1986 and 2000.
2000 saw the closing of the major pan-African campaign
against cattle plague and the launch of two programmes
against the most widespread and serious infectious  diseases.
These two regional programmes  represent  a total commit-
ment in excess of €83 million,
ln southern  Africa (Malawi, Mozambique,  Tambia and Zim'
babwe), a programme to combat infectious diseases (tsetse
and trypanosomiasis)  is also entering  its final stage, after
more than 15 years of activity.
Other animal health projects at the finalisation stage will
shortly  be evaluated.
Micro-projects and decentralised
cooperation
These relatively recent approaches  express the growing
desire to co-operate directly with development  aid benef icia-
ries. Most of these are the poorest rural or sub-urban popu-
lations, representing  between  50% and 90% of the inhabi-
tants of the various ACP countries. The farming sector part-
ners and contractors for these financing  projects are local
groupings, associations or cooperatives. These are local, rela-
tively inexpensive  initiatives,  with set timeframes and not
requiring  complex technology.  This form of aid (€87 million)
represented  72% ot the EDF in 1999-2000  as against 4% in
1986-2000.  This increase relates to actions targeted at agri-
culture, with most financing projects directed at rural social
infrastructures  (education, health).
SMEs and cooperataves
This support  (€79 million),  which is in line with decentrali-
sed co-operation,  is aimed at small and medium-sized  enter-
prises or cooperatives, which are generally unprepared to
launch into productive  development or to benefit signifi-
cantly from external credit.
This financial instrument,  has, however,  limited application  in
the agricultural sector, as it relates to micro-credits  and has
only a small overall impact on development.  Nonetheless, the
example of highly successful micro-finance operations - in
Burkina  Faso, Guinea and non-ACP  countries  (Bangladesh) -
could give a new impulse to this strategy.
Grop and animal farming research
European aid to this type of project has grown very substan-
tially. Over 43"/" of the financial aid granted between  1986
and 2000 was committed in I999|2OOO. In 2000, substan-
tial new financing was made available to agricultural
research, as part of a rethought  overall strategy and an inter-

























PROGRAMA  DE DESARROLLO RURAL INTEGRADO  DE tA
LINEA  NOROESTE - PROLINO
The Dominican Republic  has experienced  impressive  rates
of economic growth in recent years. However, the marginal
rural areas of the country  away from the irrigated valleys
have benefited little from this growth.  To address this gap,
a multi-sectoral project (the "Programme for the Rural
Development of the North-Western  Border Region" - PRO-
LINO") was funded  by the European Union covering  4 pro-
vinces in the north-west. The aim of the proiect, worth
€23 million,  was to improve rural infrastructure, services
and incomes while protecting  the environment.
This project experienced  success  in four main areas:
1. Measurable  positive  impact,  with concrete
achievements  including:
- building  102 km of roads, and 1 river bridge benefiting
more than 2,400 families;
- constructing  or refurbishing  7 clinics serving 1.500 families;
- installing and rehabilitating 43 irrigation systems  for 300
families;
- providing more than €400,000 of agricultural  credit to
more than 500 families;
- reforestation  with over 1.5 million successfully planted
trees and water  basin management;
- distribution of some 6.000 gas stoves replacing half of
the wood stoves.
2. Introducing  innovative  ideas to the people and institutions
involved.  For example, a transparent  contracting process
was a new idea in these regions, and the fact that the sys-
tems helped establish a 1OO/" completion record for all
works contracted  gave a strong message in support of the
fight against corruption. The communities  were involved
at all stages of the programmes  and an innovative
approach  was taken with the beneficiarieVactors  paying
cash contributions  for the ditferent programmes. This sys-
tem helped to secure their commitment  to, and responsi-
bility for, the investments (as no household received a gas
stove that was not really wanted, nor had a solar panel
installed that was not considered  a priority) and also pro-
vided a strong incentive for beneficiaries to manage and
maintain  the aqueducts,  hand pumps and wells properly.
3. Activities  involving NG0s included a micro-credit pro-
gramme and the distribution of gas stoves. By careful
selection of NGOs the proiect was able to overcome  the
problem of the rural population viewing investments  by
government projects  as handouts. 0f the 7,500  house-
holds which received  gas stoves, not one defaulted  on re-
payments.  Repayments of micro-credit to the NG0s were
in all instances better than 95o/o, and in two of the five
NG0s, were 100%. Local government councils, NG0s,
government agencies  (such as the Water Board) and com-
munity  groups  were provided  with training  and practical
experience of identifying, implementing, managing  and
evaluating projects  to ensure that all activities were both
well-maintained and sustainable.
4. Developing  capabilities  through  including a training element
in every programme.  This was essential  to develop the capa-
bilities  of the rural poor. This capacity building at village
group level has ensured  that the villagers  can manage the
new infrastructure  and techniques as well as being able to
contribute more to future development  in the region.
PROLINO  exemplifies  the type of integrated  development  projects that the Community  supports  in the Caribbean.ACP
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The destruction of
a region's eco-system
can be a serious
obstacle  to sustainable
development.
At regional level
The greater part of the budget  1s allotted  to two regional pro-
jects: the Regional Support for Agricultural Research  in East
Africa project (€29 million), a part of the Association for
Strengthening  Agricultural  Research in Eastern and Central
Africa (ASARECA) and the Support Programme for Agricultural
Research in West Africa (€I2 million), which is part of the West
and Central African Council  for Agricultural  Research and Deve-
lopment (WECARD).
These projects are seeking  to organise  and enhance  the regio-
nal dimension  of agricultural research starting  from national
research systems. This strategy  involves various forms of finan-
crrl$:
) institutional  support;
) support  for regional  research networks and centres,  as part of
co-ordinated  activities directed at major research topics;
) an innovative  mechanism  of incentive-based,  competitive
funds open to national research systems.
At national  level, the Agricultural / Livestock Research Support
Programme (€8.3 million) being carried out in Kenya received
a positive mid-way evaluation. Preparatory  work has begun  on
the Support  for the Agricultural  Research in Niger project,  with
an indicative amount of €6.4 million. Direct support to natio-
nal research centres has been almost entirelv abandoned  in
favour of a regional  approach.
At international level, support for the Consultative  Group on
International Agricultural  Research  has been directed towards
subjects which benefit from an international  approach to
research  (genetic inrprovement, bio-diversity preservation  and
management,  international political  dimension).
Integrated  programmes
Integrated, or multi-sectoral,  programmes  are the rural deve-
lopment instrument which have attracted the largest volume  of
funding,  amounting  to €925 million, equal to 39% of the
resources  of the last three EDFs. This sum has been divided bet-
ween 136 projects.  These programmes,  of the order of €10 to
50 million per selected development zone, each cover a sub-
stantial rural zone in an ACP country.
This type of intervention  has proven highly complex and has
given way to decentralised or more specific  forms of support.
The level of commitments for the three programmes committed
during  the two years 1999-2000 has therefore  fallen from 39%
to 9%.
The sole Action Plan for Farming  Reorganisation in Burkina
Faso maintains the dynamism of the earlier projects. This pro-
gramme has four parts: professional  agricultural organisations,
rural financing,  developing  the rice production and marketing
chain, plus an institutional  support programme.
MANAGEMENT OF CROP AND FALLOW  LAND
How can management of fallow land in Western Africa be
improved?  This is a fundamental problem given that, in this
part of the continent, the reduction  of fallow land has led to
a reduction in soil fertility and to environmental degradation.
In its initial phase, the managers of the Fallow  Lands  pro-
ject, which is being undertaken in cooperation with
France's Institut de Recherche et de D6veloppement (lRD),
which has many years' experience  in this area, have sought
to bring together  all the available skills and to incorporate
the results of operations carried out in various countries
and in different soils. Earlier projects have provided
valuable lessons:* regeneration  of degraded soils in Bur-
kina Faso, management and regeneration  of dry sandy
zones in the Niger, the enrichment of natural fallow land
with fruit trees in Senegal,  management of planted fallow
land (in particular cocoa trees) in the lvory Coast. All these
experiments  share a common concern:  that of situating  the
entire research  problem  in a joint context of "crop and fal-
low land systems".  The initial results are now available.
The new EDF programme is seeking to ensure the continuity
of its research activities.  The concern  here, is to introduce
the techniques  that are most promising  in a rural environ-
ment, taking advantage  of existing development  projects
for improving  rural areas.
* ln a series  of high-quality publications,  which  are synthesised  rn "Jachire
en Afrique tropicale  - De la jachire  naturelle i la jachire am6lior6e -
le point des connaissances", published jointly by IRP/tohn  Libbey,
volume 2 of which was published in April 2001.
Fisheries
The Community  activities in fisheries co-operation  policy are
centered on poverty reduction  and sustainable  development.
Fisheries  in Lake Victoria play a vital economic  and social
role. An EU research project for managing the Lake's
resources  is now in its second phase of operation. lt will spend
€8.4 million on developing  an urgently  needed comprehen-
sive resource  management plan for the Lake, in co-ordination
with a regional  organisation  and other donors. This project
also aims to strengthen  the institutions rnvolved in fisheries
management in ACP countries. lt will foster regional co-ope-
ration and enable the development of fish typology and new
quality databases  for f ishery management.
The EC also has ongoing interventions in this field in the
Pacif ic, lndian Ocean, Southern and Western Africa and the
Caribbean. Another  priority area for Community  intervention
is the strengthening  of sanitary control  aspects in ACP coun-
tries. A new €30 million programme was launched  during
2000 and is expected to become operational  bv the end of
2001.
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THE ISTAND  REGION OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA
0ver 85% of the population of Papua New Guinea (PNG)
lives in rural areas where the land is owned by clans.
Seventy per cent of these areas, which are rich in natural
resources, are covered with forests.  ln order to make local
communities  more aware of the importance  of the sustai-
nable use of the country's forestry resources and at the
same time conserve areas of great biodiversity,  the govern-
ment started the 'lsland Region  Environmental  and Commu-
nity Development Programme'.(48)  The programme,  co-fun-
ded by the European Community, got under way in 1995,
with a budget  of €5 million for five years, focusing initially
on the island of New Britain.
The programme  has emphasised  support for small-scale
community initiatives. Small "walkabout  sawmills" have
been introduced, with production levels compatible with
sustainable  forestry management. These operate from six
regional offices in seven provinces. Over 25 such opera-
tions have been set up, and their success  is all the greater
inasmuch as they combine the dimension  of environmental
concern with a spirit of entrepreneurship.
An evaluation  of this project conducted  at the end of 2000
came to very positive conclusions. This initiative has
favoured the development  of community  forestry manage-
ment at the local level, which is making  a significant
contribution to the programme's  obiective  of sustainable
management.  Specific training for forestry  workers has
proved very fruitful.
This example, by demonstrating  that real alternatives exist
to deforestation  and the degrading of forests, has had a
multiplier effect in Papua New Guinea and the South
Pacific region.  In view of the immensity  of the task, a new
eco-forestry  programme (funded by EDF to the tune of €7.5
millions) has been added  to the initial programme for a five
year period. In particular, it should make it possible to
integrate training into regular programmes, to develop mar-
keting and gradually to transfer responsibilities  to local
organisations (local government organisations,  non-
governmental  organisations  and the private  sector).
2.6. Environment
Sustainable  development,  an essential  part of overall  deve-
lopment, is one of the Union's priorities. Basic strategies
include  protecting,  maximising the potential  of and safe-
guardrng natural resources, re-establishing  ecological
balances, and halting land and forest degradation.
The need for an integrated environmental policy, and the
impact of such a policy on vital questions such as self-suffi-
(48) lsland  Reg on Environmental  and Communtty  Deve opment  mProgramme.  IRECDP.
PRESERVING  CENTRAT AFRICAN ECOSYSTEMS
Gentral Africa possesses one of the world's richest eco-
systems in terms of biodiversity, including the world's
second  largest forest mass after the Amazon. The establi-
shed equilibrium  is under threat today from an inadequa-
tely controlled exploitation of timber resources  and of ani-
mal species, threatening them with extinction in the long
term. For this reason in 1992 the Central African countries
signed  the Convention on Biological  Diversity,  as well as
various international agreements,  which seeks to achieve
a sustainable  management of plant and animal resources.
Afso in 1992, six States (Cameroon, Gongo, Central African
Republic,  Gabon,  Equatorial  Guinea  and Sao Tom6 and
Principe), which are faced with common environmental
problems, launched the EC0FAC (Forest Ecosystems  in
Central Africa) programme.
With EU support, the first stages of the programme (1992-
2000)  have enabled most of the infrastructures  to be put in
place, and 28.000  sqkm to be managed and conserved.  In
association with the local populations, the first concrete
initiatives  have been launched  (rural development,  social
actions, eco-tourism, joint infrastructures,  etc.) together
with training, awareness-raising and research aimed at
increasing knowledge  of the region's  ecosystems.
ciency  and food security, has not escaped the Commission.
With this in mind, between 1985 and 2000, EDF f inancing
has supported  programmes in three main directions:
) environmental  policiesiinstitutional  support;
) biodiversity;
















When land gives  way to desert, this is sometimes the only solution.
ln all, 181 projects totalling  €244 million have been com-
mitted, 51 are still ongoing.
The dividing  up of support between  these different directions
seeks to balance sectoral,  political and institutional support,
as well as the in situ actions,  with the objectives  of conser-
vation and biodiversity.  Twenty-four  new projects amounting
to €63 million are being supported.
A global evaluation of the Community's environmental
actions between  1990 and 1995, which was published in
i998 together with more specific evaluations,  give a gene-
rally positive assessment  of the impact  and relevance  of
these projects  and programmes. The shortcomings  mentio-
ned are insufficient  integration  into consistent  national  poli-
cies, a still insuff icient appropriation  of the ensuing  benef  its
by the entities entitled to expect them, and a certain opera-
tional f ragmentation.
0n the other hand, the new commitments confirm  a trend
towards more substantial programmes, and support  for pro-
grammes integrating both sectoral  and/or institutional  sup-
port, and support for in situ conservation (see box) and rural
development.  The regional dimension takes on a particular
importance  in these two precise cases.
ForestMVlanagement  and exploitation
Between 1985 and 2000 the Commission's  "forestrv" stra-
tegy has focused on three ?r€ds:
) forestry policy  and suppolt to administrations:  Some thirty pro-
jects, worth around €44 million ,3O/o of which have still to be
committed;
) forest development:  Various actions, like the creation of forest
blocks,  and forest protection andlor improvement.  This cate-
gory contains  some 40 projects worth €144 million;
MANAGING Al{D CONSERVING UGAI{DA'S  FORESTS
Timber is scarce
Uganda  is running out of timber  resources. There is a clear
and urgent need for plantation-sourced  timber  to meet growing
demand. Biodiversig  conservation of key forest areas, sustai-
nable forest production, and the creation  of new sa$rl0g
resources,  are three key features of Uganda's new forest
management  programme,  designed to reduce the pressures on
its naturalforests.
A new Forest Resources  Management  and Gonservataon  Pro-
gramme  (FRM&CP) must find a way to co-ordinate the needs
of forest conseryataon with those of sustainable forest mana-
gement. lt must also involve the local communities who are
trying to make their living from forest resources,  and accom-
modate private sector developers  who run compensatory  tam-
ber plantations.
The FRM&CP will seek to contribute  to poverty alleviation
through  programme activities and the supply of goods and ser-
vices by forest areas to adjacent rural communities.
The programme will strengthen  the technical skills base of the
Forestry Department/ltlational  Forest  Authori$,  and will encou-
rage the private sector to participate  in the sustainable eco-
nomic management  of natural forests and the creation of tim-
ber plantations. lt will also promote efficient use of existing
sawlog resources  by pitsawyers  and sawmillers.
New standards and guidelines  will be formulated to ensure
that best practice is adopted which may allow forest  owners  in
Uganda  to obtain certification  for their forests, thereby gaining
access to international funds which are linked to certification
standards.
Under new management
In the long run the Forestry Department  is due to disappear,  to
be replaced  by a National  Forest Authority  (NFA) which will run
up to five of the new Forest Management  Areas covering  14
key districts with forests classified  as 'core' and 'prime'
conservation value. While the NFA is being set up, its EDF
funds will be used to meet the local staff costs in full for its first
year, but thereafter those costs will have to be taken up pro-
gressively by the NFA itself.
It is essential  to arrest deforestation  within the forest reseryes,
and improve  the management  of their conservation and sus-
tainable development.  There will be a sharper  focus than
before  on key forest areas. The proposals  for sustainable
management,  which could cover  up to 40 villages with a total
population  exceeding 20,000  people living in the area are
covered  by the new programme. The situation will be reviewed
every two years,  once the FRM&CP  has effectively started.
The total cost of this five-year  programme,  including  contin-
gencies  and an allowance  for inflation, is €13.17 million.
€12 million will come in the form of a grant from the 8th EDF







o) forestry services: The 12 specific projects, totalling €37
million, are almost entirely  committed.
In addition  to the various projects supported since 1985, f ive
new rnitiatives,  under the headrng "support for forestry  polt-
cies and institutions"  have been supported with around €23
million.  Added to the 14 earlier projects  of the same type'
this represents in all 19 projects with a value of €38 million
emanating from the EDF.
This evaluation  points to a three pronged approacn:
) a very clear reduction  of "development/reforestation"  type
actions;
) reduction of one-off "research" and "training/education"
activittes;
) refocusing on more sectoral, political and institutional sup-
port, with a view to promoting a more consistent and holtstic
aooroach  to the sub-sector.  Thrs approach  should permit the
better  design  and implementation  of major protectton, resto-
ration and sustainable exploitation  initiatives.
2.7. Transport and Infrastructures
Transport
The commission's  obiectives for co-operation  in the area of trans-
port  i nfrastructures  i nvolve:
) opening up of countries both internally and to the outside world;
) cutting transport  costs and passing recurrent  maintenance
costs to ACP countries;
) improving  competitiveness  by granting management licenses
(ports, airports and railways) and by using the private sector for
maintenance  work (road sector);
) modernisation  of national administrations through reforms  of
planning  and supervisory ministries (road sector)  and tutelary
authorities  (ports, airports,  rai lways).
As part of the national  development  strategies, actions  can take
the form of integrated  development  plans for nattonal  transport
sectors or regional programmes,  investment  projects (roads, rail-
ways, ports and airports) or institutional support'
ln most cases, these  are integrated development  projects, ranging
from institutional support to physical  investment.
For the road sector (one of the most voracious  in terms of sup-
port), the following  items merit particular  attention:
) more careful  control  of vehicles on the road, in padicular with
regard to authorized weights and dtmensions;
AN URBAN DEVELOPMENT  PROJECT  IN SOUTH  AFRICA:  THE
CASE OF CATO MANOR
Cato Manor is strategically  located seven  km away from the
city-centre  of Durban,  South Africa. lt covers an area of
2.000 hectares. For almost  a century, Cato Manor was a mel-
ting pot of Indian  and African cultures serving  as a buffel
zone between the city-centre  and the sulrounding black rural
communities.
In the early 1990s,  there was a general  move toward post-
apartheid  urban reconstruction  and reconciliation, and the
Cato Manor district was identified as a prime development
opportunity. After its creation in 1993, the Cato Manor Deve-
lopment  Association (CMDA)  secured  substantial develop-
ment funding from the EU, and also from local, provincial  and
central government. So far, it has invested about €50 mil-
lion. The EU concentrated  its actions  in four ?I€?s:
- providing key infrastructure  such as schools,  community
halls, a library, a health centre, new roads, and industrial
workshops for emerging businesses-  Most of these
construction  proiects have been completed;
- providing  small housing loans to finance easier access t0
housing. People were allowed to use these to build on addi-
tional rooms, or to top up their current housing loans;
- improving the employment prospects of Cato Manor resi-
dents by offering practical vocational  training courses t0
people. Twenty light-industry workshops  will be handed
over to local businessmen for their commercial  activities
providing  services and jobs. They also will receive  mana-
gement  training  and marketin$ support;
- training CMDA staff in their assignment duties, in order to
raise their outPut.
It should be possible to apply the solutions  found for Cato
Manor elsewhere. The European  Commission hopes that its
contribution will be a lasting reminder of the long{erm bene-
fits that come from finding the right response to the chal-
lenges of providing  equitable urban  growth in South Africa'











WAR CHILDREN  IN SIERRA  LEONE
The UNIGEF programme  for "Reintegrating
children  enrolled in the Sierra  Leone
armed forces into their communities"
seeks to look after and protect  over
10.000 "child soldiers", and to allow
them return to their families,  along with
other people separated from them by the
conflict . This initiative,  to which the EC
is giving €2 million,  is in response to the
Convention  on Children's Rights, and
other international  human  rights instru-
ments, in particular the provisions rela-
ting t0 enrolment into armed forces.
Through the child protection network,
UNICEF is supporting  several services
working towards this objective:  sear-
ching for missing persons and family reu-
nification,  temporary  emergency  care,
basic social services to communities  to
facilitate  reintegration,  psycho-social
assistance  for children within their fami-
lies, support for awareness-raising  cam-
paigns, mobilising communities  to the
need to protect  children, etc.
The project also provides support  of
various kinds to strengthen the capaci-
ties of the Ministry of Social Welfare,
Gender  and Ghildren's Affairs, as weil as
the pailicipating  NG0s.
) promotion  of, and support  for, SMEs and consulting enginee-
ring offices  in ACP countries;
) the creation of road databases:
) improving road user safety;
) limitation of undesirable  effects, in particular in the environ-
mental area, thanks to better development  and management
oractices.
Infrastructures
Infrastructures, which cover a wide range of systems  and
areas linked to several sectors of economic  activity,  are an
essential element of development.  Here we find:
) urban projects:  treatment  of solid and liquid waste, drinking
water provision, roads, public buildings;
) telecommunications  and information, including  satellite  tools
(meteorology, navigation assistance, etc.);
) energy, in its various forms (hydro-electric, thermal  and
renewable energies), including transport  and distribution;
) mining geological  and mining research, exploitation, aerial
surveys, cartography,  etc. ;
) water management inventorising  and managing water
resources, area management,  storage and distribution
i nfrastructu res.
2.8. Horizontal  policies
European  initiative for democracy  and human rights
Operations  in these regions are supporting potentially com-
plementary programmes and reinforcing initiatives  funded by
other development  co-operation  instruments, such as those
used in the national  indicative  programmes.  A budget  of € 18
649 000 has been made set aside for this purpose.
Here we find the global EIDHR  strategy of promoting the rule
of law and good public governance,  strengthening  civil society
organisations,  protecting minorities and vulnerable groups,
equality between men and women,  preventing conflicts, and
free and fair elections.
Human  Rights specialists
Human Rights are part of the body of law. They have their
own complexity and merit having their own specialists.
Twenty-six students from 14 African  countries are taking part
in a Master's in Human Rights and Democratisation pro-
gramme which is emphasising  a regional approach to training
in this area. The project brings together the Centre for
Human Rights of the University of Pretoria, Makerere  Uni-
versity (Uganda), the University  of the Western Cape and the
University  of Ghana. Students  f irst spend six months  at the
Centre for Human Rights in Pretoria where they attend lec-
tures by highly qualified teaching  staff. After this they divide
up between  four universities  taking part in the project,  where
they take courses, carry out placements  and write their dis-
sertations.
FREER ELECTIONS  I1.I SOUTHERN  AFRICA
Adapting constitutions,  legislation  and practice to demo-
cratic choice is the objective of a regional programme
organised by the EISA (Electoral  Institute of Southern
Africa). This project, which has received  €622.000 of
support,  sets out to strengthen  electoral  capacities  in
Southern  Africa. The SADC (Southern  Africa Development
Gommunity) electoral commissions  and civil society orga-
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Drugs
Caribhean: comhating  laundering
The Caribbean  Anti-Money Laundering Programme  (CALP)
began  at the end of 1999 and will last five years. lt is fun-
ded by the Community,  the United Kingdom and the United
States, and is the main element of the Barbados  Action Plan'
It responds  to precisely targeted objectives.
Since CALP  was launched,  all the countries  that are mem-
bers of CARIFORUM* have benef  ited from legal aid and help
in rntroducing laws against money laundering. Training  in
handling money laundering-related inquiries  and offences
has been given to several hundred  police and customs  offi-
cers and justice or interior ministry officials. Conferences
and seminars have been organised for staff in banks (in
national  and off-shore  contexts)  and other financial  organi-
sations, to help them to identify suspicious  financial  move-
ments and unusual commercial transactions.  Magistrates,
judges and officials from public prosecutors' offices have
also received  various kinds of legal training in this area'
The programme also allows CALP counsellors  to give direct
help during inquiries  on complex cases.
" Antigua  & Barbuda, the Bahamas,  Barbados,  Belize,  Dominica,  Dominican
Republic,  Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica,  St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia,
St Vincent  and the Grenadines,  Surinam,  Trinidad  & Tobago, European  Union.
Gender issues
As in any other region in the world, equality  of opportunity is
a major factor in EC assistance. A specif ic example funded
by the thematic  budget line "Gender"  is given in the box
bel0w.
REPUBIIC 0F GUINEA:  THE GIGED STRATEGY
To increase equal opportunity between  men and women,
the GIGED (Groupe Inter-Proiets  Genre et D6veloppement) is
systematically  integrating the "gender" approach in co-
opelation programmes and proiects between the Republic
of Guinea  and the EU.
In spite of its modest resources'(4s)  the pilot phase has
already made it possible, among other things, to set up a
human resources network with a central support team'
which is sensitising proiects to this obiective and engen-
dering suPPort actions.
The GIGED ll and lll proiects  are following the same
approach.  The most significant  impacts  are the validation
of the "gender" approach as a direction of development  at
the national level, the setting up of a network of national
capacities (institutions,  development  players) and the
implementation  of good practices.  The GIGED  strategy,  pio-
neered in Guinea, has since been applied in Madagascar'
CAPE VERDE ISLANDS: SOClAt  AND ECONOMIC  0BJECTIVES
A multi-annual  programme, started in 1997, aims at helping
vulnerable  families and accompanying  the process of libe-
ralisation in the food sector. Gommunity  aid is granted in the
form of currency facilities to support the balance 0f pay-
ments. The counterpart  funds generated  by the sale of the
currency  are targeted  on a small number of areas. In 1997
and 1998, support was given, in particular, to high labour-
intensive  programmes  (so-called "FAlM0s"), in order to
improve proiect viability at township level and the promo-
tion of income-generating  activities.
Since 1998, another element of the programme  has been to
restructure  EMPA  (a public company  for the supply and mar-
keting of basic food products)  with a view to its ptivatisa-
tion, which is one of the government's obiectives  for 2001'
Lastly, a financial contribution was made for minimum
social security pensions and to the Cape Verde lslands
Solidarity Institute between  1998 and 2000.
Food security
Ethiopia
The major food crisis experienced by Ethiopia mobilised
donors. BOO,0OO  tons of aid (more than half of it funded by
the EC) was brought in, mostly by the World Food Programme
(WFP), NGOs and the EuronAid co||ective. Interventions  by
ECHO (European  commission  Humanitarian  off ice) were tar-
geted on the Ogaden  area'
The contribution  to the food security programme,  which repre-
sented a srgnif icant share in global  EC assistance, responded
both to the urgency  of the crisis and to the need for long term
support in the field of food security.  The overall cost of this
action amounted to €40 million.
Initial direct aid made it possible  to fund 10,000 tons of
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Direct food aid is still
a necessity  in
countries such as
Ethiopia and Eritrea.
destined for the Ethiopian government's strategic  reserve.
This part of the programme also included support  for direc-
ting and controlling distribution  of this aid, to make sure it
reached the target groups.
The second part involved funding actions to support  food
security  and highly labour-intensive  work, to the tune of
€11 million. This initiative was aimed at Amhara and Tigray,
the two regions particularly  affected by the drought.
A further €1.5 million was earmarked  to assess the pro-
gramme  and to support  the country's institutional  capabili-
ties, particularly to formulate and revise national and regio-
nal food security  strategies in Ethiopia.
Eritrea
Ever srnce 1988, Eritrea has been facing a permanent  food
crisis caused by the armed conflict with Ethiopia  and worse-
ned by persistent droughts. In 2000, there were about
1.1 million displaced persons in the country.  Nearly twice
this number were in a situation of severe food insecurity.
To complete  the EDF support programme and the interven-
tions of ECHO and the WFP, the EU launched  a €15 million
food security programme, including a currency facility of
€10 million to help import produce. The counterpart  funds
(local currency funds derived from the sale of this hard
currency)  generated in this way will be earmarked for a
programme to support vulnerable groups. This programme
will target farming  (particularly  via land resources  and getting
farming going again) and social protection (contribution  to
the Eritrean Fund for Community  Development,  Health,  Edu-
cation and Water Supply).
Furthermore,  direct food aid of about 16,000 tons (€4 mil-
lion) will be granted to the government for distribution to dis-
placed persons  and people suffering from the drought.
Lastly, the programme includes  the funding of technical
assistance in situ and a feasibility  study to define the support
to be given to the food security information  system.
P0ST FL00D RECONSTRUGTI0N:  INTERVEi{|NG  WITH0UT
DELAY
Torrential rains and two cyclones, Eline and Hud?s, struck
Mozambique in March 2OOO, provoking  maior damage.
The government presented a Reconstruction  Programme in
which the Commission decided to participate  with
€67 million. Part of this contribution (€20 million) is
concentrated  in the province of Gaza. The objectives here
are very precise: protecting  the region from flooding of the
Limpopo River and restoring the urban roadways, water
networks and waste disposal  infrastructures  of the cities of
Xai Xai and Ghokwe.
Humanitarian  Aid
ECHO has been very active  in ACP countries  during the year.
The table below shows  the financial decisions on Humanita-
rian Aid for the region.
FII{ANCIAL DECISI(lNS F(lR HUMANITARIAN
AID BY REGl(ll{ IN 2t|t|tl (ECH(I)
AFRICA,














































2.9. European lnvestment Bank (E.l.B.)
The European Investment  Bank has financed ACP countries




The latest ACP-EU agreement  allows  regular  review of sup-
port strategies and therefore  allows flexibility including allo-
cation of resources which will be calculated on an assess-
ment of need and policy performance' lt is clear that the
partner countries should play a lead role and so Community
development  assistance will seek to place resources in their
hands. Larger  scale interventions should increase impact
and make co-operation with other donors  easier and more
effective. All of the EFDs can now be consolidated in one
clear programme  rather than parallel programmes  and ini-
tiatives. Finally assistance  will be decided in liaison with
actors at all levels of society in partner countries to avotd
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The 1994 Commission Communication  "Towards a New Asia
Strategy" covered the countries of South, South-East  and
North-East Asia. lt highlighted the rapid economic  changes
that had taken place in the region  over the previous  decades,
and argued for a guaranteed EU presence in the region that
would be effective and proactive, The key strategic objectives
in 1994 were:
) strengthening existing bilateral  relations;
) raising the EU's profile in Asia;
) supporting  regional co-operation  in the interests of oeace
and stability;
) supporting the conversion  of state economies  to free market
systems;
) ensuring open markets and a non-discriminatory  business
framework;
) working for sustainable development and poverty  alleviation
in the least prosperous  countries;
) encouraging the Asian region  to play a more prominent  role
in international  debate;
) ensuring a co-ordinated approach  across all EU Member
States in their relations with Asia.
After 1994, these objectives were refined  in further country-
specific and sector-oriented  strategies,  published in several
more targeted Communications.(srt  These were concerned
with formalising  the EU's relations with China, India, ASEAN
(the Association of South-East  Asian Nations), Indonesia, and
the process of Asia Europe Meetings (ASEM). The sectors of
energy and environment were also singled out for attention.
In 2000, the Commission undertook preparatory work to
update the EU's Asia strategy. A Communication entiiled
"Europe and Asia: A Strategic  Framework  for Enhanced part-
nerships",(52) outlining the main avenues of co-operation  for
the next decade  was to be adopted in 2001.
1. EC co-operation  with developing
countries in Asia
The European Community's co-operation  assistance to Asla
has been growing at a moderate pace over recent years, rising
from €363 million annually in 1991-1995 to an average  of
€438 million per year in 1996-2000.  The focus has changed
significantly. Today more than 80% of EC development  aid
earmarked  for Asia goes to low-income countries.  For the more
advanced countries in the region, new programmes for win-
)  win economic co-operation have been introduced that are par-
F ticularly attractive.  Taking  EC and Member State's aid activi-
= 
ties together, EU aid continues to account  for 3O%of the total
6 overseas development aid (ODA) flows to Asia.(53)  This is less
than Japan (51%) but well ahead  of the US (9%).
Priority fields for past co-operation  have included:  rural deve-
lopment; institutional  capacity building;  health and educa-
tion. In 2000, health  and education  were again the primary
focus of the EC's strategy in the fight against poverty.
Budget commitments  and spendang
All programmes for Asia spent close to their budget limits in
2000 (see table). Payment  credits for technical and financial
co-operation needed a special reinforcement of more than
€40 million during the year. Special attention was paid in
2000 to reducing delays in payment, with the result that the
Commission  services succeeded  in liquidating all payments
within the legal deadline of 60 days.
The significant  concentration of commitments in large pro-
grammes confirms the agreed trend to move from financing
small individual projects to supporting  large programmes,
particularly in social development  sectors such as health anq
education.  For instance, a single education  programme  in
lndia (€200 million) accounted for 65"/o of the entire allo-
cation of that portion of the 2000 budget.
Poverty  reduction - a priority
The main EU assistance in Asia has been focused on direct
poverty reduction  measures,  for example through  support  for
rural development, support for infrastructure  and institutiona
capacity building. The environment  sector has also received
support with substantial  programmes  devoted  to areas such as
forest protection, biodiversity  and environmental  technology.
The health and education sectors, which have recenily
become a targeted priority for our co-operation  in terms of
equity and quality of care, as well as enhanced education also
feature significantly in EU efforts aimed at poverty  reduction.
Priority  is given to the poorest populations,  and to the poorer
areas of developing countries,  with a view to supporting  eco-
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495.060 482.173  97%
The EC supports  human resource development  programmes
because it has found, from experience,  that this support is
essentral  to ensure  the sustainability of its projects.  The trai-
ning given to people in local communities is also useful to
officials in national  and local governments.
Work continued  on 56 projects  in 2000 for South  Asia,
South-East  Asia and China. Nine new projects (€101 million)
were started, and six new financing agreements were signed
for a total of €83 million).
2. Rural development
and Environment
) In rural development,  the focus is on raising levels of pro-
duction, both in quantity  and quality, and on improving
marketing capability. EC-supported projects often cover an
additronal  wide range of associated activities,  such as
health and education. For each project, right from the ini-
tial planning stage, the Commission  encourages  local
people to join in and thereby feel a sense of ownership.
Such joint responsibility  is also a sure way to improve pro-
ject success  rates.
332.542 323.361  97"/"
Large-scale projects have included the construction of
major canals for irrigation  and water supplies,  embank-
ments for coastal  protection, new rural roads and bridges.
Roads are crucial to remote rural populations, who need
them to get their agricultural  produce to market in good
time and to be reached themselves  by social services.
) In the environment sector,  the Commission supports the pro-
tection  and maintenance of tropical  forests. There are major
programmes  especially in Indonesia and the Philippines,
where natural resources are rapidly degrading. Other  projects
are helping to deal with industrial  and urban environmental
problems, where  increased  industrial  production and domes-
tic consumption  not only cause serious air and water pollu-
tion, but also contaminate the soil. The EC has a particularly
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AGRARIAN REFORM IN THE PHILIPPINES  TO REDUCE
POVERTY
The Philippine Government has adopted  CARP, a Compre-
hensive Agrarian  Reform Programme designed to increase
agricultural productivity  and improve farm income by trans-
ferring  around I million hectares of public and private agri-
cultural land to 4 300 000 landless farmers. To date, GARP
has distributed  approximately  60% of the land to over 3 mil-
lion farmers.
Adopting  a community-based approach, the government  also
provided  a package of support  services to the farmers  to
help them become successful  producers and entrepreneurs.
They include the provision of modern agricultural  techno-
logy, training, credit lines and marketing advice. This is
called the Agrarian  Reform  Community  (ARC) approach.
The EG became the first foreign donor to support a project
designed on the ARC model. In 1995 it started the Agrarian
Reform Support  Project which covers 63 ARGs in five
provinces. lt also provides  direct technical  assistance
for making land surveys to facilitate the land distribution
pr0cess.
This agrarian  reform model has been copied  by many other
donor-supported projects, including those funded by EU
Member States. The Department of Agrarian Reform is
using the lessons learned from their implementation  to
refine strategy,  to document  best practices, and to assess
their impact  on poverty.
The EG renewed  its commitment  to the agrarian reform in
2000 by signing a second project, due to start in mid-
2001. This will cover 50 ARCs in four provinces  in Muslim
Mindanao.
) the f ight against bribery, corruption and clientelism.
Examples  of programmes
Projects are being launched in Indonesia  to support good
governance (€i3.3 million), including a programme  provi-
ding institutional support to the Attorney General's Off ice.
In China, the EU-China Legal and Judicial co-operation  pro-
gramme (€9 million) is successfully underway and is being
implemented by the British Council. lt is a very demanding
project in terms of legal skills and experience.
Also underway is the EC-China training programme on Village
Governance. This €I4.7 million programme  rs designed  to
strengthen the capacity of Civil Affairs Departments  at all
levels with regard to implementing and popularising  the Vil-









Most projects in the rural development  and environmental
sectors  are managed  jointly by European technical assistance
experts  and local representatives. A project management unit
is usually set up within the main national department res-
ponsible  for the project. One benefit of this system is the
transfer  of management skills to the local authorities. Rural
development,  and forestry projects involving rural popula-
tions, usually require  long time spans to make any substan-
tial progress.  They often take longer than five years to com-
plete. After starting as local undertakings,  agricultural  pro-
jects are sometimes extended so that their economic  imoact
may be felt at regional  level. This has been particularly the
case with projects for controlling  disease in livestock, and
also the development of agricultural micro-projects.
3. Institutional  strengthening
Working to achieve transparent  and accountable  governance  in
Asia is at the top of the EU assistance agenda. The focus is on
developing  effective public and semi-public  institutional  admi-
nistratrons. Prrority has also been given to strengthening  the rule
of law and improving  access to justice, while guaranteeing  the
professionalism and independence of Asia's  judicial systems.  The
fight continues against bribery, corruption  and clientelism.
Specific  goals
In the area of Institutional Strengthening:
) the Development  of transparent, accountable and effective
governance and administration in all public  and semi-public
institutions;
) the Strengthening of the rule of law and improved access  to jus-
tice while guaranteeing the professionalism  and independence
of judicial systems;
By cooking on fuel efficient mud stoves,  these women help  preserve  their environment.
i10As i a 5 ;,llr-E
In Nepal, a renewable  energy  project (t €15 million) is plan-
ned, focused on the installation of photo-voltaic  systems  in
rural areas where no other source of energy is available.  This
project will involve the strengthening  and/or the creation of
institutions, centrally  as well as in rural areas, to monitor the
project at national and local levels
In Bhutan, a programming mission took place to define a pro-
ject which would be the second phase  of the project "Culti-
vation of Medicinal Plants for Traditional Medecine" which
ended in 1999. One of the main oblectives  of this new pro-
ject will be to consolidate on a long-term  basis the institutio-
nal structures  set up in Phase l.
4. Regional co-operation
Regional integration  and co-operation contribute to the inte-
gration of Asian countries  into the world economy and play a
decisive role in consolidating  peace  and preventing  conf lict.
They enable the countries  involved to face cross-border chal-
lenges in many f ields, including  the environment  and the use
and management  of natural  resources. In the light of its
experience and of the instruments  at its disposal, the EU is
in a position to support efforts in this direction  across the
Asian continent.
Specific goals
In the area of Regional  Co-operation and Integration:
) the development and strengthening of the capacities  of
regional  institutions -in South Asia principally  SAARC; in
South East Asia principally  ASEAN-  to promote regional co-
operatron and integration  in the areas of political, commer-
cial, economic and financial co-operation;
) the development and strengthening of the capacities  of
national  governments and parliaments  in matters of regio-
nal co-ooeration.
Examples  of programmes
A new regional programme  addressing  problems  of animal
disease  due to cross-border movements of livestock  is under
review for China, Vietnam and Laos, and a new programme in
India has been requested.
An integrated  pest management programme for cotton  crops
is in progress  in six Asian countries.  This programme, which
began in November 1999 and which will finish in 2005,  is
being implemented  by the FAO and funded by the EC (€12
million);  it is seeking a new approach to cotton production,
primarily  the problems of pesticides  used in cotton produc-
tion, and is examining  new requests for programme support
for Nepal and Bhutan.
Many Community  activities in Asia relate to reproductive  health.
5. Focus on the Social Sectors
5.1. Health
The current trends for EU co-operation  in the health sector in
Asia show a new emphasis on equity (access for the poor) and
quality of care. Priority  has been given to these trends when
developing health systems  and supporting sector reforms.
There is now a shift away from small projects to larger-scale
sector programmes which  also respect these values. The pro-
grammes  are increasingly being implemented in close co-
ordination with other donors (e.g. the World Bank) through
sector-wide  approaches.  In 2000 the EU global allocation
was €350 million.
Regional programmes have been set up to address  cross-bor-
der or common  problems,  e.g. vector-borne  disease, like the
Indochina Malaria  Control Programme (Laos, Cambodia,
Vietnam).
The Commission has responded  to international  develop-
ments  such as the UN Cairo/Cairo+5  process(5a) on suppor-
ting initiatives in the area of sexual and reproductive  health.
The Commission believes in a continuum  of oost-conflict
rehabilitation  towards  development.  In the case of East
Timor this has been achieved through a sector-wide approach
with other donors (World Bank, Portugal, AusAid,  Brazil, the
Japan International Co-operation  Agency), and in close co-
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Reproductive health campaigns  increasingly target the couple  as well as individual men and women.
The money is used by central,  state and district authorities  to
help them implement the new reformed system of Family
Welfare. As a result, health services  are now of better quality,
and are reaching  more people. The provision of a full range
of family welfare services s now cost-effective,  including
reproductive  and child health care. The process  is fully moni-
tored, and the feedback in 2000 is that progress is being
made towards achieving  the programme's goals.  For
example,  reform bodies  have been established, and several
implementation plans have been developed at state and dis-
trict level. Reform of the system of managing drug supplies
is continuing.
Bangladesh:  Support for Health and Population  Sector
Programme
The Health and Population Sector Programme  is a sector-
wide programme to improve the health status of the people
of Bangladesh, particularly  the poor. The purpose of the pro-
ject is to achieve a client-centred provision and appropriate
utilisation of essential health services, which requires
reform. The Bangladeshi Government will use the EC grant of
€70 million, together with other donor assistance, to bring in
necessary  reforms of the national health  sector.
South-East  Asia
Philippines: Women's health  and maternity issues
This project is part of the assistance  made available by a
consortium  of donors  to the Government of the Philippines  to
help improve and sustain health care and family conditions.
The EC is contributing €17 million, while the national contri-
bution is €2 million.  Particular  help is given to women living
in remote villages,  who benefit from improved access to
health services and education. Aided by the project, active
partnerships are being forged between local communities,
non-governmental  organisations,  local government  units and
the Health Department.  In 2001, a mid-term evaluation
concluded  that progress  was satisfactory:  some partnerships
have been established,  and much has been done to empower















Examples  of EU support
for health proiects
Asian region
Asia initiative for reproductive  health
The Asia Initiative covers Pakistan,  Nepal, Sri Lanka,  Ban-
gladesh, Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. This innovative  pro-
ject is designed  to embrace  the major recommendations from
the UN Cairo Population  Conference, by working to increase
the quality and accessibility of reproductive  and sexual
health  care in South and South-East  Asian countries. Sup-
port is given to non-profit private initiatives which work in
local communities  with the full involvement of the local
people. In 2000, an EC grant of €29.9 million was comple-
mented by a national contribution of €5.4 million.  The pro-
gramme is being implemented  in partnership with the United
Nations Population  Fund and a number of non-governmental
organisations. The mid-term  evaluation,  carried out in 2000,
concluded that progress  towards achieving the programme's
overal I objectives  is satisfactory.
South Asia
India: Support for Health and Family Welfare  sector
Supported  by the EC and other donors, the Indian Govern-
ment is carrying out a special investment  programme to
reform its Health  and Family Welfare sector.  The goal is to
improve both quality and accessibility of health services  in
lndia. The EC contribution in 2000 amounted to €200 mil-
lion, while India put forward €234 million.
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5.2. Education
Asia has the most important education portfolio  of all
regions. lt has the lion's share - about 34"k (nearly €600
million) - of the Commission's  total education budget com-
mitments  (over €1.75 billion). The average size of each of its
education programmes is also larger than anywhere else in
the world, €33 million, which can be compared  to €23.4
million in the Mediterranean  region and €8 million in the
ACP/Latin  America/European  (Tacis/Cards)  regions.  As part
of the f ight against poverty,  80% of the Asian education  port-
folio is dedicated to basic education.
The top EC priorities in Asia are the provision of basrc edu-
cation and the reformation  of the education  sector. oarticu-
larly to improve access  to, and the quality of available  edu-
cation  services. Working with NGOs is a commonly  used
approach, as is inviting the private sector in local communi-
ties to become  f ully involved.
) Basic education(s5)  is a main entry point for dealing with key
development  issues  such as poverty reduction  and sustai-
ned development.  In Asia, the focus is on providing quality
educational  services to disadvantaged  groups,  with parti-
cular attention to girls and young women. Indeed, expe-
rience has shown that investing  in the basic education  of
girls has succeeded better than any other sectoral policy to
reduce  fertility rates, and also to lower figures for both
maternal and infant mortality.
) Sector reform programmes are needed so that each national
education  sector can develop in an organised and structu-
red manner,  with due regard to the state of the national
economy. National governments  are encouraged  to take
over full ownership and responsibility  for implementing
these reform programmes.  The EC support  is usually closely
co-ordinated  with that of other donors, and works to meet
the same targets as those set by the governments  them-
selves. Care is taken to support relevant  public  sector
expenditure programmes that form part of an equitable,
well-balanced,  and acceptable  education  policy agenda.
) Access and quality  are issues now under the spotlight. There
has been a gradual shift away from supporting 'hardware'
(e.g. building schools, providing  equipment) to supporting
'software'(e.g. teacher training, improved teaching  and
learning materials, capacity-building). The EC approach  is,
however, flexible:  when the local situation  demands  that
buildings should be built, or repaired  and equipped, this
type of support is integrated in overall plans to improve
educational  quality and efficiency.
Education  programmes  in Asia are aimed essentially  at vulnerable  groups such as women and children
) Additional support through  local NGOs and private  operators  is
one way of maximising the impact of Commission  assis-
tance  in the education  sector.  Using NGO help can be very
useful to forge links and create synergy  between  the formal
and non-formal  education sectors.  Through  supporting
NGOs, the EC can direct its policy towards  strengthentng
the non-formal education  sector, particularly in those coun-
tries where NGOs already provide an important  share of













) Teacher training and education  in Pakistan - Second phase
The Aga Khan University  Institute for Educational  Develop-
ment has been supported  by the EC since 1993 in its
objective to help improve the quality,  effectiveness,  rele-
vance and outreach  of education  systems in Pakistan. The
EC is contributing  €10 million towards  the total project
cost of €22.8 million under the current  phase, which is
scheduled  for completion in mid 2OO7.
The funds are managed by the Institute for Educational
Development  (lED) based  at the Aga Khan University  (AKU)
in Karachi. The grant will be used to strengthen  human
resource  management  and the capacity of education insti-
tutes. The IED is working  with government,  private  and
NGO/community-based  educational systems.  lt is targeting
not only the education, but also the general  social welfare
needs, of individuals and communities who have failed to
benefit  from economic growth. This includes  people living in
remote rural areas, where it is particularly important to pro-
vide suitable education  for girls and to the poorest  villagers.
The IED will also support efforts made by its new graduate
teachers to introduce  educational  changes in the communi-
ties where they are teaching.
The education of girls
has reduced fertility
rates in the region.A^-:^ A5 lcl
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The following  people will receive  training
through the programm€: 1.200 visiting
teachers, 180 subject specialist teachers,
150 school heads, 150 education  officials,
and 180 Master of Education  students.
The IED is confident of reaching  these tar-
gets because, during its first phase (1992-
2000), all its planned activities reached
their intended  targets  on, or well ahead of ,
schedule. The actual number of students
considerably exceeded  initial targets, and
many programme  objectives were close to
being matched  inside one year of opera-
tion. For example,  40 teacher  training  pro-
grammes  produced I.I2I new teachers
(double the original target), with women
outnumbering men by two to one.
) Elementary  education for all in India
The EC is scheduled to have contributed €2OO million by
December  2OO7 to support  "the new national initiative
launched  by the Government of India for achieving  univer-
sal elementary education,  also known as Sarva  Shiksha
Abhiyan." which will be spending  €27 billion to provide
quality elementary education to all Indian children in the 6-
14 age group by the year 2OIO,  The SSA essentially groups
all existing elementary  education schemes  under one
umbrella, thereby ensuring consistency in the Indian
government's  funding and management of the elementary
education  sector as a whole.
In supporting  SSA, the EC is building on its longstanding
experience in school education  in India, having committed
€150 million in 1993 towards the District Primary Educa-
tion Programme. This has been remarkably  successful in
providing primary education to large numbers of f irst gene-
ration learners in the 6-11 age group, particularly to girls
and children from deprived communities.
lmplementing the major policies of the SSA will involve
some decentralisation  and community-based  planning.
Suitable new school curricula will have to be introduced,
and special  classes will have to be set up to cater for the
needs of the most deprived children. In areas where there
are no local schools, the programme  will provide  alternative
schooling facilities. Efforts will also be made to make the
idea of attending  school more attractive.
6. Economic co-operation
Economic co-operation  with Asia has the following aims:
) the promotion  of mutually beneficial business-to-business
co-operation;
)the raising of the profile of Europe in Asia, and of Asia in
Europe;
) the strengthening  of Europe's economic  presence in Asia;
and
) the assistance to countries  to def ine and implement
policies to improve their economic  environment  and
performance.
In practical terms the EC combines a horizontal or sector
specific approach  with a regional or country specific one,
whichever  serves  best for the targets to be achieved.
Asia lnvest
Started in late 1997, the current  phase of the Asia Invest
Programme  is due to expire in September 2002. Since it
started, 98 projects  have been financed with a total EC
contribution of €11.5 million. During 2000, 34 projects
were approved, with the EC contributing €4.93 million.
Asia Invest aims to promote  partnerships  between SMEs  in
the EU and in the developing  countries in Asia. lt provides
grants to co-f inance projects  initiated by non-profit  organisa-
tions which benefit groups  of companies. lt also organises
business meetings  between European and Asian companies,
briefs EU companies  on market access and investment
opportunities in Asia, and provides training to EU and Asian
compan  res.
Further  information: www.asia  i nvest.com
The EU countries directly involved in Asia Invest are Bel-
gium, Denmark, France,  Germany, ltaly, Luxembourg,  the
Netherlands,  Portugal, Spain,  Sweden and the UK. (")
(*) Asian partner  countries include countries  of South and South East Asia and
China,  excluding  Japan and Korea (North and South).
The ASEM Trust Fund  1
In response  to the financial crisis of the late 1990s in Asian
ASEM countries,  the ASEM Trust Fundl was set up in 1998
to provide technical  assistance  and relevant  training  to
governments.  The fund is administered by the World Bank,
and the EC contributed one-third  of the fund's total €45 mil-
lion. Available funds have been fully committed to individual
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1  Asia Invest
2  ASEM  Trust Fund  1
3  Asia lT&C
4  Asia Urbs
5  Asia Link
6  Asia Ecobest
Promotion of business Finding  business partners,
agreements and joint ventures  attracting new investment
ASEM countries




Asian countries  join the global
best practices and waste water management
The Trust Fund also supports the creation  and development  Europe  and Asia may be interconnected.  Help is also given to
of links between intermediary  organisations,  such as cham- improve understanding of European and Asian legislation.
bers of commerce or trade and industry  associations  in both  Nearly half of the 39 proposals  put forward in 2000 have
communications  technology  information society
Urban develooments Socio-econom  ic develooment
Co operation  in higher educatlon  East West inter university  inks
Transfer of EU environmental  Cleaner air, better water quality
been accepted;  the most popular areas of activity are agri-
culture and society. In 2000 an implementation agreement
was concluded between  Thailand and the European  Com-
mission.
the EU and Asia.
PROGRAMME  F()R TRANSITION
T(l A MARKET  ECONOMY  IN LAOS
Two projects have been helping the Lao People's Demo-
cratic Republic to develop a market-oriented  economy. The  EBICS: EUR0PEAN BUSINESS INF0RMATI0N  CENTRES
ASEAN  Support Project  has helped Laos to integrate  in the  European Business lnformation Gentres (EBlCs) are short-
ASEAI{ group, thus contributing  to the stability and security term projects  that assist Gouncils of EU Business Associa-
of the region. This 18-month programme started in January tions in Asia in building  up a resource and information  base
2000 and has already achieved many of its goals, inclu-  so as to increase the capacities  of EU and Asian small  and
ding successful training and study tours for Lao officials.  medium  enterprises (SMEs) to engage  in mutually beneficial
The Banking Training Project is intended to help the Lao  collaboration  for trade and investment. In 2000, EBIGs were
banking  sector to improve its capacity to give backing to  funded in India, Malaysia, the Philippines  and Sri-lanka.
private sector  initiatives.
Asia ITG achievements  in 2000
The aim of Asia ITC is to integrate  more countries in South
and South-East Asia into the global information  society. The
Programme Partners  (about 174 organisations)  are almost
equally distributed between  Asia and Europe.  About a f ifth of
the total co-financing  forecast of €9 million has already been
allocated. Co-financed  projects are limited in number and
may last up to three years. Some of them are for practical
demonstration  purposes,  showing  the different ways in which
Economic
co-operation  is
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Asia Urbs
Asia Urbs, launched  in February 1998, aims to strengthen
EU participation in the socio-economic development  of Asia.
€ 26 million of its EC budget of €30 million is earmarked for
co-funding projects and studies,  while €4 million is alloca-
ted to technical assistance.
During 2000, 12 projects  and five studies were approved,
leading  to the EC co-funding  grants of €5.4 million. The first
projects started up in August 2000. The programme  co-f unds
urban development projects and studies which have been
jointly submitted by EU and Asian local authorities.  The EC
grant per project (lasting a maximum  of two years) ranges
from €300.000  to €500.000;  the grant range per study is
€10.000 to €15.000 (maximum six months). The upper limit
of EC funding  is always limited  to 65% of the total budget.
Within the framework of the Programme, 62 European local
governments and 39 Asian local governments  have establi-
shed partnerships. In addition, 72 European  non-local
government actors (NGOs, private sector organisations,  aca-
demic institutions)  and 34 Asian non-local government
actors  are involved  in the partnerships. Further details are
given on the website www.asia-urbs.com.
ASIA-EcoBest
Asia-EcoBest  promotes  Eu ropea n envi ron menta  I best practices
and business  in Asia, operating through the autonomous Sin-
gapore-based  Regional Institute  of Environmental Technology
(RIET).  A wealth of EU knowledge  and experience  is placed  at
Asia's disposal  on environmental policies, standards, laws and
regulations, not forgetting training,  education and consultancy
rn best practice, clean treatment technologies  and clean indus-
trial processes. In this way, Asian countries are able to take the
shortest  routes to sustainable economic develooment.
During 2000, 46 projects in ten Asian countries were accep-
ted out of 81 requests for support from 43 Asian  and 38 Euro-
pean organisations.
In 2000, RIET and Asia EcoBest co-organised three confe-
rences in Asia on the themes of urban air quality, water and
waste water management  and eco-efficiency. Seventy com-
panies attended the business-matching event 'Envirocon-
nect' held in Kuala Lumpur  at the beginning  of May.
Bilateral Projects
Among the bilateral  projects we have selected  three
examples targeted  at enhancing  China's ability for economic
transition:
Business training in China
)The China-Europe  International  Business School  (CEIBS) is
providing high-level management training and help with the
transfer of international  management  expertise  to mana-
gers in China. This will further aid China's integration into
the world economy, and enhance its commercial  and indus-
trial links with the European Union. Following an indepen-
dent evaluation  of CEIBS, which pronounced  it a success
story, the EC will continue  to fund CEIBS  to train expatriate
management  and faculty staff, and support scholarships
and internships.
)The EU-GHINA Junior Managers  Programme was formally
launched in Beijing (its centre of operations) in autumn
2000 to train young and promising  European  managers
in the Chinese language  and business culture. This is done
through intensive Chinese language training courses,
seminars and workshops. There are also company visits or
internships within companies based  in China. A third intake
group has already  been selected: 35 young professionals
representing  13 EU countries.
) The EU-GHINA  programme  for the development of industrial
vocational training is designed to increase the skills of the
technical workforce  in China. Training is available  for wor-
kers and for the company and technical instructions  them-
selves, in a designated  centre. The f irst group of training
projects was organised in collaboration with 20 Sino-EU
Joint Venture companies  in China.  The first pilot projects










The EC is helping
China in its
economic transition.
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Higher education
Several Asian countries, such as China, Malaysia,  Pakistan
and Thailand,  are partners in European  Studies  Programmes
(ESPs), which the Commission continued to support in
2000. Bilateral studies programmes  such as these are impor-
tant for promoting  a better understanding  of the EU among
present  and future decision-makers in Asia, whether their
backgrounds are academic,  business or political. These pro-
grammes  are training future managers  in the beneficiary
countries,  therefore the end result will also enhance econo-
mic co-ooeration with the EU.
The study programmes themselves,  supported  with EC fun-
ding of around €15 million, take various forms.
) Postgraduate studies
The Asian Institute of Technology (AlT), based in Bangkok,
works to improve  economic, social and cultural relations
between  Europe and Asia. lt aims to reinforce European
presence in Asia, and vice versa. lts regional  Postgraduate
Technological  Studies Programme (PTS) has been recei-
ving EC support since it started in 1997, and during 2000
it received  €2.4 million.  In this programme, post-graduate
students  are exchanged between the AIT and a number of
universities  in EU Member States. The PTS f ive-year target
is to recruit 90 Asian and 90 European  exchange  students,
each holding a Bachelor's  Degree in an appropriate  field.
) New regional  and horizontal institutional  programmes
1. The ASEAN-EU University  Network  Programme (AUNP)
The AUNP which was agreed in January 2000 and due to
start during 2001 will promote university  partnerships  bet-
ween ASEAN  and European universities.  Joint projects will
also be encouraged and subsidised  in order to foster long-
term relations  between  these higher education  institutions.
The EC will be contributing €7 million.  The AUNP will be
managed  from Chulalongkorn  University in Bangkok, and is
expected to become operational  by the end of 2OOI.
2. The Asia-Link Programme
The Asia-Link  programme which was adopted  by the Com-
mission  in October 2000 will encourage and develop  net-
working links between higher education institutions  in
Europe and Asia. The programme will benefit a wide range
of people, from post-graduate students to tutors/professors,
principals  and education  managers,  working in Europe,
South Asia, South-East Asia and China.
Grants under Asia-Link  will be awarded for the implemen-
tation of co-operative projects proposed  by groupings of
higher education institutions  based in one Asian country
and in at least two different EU Member States. The EC will
contribute €40 million to this programme for the period
200I-2006, giving particular support  to the development
of human resources, of institutions  and systems,  and of
new curricula.
Culture
) The Asia-Europe  Foundation  (ASEF)  was established  in Sin-
gapore in 7997 in the framework of ASEM. lt aims to fos-
ter mutual understanding  between  Asia and Europe by pro-
moting exchanges between the civil societies. During
2000, the Commission continued  to support the ASEF with
€3.5 million.  ASEF has a wide range of activities in three
fields: intellectual exchange, people-to-people  exchange
and cultural exchange.
) In the framework  of the EU-lndia Economic Cross Cultural
Programme  (EIECP), new projects were launched which
brought the total number of EU-supported  projects to 35.
The EIECP was adooted in 1995 and aims to enhance exis-
ting cultural and economic  links between India and the EU.
However,  following certain management  difficulties  and
other problems that came to light in 2000, the entire pro-
gramme  is being evaluated  by external  consultants  with a
view to deciding  whether, and in what form, the programme
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7. Horizontal policies
Environment
As in every other region, the Environment  is a priority in Asia.
The specific thematic activities developed by the EC are
complementary  to the environmental  element usually present
in most of the programmes and projects.  We can find a good
example in Luang Prabang's humid areas  (Laos).
ECH0 (Emergency Humanitarian  Assistance)
Asian countries received just over 167" of total EU humani-
tarian assistance funds spent in 2000.
FI1{A1{CIAL DECISI(lNS F(lR HUMANITARIAI{
AID BY REGI(IN  11{ 2OOO (ECHO)
ASIA DECISIONS lN € Million
Afghanistan/
Pakistan/lran - Drought 9,500
Afghanistan - General 12,OI7
THE WETLANDS  OF TUANG  PRABANG
The town of Luang Prabang is on the UNESCO World Heri-
tage Register. With its numerous ponds and streams,  it is
one of the main cultural  and tourist attracts of Laos. The
wetlands,  which run through  the town like a green band,
permit aquaculture  and market gardening,  and stock some
of the rainwater, thereby limiting the risk of flooding during
the monsoon  season and contributing  towards water purifi-
cation  by naturalfiltering.  Regrettably, they are also pollu-
ted by domestic waste water, forming infected  zones.
The Association  for the Development and the Urban Deve-
lopment of the Chin0n  District  (ADUC), in collaboration  with
Heritage House* has reacted to this problem in several
ways. They drew up a programme  to enhance awareness in
the local population,  including the creation of an eco-
museum and operations in schools. A technical training
programme (waste water treatment  by lagooning, installa-
tion of sanitation  systems) and collection of scientific  data
have begun.
This project,  which will end at the beginning  of 2002,  is at
present  two-thirds completed and has already produced
tangible results. Sanitation  systems have been installed in
two pilot schools and 14 houses, two specialists are com-
pleting  their training and the eco-museum  should open
so0n.
The European  Union is contributing to this initiative to the
tune of €385,000 out of a total budget of over €560,000.
It should be noted that the local population,  who feel parti-




* office lor architecture,  urban  developnent  and the environnent  created by the










































Fishing is a traditional activity in the town of Luang Prabang.
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European  Initiative for Human Rights
In supporting the democratic  development of this vast conti-
nent, for which €7.607 million have been made available,
particular  emphasis  has been placed on China, East Timor,
the autonomous  region of Xinjiang, Hong Kong, Macao and
Inner Mongolia.  The abolition of the death penalty, human
freedoms (including  that of the press),  education  and human
rights training  as well as co-operation  with the High Com-
mission for Human Rights were all prioritised during 2000.
Parliamentary elections  were held in Sri Lanka on 10 Octo-
ber 2000, except in territories affected by f ighting or which
were under  the de facto control of the LTTE. To mark its suo-
port for the democratic  process, the European Union sent  a
European  observer  mission. During  the vottng, observers  were
deployed in 4OO polling  stations  in 22 districts of the city of
Jaffna. This mission, headed by MEP John Cushnahan,
enjoyed excellent  co-operation  with its Sri Lankan counter-
parts (public authorities, political parties,  election commis-
sioner, NGOs, etc.) during the campaign  and the election.
With €701 000 of funding,  the German  organisation  GTZ co-
ordinated the EU election monitoring  mission  in Sri Lanka.
The EU-China  dialogue has been a major forum of discussion
on human rights-related  questions.  The EIDHR has f inanced
two distinct projects  in the context of this dialogue:
) €7O,2OO  was granted  to the French Ministry of Foreign
Affairs for organising an EU-China legal seminar on human
rights which was held in Paris in December 2OOO.  Chinese
and European researchers, NGOs, trade unions and mem-
bers of the Council's  Human Rights working groups gathe-
red to examine  together the topic of workers' rights and cri-
minal justice.
) The University of Lisbon received  €203,300  to co-ordinate
the EU-China dialogue of May 2000. Dialogue topics were
the death penalty, China's ratification of the United
Nations  Pacts on civil and political rights and economic,
social and cultural rights, the princrple of equal rights for
men and women and the diff iculties confronting minority
gr0u ps.
Working with NG0s
The Commission gave assistance to boost NGO projects  pri-
marily in the f ields of health, education,  social development,
rural and agricultural development  (including  irrigatton and
clean water management). A few projects  involving good
governance, institutional  support and food security also
obtained some co-funding support. Overall,  €23.8 million
was committed  by the EC in support of 51 projects in 13
Asian countries  and regions.
Workers from a local NGO rebuild a house  destroyed during
tne war.
RESTORATION  AND DEVELOPMENT  OF HEATTH  SERVICES
IN EAST TIMOR
After the post-Ieferendum  violence in September 1999, the
people of East Timor were in a situation of acute humanita-
rian crisis. Health  services had completely broken  down.
Doctors  (mostly Indonesian) had fled the country, and health
facilities  had been destroyed. ECH0 responded immediately
to this humanitarian crisis by sending funds to the NG0s that
were providing  health services to the population.
At the end of the year, an international Donor Conference in
Tokyo created the Trust Fund for East Timor (TFET), to
which the EC gave €19 million.  In April 2000 the Commis-
sion was part of a joint donor mission which set up the
Health Sector Rehabilitation and Development Programme
(HSRDP) to provide immediate basic health services and
infrastructure, and to develop health policies for the newly
independent  country.
With access  to basic first-line health  services thus resto-
red, ECHO began a gradual  withdrawal in November  2000,














NGOs help Indian communities to manage
their natural resources  The Community
Management of Natural Resources
(CMNR)  project aims to improve the
living standards of people living in
deprived environments  in target areas of
the states of Gujarat,  Rajasthan  and
Madhya Pradesh in India, through  the
sustainable development of therr locar
natural resources. The project started in
1994 and is due to end in December
2OOI. The EC contribution for 2000 was
€14 million.
The Project is managed by the Aga Khan
Foundation,  which is a funding  umbrella
for the assistance given by two indepen-
dent NGOs: the N.M. Sadguru Water and
Development Foundation,  NMSWDF,  and
the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme
- 
(lndia), AKRSP(l).  Each NGO has its own
!  agenda  and working  method,  but both
F seek to give village communities greater
E control  over, and expertise in, the mana-
6 gement of their natural  resources.
The combined  achievements to date are substantial. In the
four states of central West India the quality of life has impro-
ved for more than 300,000 households  in over 1,OOO vil-
lages. Many are small and marginal  farmers, owning  farms
smaller than one hectare. Access to newly created sources  of
irrigation water has helped to double and even treble their
incomes,  and thereby 'distress migration'  has been greaily
reduced.  Soil and water conservation  measures have been
applied  to over 60.000 hectares of farmland. Villagers  have
planted nearly 50 million trees on private and government
land. 1.300 water-harvesting structures  have been built, irri-
gating almost 40.000 hectares  of land. Some 8,OOO bio-gas
plants have been installed in village households.
NMSWDF  has been working since 1974 with the tribal popu-
lation of the Panchmahals  district in Gujarat,  and in 1995
extended  its work into neighbouring  areas of Rajasthan  and
Madhya Pradesh States. The AKRSP(l),  set up in 1983,
works in the coastal Junagadh district, the drought-prone
Surendranagar, and the tribal areas of Bharuch district.
Inside these districts,  approximately  750.000  people  living
in 460 villages have been helped. AKRSP(l) has provided
drinking  water supplies to over 5.000 homes, not only to
cover a critical water  shortage  but also to try to reduce the
drudgery of women's work.
Under the CMNR, the villagers  have been organised into
around 1350 village-level  institutions, many of which are
now showing increasing signs of maturity  and independence.
Some of them have formed federations,  capable of assuming
some of the roles of their parent NGO. The village institutions
now have combined  financial  assets  of more than 12.5 mil-
lion rupees (equivalent  to €300.100). They supply agricul-
tural inputs worth more than 6.4 million rupees (nearly
€154.000) annually. The agricultural  produce of members
brought to market totals about 2.2 million rupees (some
€53.000) annually. Middlenren are cut out, so poorer far-
mers are able to earn higher  incomes.
India: NG0s against  Drug Adiction
Using substitution drugs, stopping  the exchange of needles,
getting treatment without delay, providing  treatment for
AIDS, adopting  preventive attrtudes to HIV: these are courses
of action being proposed  to drug addicts by a series of NGOs
working in major Indian cities. This "open" approach has
proved successful,  both on an individual  level and for larger
groups of drug users. Proof of the success of these efforts is
a certain  degree of loyalty that has been built up between  the
organisations and their "customers", who now stay in contact
longer with the organisations.  Apart from helping to reduce
the suffering of individuals, the NGOs offer them treatment
for drug addiction and support  for their rehabilitation which
rs, in the last analysis, to the benefit of society as a whole.
Thanks to these results,  six of these organisations  have also
helped to draft or to change government  policies  on the pre-
vention and treatment  of drug addiction. This is why they are
officially  allowed to administer drug substitution  methods.A^i-
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Since 1994, the EU has been funding  almost 20 NGOs invol-
ved in this approach. This support  is improving the operatio-
nal and adniinistrative capacities  of these organisations,  as
well as promoting  active local-level networking  and develo-
ping small businesses that can offer the target groups
concerned a way out of their addiction, and access  to viable
economic rehabilitation.
8. European Investment Bank (ElB)
The European Investment  Bank (ElB) participates  actively  in
EU co-operation policies worldwide and also in Asia. Through
its lending  policies it supports  projects of mutual economic
interest.  Funding  is provided by the budget of the European
Union and/or the Member States, and its aim is to optimise
the benef its accruing to benef  iciary populations.
ErB L0AilS T0 AS|A 11{ 2000 € MttUoN
lndonesia
(Extension of gas pipeline
from Sumatra,  including project
for export of gas to Singapore)
Bangladesh
(Construction  of cement
productron plant
near Chhatak, north east)
Thailand
(Construction  of complex






NGOs are playing a prominent  role in the treatment and
social rehabilitation of Indian  drug addtcts.
As indicated  in the introduction  on Asia, the Commission
first set out an overall framework for EU relations with Asian
countries in its 1994 Communication  "Towards a New Asia
Strategy".  The Commission  is due to adopt an updated stra-
tegy, taking into account key developments  in the intervening
years,  and establishing  a comprehensive strategic framework
for our relations  with Asia and its sub-regions  in the coming
decade.
Since 1994 our political dialogue  with key partners in the
region has intensified,  and our trade and investment rela-
tions have expanded (notwithstanding  the impact of the East
Asian Crisis).  There has been a modest growth in our deve-
lopment and economic co-operation with Asian countries.
Much remains to be done, for example in deepening and
broadening our political dialogue,  in enhancing  our bilateral
trade and investment  relations and strengthening  our co-ope-
ration in the WTO, and in ensuring that our aid programmes
in Asia can achieve their full potential.  However it appears































Growing ever closer by the
year, and u nderlined by
commercial opportu n ities
and shared econcmic and
political objectives, rela-
tions between the f uropean
U n ion and Latin America
are also taking the form of
co-operation  and develop-
ment projecis. Advancing
and protecting human
rights, promoting the infor-
mation society, f ighting
pcverty, and reducing social
and educational imba-
lances are just some of the
U n ion's priority c0ncerns
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The European  Union (both the Community and individual
Member States) is the largest provider of public bilateral  aid
to Latrn America. These relations have been focused, for
several  years,  on the economic,  political and cultural  levels.
This strategy towards the Latin American  sub-continent was
heralded  by the "Basic  Document  on the Relations  of the
European  Union with Latin America and the Caribbean",
which the Council approved  in 1994. Continuing this dia-
logue, a number  of priority directions were defined  in the
Communication  on the "Follow-up to the first summit  bet-
ween Latin America, the Caribbean  and the European
Uflion",rs6t adopted by the Commission in October 2000.
This document envisages three priority  areas of co-operation:
) promoting and protecting  Human Rights;
) promoting the information  society and;
) reducrng social imbalances;
) education  is also included tn these areas.
The way in which relations have developed between  the Euro-
pean Union and Latin America shows the pertinence of these
directions,(57)  in particular in the differentiated approach that
has been taken in order to reflect regional and national
specificities  on this heterogenous  sub-continent.  political
relationships  have become deeper, trade has increased,
European investments  have grown, and Community  co-
operation  has remained  at close to €500 million a vear in
commrtments  since 1996.
l.
EC co-operation  at a more global level reflects the priorities
that have been defined in a legal framework  that has been
established  for the entire region. Economic co-operation(5e) is
one of its instruments. At the same time the Commission
accords distinct sub-regional  priorities  for which specific ini-
tiatives can be developed under the existing institutional
agreements. In Central America,  co-operation  is directed
mainly at supporting  the strengthening  and consolidation  of
the rule of law, the modernisation  of public administrations,
social policy, the process of regional  integration  and the
insertion of this region into the global economy. In respect of
the Andean Community,  there are two priorities: supporting
institutional  reform and combating drugs. The co-operation
priorities between the EU and Mercosur, as well as with
Mexico and Chile, operate at the economic  and commercial
levels.
C0-0PERAT|0N  tN 2000
In 2000, the European Community signed a number of fra-
mework  co-operation agreements  with Latin American
countries and regional sub-groups  (Mexico,  Braztl, para-
guay, Uruguay,  Argentina and Chile/Central America, the
Andean  Community and Mercosur). Each of these agree-
ments  makes provision  for regular follow-up meetings - the
so-called "Mixed Gommiftees" - in which the Community
participates via the Commission and Member States. Sup-
port for regional integration comes  partly from the Mixed
Gommittees.  Specialist sub-committees  are also set up
when particular areas require it (co-operation, trade,
science and technology;.tsrr
The Commission's  co-operation activity takes the form of
implementing projects and programmes.  These are targe-
ted as a function of local situations and are carried out by
public bodies and by operators  from bodies which repre-
sent civil society. Whilst the problems  encountered  differ
enormously from one country to another, the priority objec-
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Examples of this are the conclusion of the free trade agreement
with Mexico,  after the adoption of the decision 2|2OOO  t00), th€
negotiations which took place in 2000 for introducing  an EU-
Mercosur  Association Agreement, and the renewal of the
Generalised  System of Preferences-Drugs  in favour of the
Andean and Central American countries, which is under
negotiation.  lt will need a WTO waiver.
Almost €229 million have been committed  for 29 actions
and projects of a regional  character involving either the entire
sub-conttnent  or the various regional groupings'  This budget
represents over half the financial commitments for 2000.
These projects ref lect the priorities  established  by the EC for
development  co-operation  activities:  trade and investment
policies, private sector competitiveness,  integration and
regional co-operation (including economic,  social and cross-
border  environmental  problems), etc.
REGI(|l{AL PR(lIECTS  _ GE(lGRAPHIC  DISTRIBUTI(lN
(lF THE C(lMMITMENTS





CENTRAT AMERICA  - "NO BORDERS''  PROJECT:
SATVADOR-HONDURAS
The El Salvador-Honduras border zones, with their particu-
larly conflict-laden  history, are home to particularly  destitute
populations.  In both countries there are some half a million
people living in extreme poverty. A bi-national  development
programme,  with €30 million of EG support, has helped sus-
tain Honduras  and El Salvador in the difficult process of nor-
malising their relations as neighbours.  This programme is
centred on three strategic directions, accepted by both
countries: the fight against poverty, decentralisation,
and regional integration  in CentralAmerica.  The pacification
and development initiatives have also made it possible
to attract national and foreign investment in the region,
thereby marking a further step towards economic and politi-
cal stabilisation. The two beneficiary countries have each
provided support of €6 million.
MERCOSUR - THE PILCOMAYO  BASIN
The Pilcomayo river, shared by Argentina, Bolivia and Para-
guay, has given its name t0 a Tri-National  Commission  that
is working to develop  this region. The process of opening up
t0 the outside world and economic growth have been stimu-
lated by a Master Plan, which has directed  and defined the
priorities and actions, as well as the necessary short  and
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A man boring a potable water well in a field near the El Salvador-Honduras  border zone.
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In 2000, the Commission accorded particular importance  to
co-operation  initiatives at the regional level, which make the
Community's  action  more effective  and contribute to the gra-
dual integration of the sub-regions.  The "No Borders" and
"Pilcomayo  Basin" projects, from two very different regions  -
clearly i I lustrate th is co-operation.
Commitments towards  the sub-continent  as a whole have run
to around €500 million  annually in recent  years, mainly in the
form of non-reimbursable aid, In 2000, the European  Com-
munity's  global co-operation effort towards Latin America
added up to some €429 million in 2000, representing 312
projects  financed out of 20 budget lines.
2. Economic co-operation
This co-operation, in a spirit of mutual interest,  seeks to
create and strengthen commercial and economic ties bet-
ween the EU and partner countries. In this area, initial prio-
rities are: setting up mechanisms for promoting  a stable and
57
312
dynamic world level system, then strengthening  national
financial systems  and developing specific programmes  which
can provide economic support to less developed countries.
These co-operation  programmes and projects will contribute
to development  in these countries by helping them streng-
then their institutional  capacities.  This is why economic  co-
operation  supports institutions  like Chambers of Commerce
which can contribute to opening up economies.  Similarly,
institutional support  is aimed at improving market regulation
and introducing industrial standards.  Annual commitments
out of the "economic  co-operation"  budget line amounted to
€70 million in 2000. Part of this co-operation takes the form
of horizontal programmes, with bottom-up strategies  which
seek to promote partnerships.  These very concrete pro-
grammes,  in response  to targeted  needs, are adapted to the
specific players. They are addressed at Europeans  and Latin
Americans who decide to work in synergy  because they share
common ambitions, technologies  or trades. The fact that the
ma.lority of the projects supported  by these co-operation  pro-
grammes are developed and carried  out by the participants























EC assistance  in Latin
America has followed
a regional approach.Lati n Ameri ca
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ALFA Programme
ALFA - Latin America  Academic  Training is a co-operation
programme  between European and Latin American higher
education institutions which want to work together on pro-
jects of common interest.  lts objectives are: increasing scien-
tif ic and technological  potential,  creating  knowledge  transfer
mechanisms and encouraging  exchanges, not only between
these two continents,  but also between  the various regions  of
Latrn America.
This co-operation  programme is network-based, with an
emphasis on three specif ic areas: engineering,  medicine  and
other health sciences, economics and sociology. The decen-
tralised  management  structure devolves a key role to civil
socrety players.  The programme, launched  in 1994,  entered
a second six-year phase in 1998. In phase  one the Commis-
sion supported  183 projects to the amount  of €8 million,  in
phase two it is backing 663 projects totalling €26 million.
2000 was devoted  to managing projects approved during
phase one.(6tt  Following a selection  round, 12 contracts  were
drawn up, representing €1 million in Commission  contribu-
tion and €752.000  of co-financing.
FOOD ENGINEERING
The opportunity to master food processing  - including qua-
lity criteria and engineering,  analysing the complex effects
of certain  treatments  on ploduct quality, learning new and
better performing techniques  was given to 16 students who
enrolled in a 3rd cycle training programme (food process
quality engineering), and was supported  by l2 scientific
institutions and co-ordinated by the University of Reading
under  the ALFA Programme.
In addition to acquiring technological skills, this mobility
experience is allowing students to network, create
contacts and pool experience, as well as immerse  them-
selves in another culture.  0n their return to their own coun-
tries, these young people will be transferring significant
amounts of know-how.
AL-INVEST Programme
Latin American  SMEs are lookrng to modernise, to open up
to new markets and to internationalise. European SMEs are
interested in the prospects  offered by the Lattn-American
market and are looking for partners  to help them penetrate it'
An example  of reciprocal  interests and shared benef its is AL-
INVEST,(62) a decentralised  co-operation  programme suppor-
ted by the Commission,  which helps arrange meetings  and
partnerships between  small enterprises of the two continents
ftrril.rt{lllr-'$]
in order to promote trade exchanges  and technological  trans-
fers. The result is a mutual  enlargement of markets and logis-
tical support in the regions where  they wish to invest. lts
resources are information, sectoral meetings,  creattng  one-
off , specif ic events and activities, and the CAS internet  sys-
tem (Computer Access SYstem).
STRAWBERRIES  UNDER  HIGH  SURVEILLANCE
At Buenos Aires, on the wings of the SIAI Mercosur  trade
fair, A[-INVEST organises a meeting  between latin-Ameri-
can and European  strawberry producers. One French SME is
on board, via Interco, an AL-INVEST network member  based
in Bordeaux. Very interested in gaining new contacts, its
senior management  travels to Mar del Plata (Argentina) and
Porto Alegre (Brazil) to iudge the harvests on the ground.
The trip ends with a test order. When the imported  fruit
fails to live up to all its promises,  a meeting  is organised
by AI-INVEST  at Agen (France) for the Brazilian  and French
companies,  plus the forwarding  agent, to discuss solutions'
Conclusion:  an exclusivity agreement t0 supply straw-
berries  during the winter, for three years' for a minimum of
€1 million ayeat. The Brazilian  forwarder  has been given
the task of transporting  the produce in optimal conditions  of
freshness.  Parallel  with this, it is decided to organise tech-
nical monitoring  of the part of production  earmarked for the
French  SME, via a European  consultancy  office and a Euro-
pean producer.  An initial technical  assistance mission is
organised in 0ctober 2000. This synergy of skills has borne

























Srgning  of one new contract,  27 amendments  to existing contracts,  approval of 172 execution  reports.  payment  of EUR  2.6 millions  on outstandlng  contracts'
AL-INVEST  (Latin America  Investment)  has  three component  pans, operators (cooPEco,  Eurocentres,  professional associations'  chambers  of commerce'  foundations,
consultants,  etc.),  SMEs  and the Technological  Inforrnation  Promotion  system  (TIPS) network.
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DEMOCRACY  IN THE TOWN
The new information technologies  can contribute  to a better
sharing of power through  local participation. E-democracy
is setting out to involve citizens in the management of their
cities by using new means  of communication.  Since 19g8,
network  no. 3 of the URB-AI programme, co-ordinated by
lssy-les-Moulineaux  (France), has been actively  discussing
the topic of "Democracy in the town" with around | 50 Euro-
pean and Latin-American  elected representatives*. These
activities are making it possible to combine, day by day, the
local and international  dimension of the city, by making glo-
balisation a springboard  towards exchanges of know-how
between local authorities  on the two continents.
These encounters have produced a number ofjoint projects.
The "lnternational  Observatory  of Local Democracy"  is
gathering  a wealth of ideas that will help develop  mecha-
nisms t0 promote participation in the public business of the
city. The aspirations  of every citizen for greater  control in
politics, for a high-quality  environment,  and for combating
economic exclusion, are other federating aspects of the
concept  of democracy  in the town which is illustrated  in
several other joint projects.  In this way, "Gonsultation  as a
model for strengthening  democracy  in the city" is introdu-
cing more active participation by means of consulting  and
collaborating  techniques  which should result in the intro-
duction of new decision-making  processes.
* Developing  lasting relationships between  locat authorities and exchanging
know-how  in a spirit of equity is the aim in particular  of networ(  n" 3, and
of the URB-AL progranne as a whole, which  has set out to be the driving
lorce for decentralised co-operation where towns becone agents of
international co-operation. ln the near future,  lssy-les-Moutineaux intends
to introduce an experiment  in participative  budgeting with the hetp of the
city of Belo  Horizonte  (Brazil).
AL-INVEST's  record  is impressive:1.79 events have been atten-
ded by no less than 300 chambers  of commerce  and industrial
associations  and 22,OOO  SM Es from the two regions. The resul-
ting business flow is an estimated €230 million  over four years
(1996-2000), including more than €60 million in direct
investment.  Total Community expenditure in achieving  this was
€40 million.
Speed and effectiveness  are key words at AL-INVEST.  Applica-
tions from the private sector are approved by the Commission
within two and a half months, with the aid contract signed  four
months later.
In 2000, 50 sectoral meetings were selected and contracted,
as well as five ARIEL  (Active  Research In Europe and Latin
America) actions, a specific instrument of the AL-INVEST
programme.
ATLAS Programme
The ATLAS programme  which was initiated by Eurochambres
(Association  of European Chambers of Commerce  and Industry)
seeks to improve ties between networks of the EU and Latin
American CCI's and to offer optimum  support to the economic
opportunities  that are developing, through  training and infor-
mation initiatives. ATLAS, which covers over 200 CCls from 15
Member  States and 18 Latin American countries, represents  a
total budget of €2.4 million, 75% of it financed by the EC, and
runs for two years (2001-2003).  The project proposes a series
of instruments  to facilitate  the transfer  of know-how and bench-
marking between these organisations:  twinnings, trainee place-
ment programmes,  managerial  refresher  courses,  etc.
@LlS Programme
@LlS - Alliance for an Information  Society(63) has been set up
to promote political dialogue between the two regions  and
exchanges  on questions of regulation and standardisation.  lts
strongest point is the opportunity given to non-profit  organisa-
tions in the two regions to present proposals  for pilot applica-
tions in four areas: local governance, health, education  and
social  exclusion.
URB-AL Programme
Big and small cities all face specifically  urban problems that
differ little from one continent to the next. Could  the solutions
found here - properly adapted and not just carbon-copied -
serve as a source of inspiration for others? How do we create
links between local entities, comply with good practices and
examples that have been launched  elsewhere,  analyse common
problems  together? The URB-AL  programme,  which is intended
to create links between  local authorities, brings together  around
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With a budget of €14 million, URB AL is organised into eight
thematic networks: drugs and towns; conservation of historic
urban  contexts; democracy in towns; the town as promoter of
economic development;  urban social policies;  urban environ-
ment; management and control of urbanisation,  and control
of urban mobility. Members of these networks identify com-
mon priorities  and discuss action instruments that could
respond  to the problems that are encountered.
Joint projects are developed and proposed  to the Commission
under the sponsorship of their respective  co-ordinators'
Some  f ifty such projects  have been co-financed.
Phase two of URB-AL was approved by the EC in December
2000. URB-AL ll will run for five years and have a budget of
€50 million (easily triple that of its predecessor)'
These very concrete programmes illustrate the Commission's
activity in the area of co-operation.  This co-operation  is not,
however,  limited solely to the economic  area but also encom-
passes frnancial  and technical co-operation.
3. Financial and technical
Go-operation
The aid measures that the Commission has allocated seek to
promote growth in ways that benef it the poorest sections  of the
population.  Recognrsed  as a key strategic tool, financial and
technical co-operation  was supported  to the tune of €159 mil-
lion in 2000. This co-operation which takes the form of pro-
jects carried out in sectors  where  Community atd can play an
imoortant role is directed mainly at the poorest  countries and
population sectors.  Most of the projects  covered  by this budget
line fall into the categories of peacekeeping activities, good
governance,  fighting poverty,  protecting the environment,  hel-
ping heavily  indebted countries,  improving river transport and
parl iamentary  co-oPeration'
lnfrastructure
As it is concrete and tangible, infrastructure  is probably the most
visible result of co-operation. lt gives physical  form to develop-
ment, but is not limited to visible structures' Strengthening  com-
munication networks helps overcome the isolation in which cer-
tain populations  live, as does improving  living conditions  for the
worst off, and facrlitating trade' Construction  and improvement
work - even when on a modest scale - can transform  the lives of
the inhabitants  of a whole village or district.
One such example  is the successful  Villa Europe Ko'ejn project
in Paraguay, which has received €955,000 from the EC.252
low-income  families  living in the suburbs  of Asuncion now own
a small house (50 m2, salubrious, and with solid walls and a
roof). General access to drinking water has changed the
hygiene  and health conditions - epidemics and diseases  have
fallen dramatically and some have even disappeared.  A school
has been built. Daily living conditions  have improved.
But infrastructure  can also play another, totally different role.
some  infrastructure  projects seek to protect local populattons
from natural catastrophes.  The city of Montero  f lood protection
project has been a beacon  project for the EU in Bolivia (more
than 80% of the total budget of €17 million came from the
EC). Over 50 kilometres of dikes have been built to protect a
number of townships against  the frequent f looding  of the Mon-
tero river, which used to directly  affect over 110 000 people'
15 hectares of agrrcultural  land have been recovered in the
process and roads and other communication  channels are no
longer subject to the unpredictability  of the waters'
Health
Even if income is very unequally  distributed  in Latin Ame-
rica, health indicators have improved in recent years, life
expectancy  has risen and the mortality rate of infants under
5 has continued  to drop. Whilst many problems remain, the
majority of the population has access to health care' The
priorities here are:
) improving  poorer people's access to health care;
) reforming health care systems in order to strengthen  their
general del iverY caPacitY;


















The  @LlS  programme  ts flgnt  now at the design stage. A decision  whether  or not to go ahead could  be made before the end of 2001'
By way of exampre, crulaz-:oroigsog6,  Ap"oyo ala  reforma oet sectorsatuo,  trltcl"gz-EtoolgeloSS/  Fortalecimiento  del sistema de salud, vENiBT-3100/97l101
Aoovo al sector hospitalario Caracas.
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CONGRETE  TRAINING PROGRAMMES
Students aged between l5 and 2g who come from modest
families  can choose between  courses in hotel services, far-
ming and food processing,  shoe and garment-making,
crafts, car repairs and commerce. This training is intended
to be practical, by placing young people  in real-life  situa-
tions. Training programmes are adapted to particular
regions, and directed at trades which  meet local production
needs, to avoid the youngsters  from migrating to the big
cities and abroad. This apprenticeship is being offered,
every year, to around 65 people, by the 11 Experimental
Vocational Training Centres  in the PASE (proyecto  de Apoyo
al Ajuste Social Estructural)  project in Northern peru. Set-
ting up and equipping the pilot project  cost €2 miilion.
Whilst instructors'  salaries  are set by the Education Minis-
try, the PASE centres retain their status of small self-mana-
ged centres seeking to be financially autonomous. The net-
work has been entrusted to a Spanish  NGO,  Fe y Alegria.
This experiment is an excellent  example of efficiency  and of
taking on board the needs of the local communities.  This
initiative will be copied across the country.
The European  Community  is contributing  significanfly to the
reform  of the health sector which  is under way in Latin Ameri-
can countries. The majority of the projects that the Commis_
sion supported in 2,000 lie in this area(64)  The Commission  also
provides  supplementary financing  for certain  projects suppor_
ted by other organisations, such as the Inter-American  Deve-
lopment  Bank and the World Bank. Two examples are given
below.
Bolivia:  Health care from A to Z
A vast programme to radically improve health conditions has
been introduced  in the provinces  of Potosi and Tarija. Studies
are being carried out, a health care plan defined in each
department, and drinking  water supply and waste removal  sys-
tems are being upgraded. One specific initiative  aims to
improve health care infrastructures  (hospitals  and dispensa-
ries) and equipment.  Training will be provided for both medi-
cal and hospital  administration  staffs. Access to medication
should be improved. Health and hygiene campaigns will also
be designed  for the general public, whose  involvement is vital
to this reform process.  The Union is contributing  €30 million
to this initiative.
Peru: Clean drinking  water for Lima
Peru experienced the ravages of cholera in the early 1990s.
The poorest  sectors of the population crowded  around the
major cities in deplorable  sanitary conditions, including the
edges  of the city of Lima,  were the first to be affected. The
disastrous situation in certain quarters  of the city, with the
constant threat of a new outbreak of the epidemic,  gave rise to
the "Drinking Water" project. The objective is to distribute
water  of good and controlled  quality, to people  who need it. In
order to reach this population,  some 330.000 inhabitants  in
292 urban zones - the project's promoters  opted to undertake
a large number of micro-projects.  250 such projects managed
a total network of 175 drinking water systems, involving 400
kilometres of piping, 204 storage  reservoirs, 102 pumps and
5,000 water collection points. This original  approach, for
which the EC provided  €7.8 million, is an interesting example
of introducing  an improvement scheme in conditions  where  a
conventional approach would have been impossible.
Education
A major factor of sustainable growth  is an appropriate,  effec-
tive educational system. Education counts for much in impro-
ving productivity,  which in turn allows growth rates to increase
and inequality to be reduced. Despite real progress in facilita-
ting access to primary education  in Latin America, the poorer
parts of society  continue to experience  diff iculty in gaining
access  to secondary and, in particular, university  education.
Throughout the region there is a need to reform educational
systems and to target educational resources better. In addition
to horizontal regional programmes  such as ALFA, Commission
projects  directed at the educational sector  take account of
local situations.  These  projects have very concrete objectives;
like the PASE project in Peru, a successful  initiative in the

















many projects  in
the region.
ThemanagementofthegeographicbUdget|ineSWitha||thirdcoUntr|eSisnowgroupedinaS|ng|ed.]partment'TheemphasisplacedontheSateg}
is expressed in the guidellnes  contained  in Regulation  (ECJ975E9  of 29 April 1999.  Two large  iew progrurre.  have been initiated  in Cotombra: thl Andean  Human  Rights
restructurlng  carried out, since the beginning  of 2000,  in the Human  Rights and  Democratisation  serior.
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CONSERVATION  OF THE BRAZILIAN FOREST*
An ambitious pilot programme  for forest conservation in
Brazil (PPG7) was launched in the early 1990s. For its pro-
moters, "conserving" the forest means both protecting  and
promotlng  the sustainable development  of the regions in
question - in other words promoting  the needs of the pre-
sent generation without  compromising  those of generations
to come.
The RESEX  project is one of the main components  - and
also one of the most successful - 0f the PPGT programme.
The aim is to support the "extractive  reservations" which
the Brazilian govetnment  set up ten 0r s0 years ago and
which are very special ecological  aleas. The native com-
munities  living in them receive long-term  land leases and
are authorised to use the natural resources  in exchange for
managing  them in a healthy manner. Since 1995, four such
reservations  have been home to 107 "base units" of l'718
famif ies. }ver 70/o of these have formed associations t0
manage their communities'needs.  The ecologicaland  eco-
nomic results of this initiative are impressive, as the
figures show. 0ver 8,000  people have attended more than
670 information  sessions. Household income has risen
from 396 Brazilian reals (BRL) ayeat before the proiect to
BRL 2,800 iust four years later, higher than that ol7OY" ot
the population of the region of North Brazil. 2.16 million
hectares are now under surveillance  and control. Inside
the reservations, the deforestation  rate has remained under
I % (the authorised  standard  is 10%) and has been redu-
ced considerably  in the surrounding  areas*.
€550,000 have been invested in "utilisation and growth
plans" which have gained the support of the various com-
munities  inside the reservations.  Databases  have been
created  of environmental,  social,  economic  and biophysi-
cal information,  whilst an environmental  monitoring  system
(including cartographic data) within the reservations has
been developed and implemented. €1.6 million have been
used, much of it for the management and structural impro-
vement for the National Gentre for the Sustainable Deve-
lopment  of Traditional Populations  (GNPT) and the Btazi'
I ian Environmental Institute  (IBAMA). Trai ning programmes
and logistical support for the regional offices have also
been provided,  as well as support for the various paltner-
ships essential  to the success of the proiect.
* prognnne  ppET  has benefiad  lron a gtobal  gnnt ot US$ 330 nillion  for
phase one, part of it altocated to the Wortd Ban|'s Rain Forest Trust Fand'
The European  Connission  has provided€70 nillion since the proganne
was launched,  the second  largest contribution after Gernany  (135 nillion).
The other nain fund providers are the llnited  Kingdon Q3 nillioil and the
Itnited  States  (10 miltion). Phase one of the RESEr proiect (1995'2000)
benefited  from a €5 nittion contribution tron the EC under  the tropical
lorest budget tine.  The EC will probably  contribute  €7 nillion  to phase two.
Environment and TroPical  Forests
Combating  poverty necessarily goes hand in hand with envi-
ronmental objectives and the strategies introduced for the
general welfare of the populace.  Recent years  have therefore
seen increased  attention  to the protection of the environ-
ment, with the safeguarding of natural  resources  and sustai-
nable development  now an underlying  feature of all Commu-
nity programmes.  Many projects in this sector focus on the
interaction of human  activities and the environment in the
Amazon region. Financing  is both from specific budget lines,
and from general environmental  protection lines.
Equatorial Amazonia, a project completed in 2000 with
€7 million of EC support,  has made it possible  to contain the
negative effects of oil drilling  activities, in particular in pro-
tected zones. A clean and inexpensive technique for decon-
taminatrng hydrocarbon-polluted  sotls was developed in co-
operation with the oil companies  involved. An environmental
laboratory  and a monitoring and control system  have been
put in place. This action is all the more effective for having
been undertaken together with the oil companies,
leading to a positive change of attitude by them towards
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Human Rights and Democratisation
Since the Treaty of Amsterdam,  the Union now possesses  a
significant legal framework for promoting  human rights in its
external  policy.  This advance allows the Community  to sup-
port the activities of international  and regional organisations
and NGOs. A commitment  of €14 million has been made
available for consolidating  the process  of democratisation  in
Latin America.(65)  In this way the Commission  is encouraging
the strengthening and development of a responsible civil
society and at the same time supporting  vulnerable  groups.
Two examples provide good illustrations of this approach:
ANCHORING  DEMOCRACY  IN ECUADOR
The High Commission  for Human Rights has decided to sup-
port the Ecuadorian government  in implementing  an Ecua-
dorian national  action plan on human rights. This objective
enjoys support of €373,500.  The HCHR provides educatio-
nal and training activities.  lt will also participate in efforts
to strengthen the position of the ombudsman.
OBSERVERS  IN PERU
In Peru,42  people have taken part in an election observa-
tion mission.  This action has received  €2 million of sup-
port for overseeing  media coverage  of the election period
and educating  citizens in the electoral process and in
making voting choices.
Rehabilitation  and reconstruction
Resources have been focused here mostly  on Central  Ame-
rica, and in particular the countries  struck by hurricane
Mitch (Guatemala,  Honduras, Nicaragua,  El Salvador).
The vast Central  America Regional  Reconstruction Pro-
gramme (CARRP)  is receiving financial support  from the EC.
An initial financial commitment  of €82 million (out of a total
appropriation of €250 million) was signed at the start of
2OOO. An initial call for proposals in the context of local ini-
tiatives was launched in September  2000, and several
advance notices of service contracts were published in the
final quarter of the year.
In December 2000, the Commission  adopted a second
financial commitment decision in the context  of CARRP,  of
€44 million.
H0NDURAS: AFTER MITCH
The Community programme in Honduras is directed at the
poorest producers,  in line with the priorities and aid condi-
tions defined by the government's  Maestro plan, introduced
in the wake of hurricane Mitch (1998). The food security
programme consists of three action plans:
I Access  to financing and credit. This programme,  which
has been up and running since 1996, provides direct
funding to local rural credit institutions  for loans to small
farmers wanting  to buy production  factors;
2 Access to land and the strengthening  of land law. Since
2000 this has taken the form of a programme which pro-
motes a participative  approach by local populations in
co-operation  with local and national  authorities;
3 Development and marketing  of farm products.  Here tech-
nology transfer  and vocational  training are helping to
boost small producers'  profit margins.
A general  emphasis is placed  on participation by the bene-
ficiary populations,  in order to neutralise  the potential
dependency effects of donor-initiated projects.
Gender
lmproving  the status of women and encouraging equality of
the sexes is important, not only in absolute terms,  but also as
a contributing element to general economic and social deve-
lopment. The Commission  is placing a particular emphasis
on women's  role in the development  process.
Eliminating disparities  between women and men is one
important aspect  of all projects supported by the Commis-
sion. For this reason all projects  financed in Latin America
take the "gender" dimension into account in def ining their
objectives  and activities.
PANAMA:  FOR EOUAIITY
"Women's  Otfices" have been set up in various  public ins-
titutions, work has begun on improving teachers' aware-
ness of the gender question,  support  has been provided to
women's  organisations,  and the integration of women into
trade unions has been facilitated.  These are the initial
results of the "Women and Development" National  plan
which has been developed  in Panama,  and which the EC is
supporting  with €9.800.000.  This programme aims to
rebalance  the situation of men and women at both socio-
cultural and economic  and political levels. After a certain
number of start-up difficulties, it is now running  smoothly.
(www. proigua ldad.com)
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MEXIG0: INTEGRATI0N 0F F0RMER GUATEMALAN
REFUGEES
The project aims to support the definitive integration  of
former Guatemalan  refugees in the states of Campeche,
Ouintana  Roo and Ghiapas  in Mexico.
In April 2000, Andres Jimenez Andres and Pablo fuan
Miguel, president and treasurer respectively of the rural
production company Manos Unidas para el Progreso  (Santo
Domingo  Keste), presented their 101 partners with a posi-
tive economic  report for the second consecutive  year. The
sale of I .710 tons of water melons, harvested over 57 hec-
tares, brought in an overall 2.231.655  pesos.
Everything  began in 1982 when groups of Guatemalans
fleeing  the war ended up in the Chiapas  forests in Mexico.
Two years later (for security reasons but also in order to
facilitate distribution of humanitarian  aid) they were dis-
placed by the Mexican authorities to the plains of Cam-
peche where they became self-sufficient. In 1996, with the
signing of peace in Guatemala,  many of these refugees
wanted to remain in Mexico, where their children were
born and grew up. Early in 1997 the EG and the Mexican
government implemented a programme  to support their
integration.  This project, which is based on co-responsibi-
lig and co-management,  aims to strengthen  those micro-
regional development processes that can promote the inte-
gration  of the one-time  refugees. lt is supporting  agricultu-
ral income  creation, vocational training,  development  aid
to small businesses,  along with socio-cultural  initiatives
(social organisation,  consultation, promotion  of the Mayan
identity, improving basic infrastructures, etc.). The posi-
tive results of this proiect have encouraged the EC and the
Mexican government  to support the second phase of the
initiative.  This definitive  integration support  proiect is
aimed at consolidating the progress  already made in the
states of Campeche  and Ouintana Roo and at extending the
programme  to the state of Chiapas, where the socio-politi-
cal problems  are more difficult. This new initiative pro-
vides for a Community contribution of €5.5 million. lt will
benefit 53.000 people (24.000  of them of Guatemalan ori-
gin and 29.000 Mexican)  across more than 150 local com-
munities.
Refugees  and displaced  Persons
In terms of aid to refugees  and displaced  persons, 2000  was
devoted to defining the multi-annual  programme 2000-
2004, with a budget of €16 million. This programme
consists of three national components  (Mexico, Nicaragua,
Guatemala)  and a regional  technical  co-ordination compo-
psll.{oo) In Central America,  where most of the crisis situa-
tions have stabilised, projects focus in particular  on the inte-
gration or return of displaced  populations.  There were no new
budget commitments in 2000.
This little girl was born in Mexico.  Like many Guatemalan  refugees, she may now choose  to stay or
return home.
Humanitarian  Aid (ECH0)
The Community  f inances operations to provide humanitarian
aid to the victims of the countries touched  by disasters,  both
natural and man-made.  This help which is directed towards
populations in distress is supplied both in kind and in the
form of services.  The year 2000 was a difficult period for
Latin America due to conflicts and natural disasters. The
Commission has provided support to the most affected  popu-
lations.  This aid is detailed below:
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The term "food insecurity" has been adopted  by the Council
in a regulation  which def ines the current legal framework  of
the Commission's "food security" programme, and which
makes food security  part of sustainable development and
poverty  reduction  policies. Food security can now be approa-
ched in its totality: supply,  demand and crisis prevention.  In
2000, €36 million was committed for food aid in Latin Ame-
rica. The programmes carried out in Bolivia and Honduras
can be cited as examples.
Bolivia:  the municinalities
The EC has been intervening in Bolivia since 1995, with
direct support for the government's food security aid pro-
gramme. This programme finances  actions targeted at muni-
cipalities  (twothirds of the budget)  and departmental pre-
fectures (one quarter of the f inancing), as well as assisting
rural development.  The Commission is providing technical
assistance for the programme plus funding for actions  in 78
municipalities (out of a total of 3).4) selected on the basis of
poverty criteria.  Traditional  beneficiaries of these interven-
tions are farm production, rural infrastructure development
(in particular  country roads) and training and technical assis-
tance in both agricultural  and non-agricultural sectors. In
2000, micro credits were included in the range of aid ins-
truments. A major innovation of the present programme  is
the lead role given to municipalities and NGOs in carrying out
the local projects and in access to financial resources.
Drugs Programme
Fighting the plague of drug trafficking  and consumption is
now a major EU action priority.  To do so, the Union has adop-
ted a global strategy in the form of Anti-Drug Action Plans.{67)
The programmes  the Community  supports seek to respond  to
a problem that is increasingly affecting both urban and rural
populations.  The European  Commission has also drafted
political instructions to accompany the proposed regulation
renewing preferential  trading arrangements with, in particu-
lar, Andean  and Central American countries which benefit
from the Drugs GSP. One such country is Bolivia, which can
therefore  export over 90% of its products to the European
market with special privileges or total exemptions  from cus-
tom duty.
ON THE COCAINE  TRAIT
The Gommission  is financing  prevention projects in nine
countries (total  budget= €2 million). In the Andean coun-
tries, it is supporting  several initiatives to prevent money-
laundering  and monitor the source  of funds and harmonise
legislation.  lt has recently begun helping the Venezuelan
government set up a national drugs observatory,  for which
it has provided €2 million.  In Golombia, the EG is seeking
a significant role in the peace process, to which it is contri-
buting through alternative programmes (€30 million out 0f
a total of €105 million).
5. Relations with maior European
and international institutions
Collaboration  between the Commission  and the major inter-
national  co-operation  institutions  is more advanced in Latin
America  than elsewhere in the world. These partner  institu-
tions complement European  co-operation  policy  by contribu-
ting to the f unding of projects of mutual interest, to the f ight
against poverty and to strengthening  democracy.
European  Investment Bank (ElB)
With framework  agreements  signed with 15 countries, the
EIB contributes as a prime European actor in the region to
financing  investment projects of mutual interest to the EU
and Latin American  countries. lt comolements  the Commis-
sion's activities and has provided financial support, in parti-
cular, to the manufacturing,  telecommunications,  energy,
water provision, waste removal and transportation  sectors. In
2000, €400 million worth of loans were signed for opera-
tions in Argentina, Brazil and Mexico.
Inter-American  Development Bank (lDB)
The European Commission  and the IDB collaborate  actively
in development  co-operation  in Latin America,  sharing  ideas
on economic  and social development  in this region and wor-
king together to achieve a better co-ordination of services.
The Commission is actively supporting a number of IDB-
chaired country advisory groups (Colombia,  El Salvador,
Guatemala,  Honduras and Nicaragua), along with the regio-
nal advisory group for Central American  reconstruction.  The
advisory group meetings  have achieved their objective  of co-
ordinating the activities of international donors in these
countries. Since I977 Ihe Commission  has contributed
€57 million to the IDB's financial operations,  both by f inan-
cing various operations  and via trust funds managed by the
lDB. Currently,  the Commission  is providing  funding to two
large IDB-administered trusts: the special technical  assis-
tance fund (€4 million),  which funds national  experts from
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EU member  countries carrying out preparatory  studies for
IDB projects, and the special SME fund (€15 million), which
finances  micro credit operations  up to €540.000. A Memo-
randum of Understanding  signed by the Commission and the
IDB provides a framework for deepening  and concentrating
their present collaboration, in particular in the fields of
democratic consolidation, poverty  reduction, social equity,
regional integration  and lT development.
World Bank
ln July 2000 the EC agreed  to contribute to the Trust Fund
attached  to the Highly Indebted Poor Countries  (HIPC)  ini-
tiative, managed by the World Bank and directed at Asian
and Latin American  countries. 0f its €54 million contribu-
tion, €45 million has been earmarked for reducing the debt
of Latin American countries  like Bolivia,  Honduras and Nica-
ragua. The EC is actively supporting  the development of stra-
tegy documents for reducing  poverty in countries which
benefit from the HIPC programme.
United States  Agency
for International  Development (USAID)
The EC is working alongside USAID in the context of the New
Transatlantic  Agenda  (NTA)  and a Joint Action Plan. Regular
contacts exist in areas of shared tnterest like developing
the private sector, strengthening  institutional capacities,
assisting democratic  institutions,  Human Rights and decen-
tralisation.
A study on the evolution  of development  problems in Central
America  has been undertaken  by the Hamburg  Institute for
lbero-American  Studies and Inter American Dialogue  in
Washington,  DC. This analysis, which was very well received
by USAID, features  a model for regional  economic integra-
tion, with proposals  for strengthening democratic  institu-
tions, for progress towards customs and monetary union, and
for the reform of the tax and budget systems  of the countries
in the region.
0rganisation  0f American States (0AS)
During 2000, those EU Member States with permanent
observer  status in the OAS met monthly to discuss problems
of interest with the Union  and to dialogue with senior  OAS
officials. ln June 2000,  an initial consultation  examined the
possibility  of achieving a framework co-operation  agreement
between  the EU and the 0AS on election monitoring.
6. Perspectives
The oriorities established  at the Rio Summit  in June 1999
have been integrated  into the Commission's  strategies for the
various countries  and regions, as well as into its co-operation
programming,  in line with the constraints  and objectives spe-
cific to this area. The objectives  of the strategic  partnership
remain the same: strengthening relations between the two
regions, whose  growing interdependence  justtfies the search
for common  responses  to global challenges.
The Commission's  co-operation  policy is aimed at expanding
trade and knowledge of each other's cultures.  This reciprocal
recognition  offers a solid basis from which economic co-ope-
ration and regional  integration programmes, financial aid to
disadvantaged  populations,  and efforts to boost the educa-
tion and high technology  sector, all of which will be suppor-
ted from Community  budgets, can take shape.
The Commission's efforts are also being concentrated on
ways of increasing the effectiveness  of the sectoral  pro-
grammes  in a longer-term  perspective  (for example through
multi-annual planning),  defined in agreement with the bene-
ficiary countries.
Reform of management  systems,  with devolvement  of res-
ponsibility towards  local Commission  Delegations,  has been
set in motion  with the aim of increasing  performance within
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Flnancial tables
Breakdown  by instrument of development  assistance  financed
on the European Development  Fund (EDF) in the year 2000
Amounts in M€ Total Managed by EuropeAid Managed by other DG's
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NotesAnnex
The EuropeAid Co-operation Office
was created on 1 January 2441. The
former Common Service for External
Relations had prior to that date
already effected certain reforms in
the main areas of the European
Commission's  management of its
external assistance  programmes.
During 2000, the SCR made signif i-
cant advances on several important
issues. A brief description cf these
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1 . Evaluation activities
Like other major donors of external assistance, the Commis-
sion is careful to ensure that all evaluations  of its external
co-operation programmes  are carried out impartially. The
Evaluation Unit is therefore clearly separated  from all the
operational and policy services that use its findings  to
improve the quality of these assistance programmes.
During  the spring 2000 reorganisation of external operations,
the Commission decided  on a major repositioning  of its eva-
luation function  to strengthen its independence  and to
ensure its f indings  are used more effectively. The Governing
Board of the new EuropeAid  Co-operation  Office took over
responsibility  for the evaluation service in January 2001. The
Board sets the evaluation  service's work programme and
encourages the other services to consider its f indings care-
f ully and, based on these, take all necessary  actions. ln addi-
tion to the usual policy-level  analysis of major sectors, cross-
cutting themes, instruments and country programmes,  the
European  Commission's programming process  and 'policy
mix' are also about to be evaluated.
Four major reports, together with an over:all synthesis report,
were submitted to the Council in 1999 and were extensively
debated.  These reports  related  to the activities of the ALA,
MED, ACP and Humanitarian Aid programmes  carried out
between 1995 and 1999.
1.1. Evaluation findings of 2000
The major evaluations  completed in 2000 are listed below.
They can be grouped into four main areas:
) human rights and democracy;
) aid via civil society organisations  (by means of decentrali-
sed co-operation  and co-financing  with NGOs;
) country  programmes and strategies;
) Phare sectoral  programmes.(68)
In some cases, representatives  of EU Member  States were
included in the country  strategy evaluation  teams.  This was
generally  arranged after the start of the evaluation process,
therefore they cannot be considered  truly joint evaluations.
Nonetheless, this experience demonstrated  that it might be
useful to conduct joint evaluations  in the future where and
when appropriate.
1.2. General  evaluation comments
Proglammes and projects:  While general policies, in areas such
as human rights and food security, were found to be up to date
and relevant, the way they were translated into programmes and
projects  often led to confusion.  In some cases programmes  did
not take all relevant policy areas into account;  in other cases
unclear  or inappropriate  government  policies  and strategies  led
to poor identification  of suitable projects.
Partnership and co-ordinati0n:  This was often found to be weak.
Findings  suggested there was insuff icient co-ordination  bet-
ween governments and donors, or indicated that the focus of
individual  donors on their own priorities sometimes hampered
the transition to sustainable  develooment  (as in the case of
Mozambique), and prevented the provision of effective  donor
support to governments  (as in the case of Papua  New Guinea
and the Dominican  Republic).  Management committees with
EU Member  States generally  failed to improve their two-way co-
ordination and seemed  unable  to ensure that actions taken on
both sides - with regard to food aid or food security  - were pro-
perly co-ordinated.
lmplementation and management:  All projects suffered from
insufficient Commission staffing. ln some cases it was quite
severe - human rights issues for example. With resources  so
scarce, the proper management  of projects  was deemed  impos-
sible. This problem was found to be further compounded  by
delays in decision-making and implementation. The responsibi-
lity for this lay with the Management  Committees  as well as with
the Commission's lumbering  implementation  procedures  (this
despite  the fact that some bureaucratic measures  were imposed
on the Commission). The findings concluded that in order to
improve the delivery  and quality of assistance,  European Com-
mission  delegations  should urgently be reinforced.
Negative  results of reorganisation:  lt has to be admitted that the
1998 reorganisation  of the Commission's  external services
made  matters  worse in two ways:
) it did not always  make clear to staff adapting to new duties
what were their responsibilities and what were those of their
colleagues;
) it severely handicapped  the provision of external assistance  by
failing to resolve  certain f undamental  staff ing problems which
came on top of the conf usion and delay created  by the stream-
lining of procedures.
Wrong priorities: The excessive emphasis placed  on the correct
execution  of procedures  and financial  operations  often came at
the expense of the speedy  delivery of assistance  and the
demonstration of sensitivity to local needs.  Evaluations  recom-
mended  that the European Commission  become more Dreoccu-
pied with the achievement  of results.
r46 (68) ResponsibllityforevaluationinthecontextofthePhareprogrammewastransferredtotheDirectorateforEnlargementinJuly2000Annex














A team of European experts visit the PROLINO project in the Dominrcan  Republic.  The findings of their mission formed the basis of their
project evaluation  report.
EVALUATIONS  C()MPLETED  IN 2OOO
PHARE  *
Phare - Posts  and telecommunications
Phare - Social  sector & labour market
Phare  - Transport sector
Phare  - Agriculture sector
Phare - Programmes in support of Small/Medium
Enterprises (SME)
TACIS
Country programme in the Russian Federation
Supply of agricultural products to Russia
Tacis - Customs  programme
Country  strategy - Azerbaiian
Country  strategy - Moldova
Nuclear safety
Tacis - Lien programme
Tacis - lnterstate  programme in environment
Tacis - Inogate Programme
Joint programmes between the EC and the Council  of
Europe
ACP
Human rights (ACP countries)
Decentralised  co-operation  (ACP countries)
EU assistance  to ACP banana producers
Global authorisations  for technical assistance
Country Strategy - Papua  New Guinea
Country strategy - Senegal
Country strategy - Dominican  Republic  1996-2000
Country strategy - Mozambique  1996-2000
Co-operation  in the mining  sector and Sysmin
Cross-Border Initiative (CBl) (Southern Africa)




Country strategy - Nicaragua
Microfinance in Bangladesh
MULTI-REGION
Cofinancing  with NGOs
AIDS/demography budgetl ines
Fight against  drugs
Food security
* Evaluation  function for PHARE  was transferred to DG Enlargement  in luly 2000.Annex
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1.3. Country  strategy  evaluations
Civilsociety Involvement: Civil society was found to be generally
under-represented in European  Commission programmes,
despite the fact that this recently improved  in a number  of
countries.
Povefty-related issues: Though  the European  Commission's
handling of issues related to poverty  is improving, evaluations
found this issue still needed  much work.
Institutional  issues: The issue of good governance  was found to
have grown in importance, claiming  much more European
Commission  attention.
Capacity-building:  This aspect of external assistance pro-
grammes was considered very poor. Evaluations revealed an
insufficient focus on developing good, locally owned policies
and relevant key institutions. lt did, in some cases,  find evi-
dence of existing local structures being duplicated or bypassed.
1.4. Using evaluation principles
Since 1987, a series of Council Conclusions and a European
Parliament Resolution have set out a list of practices to follow
in the conduct of evaluations. These, as well as the pertinent
actions taken during 2000, are listed below.
Project  Cycle Management (PCM)  system: This system is based
on the Logical Framework planning tool for project design,
monitoring and evaluation. Since 1993 it has been gradually
incoroorated into Commission practices. The Evaluation Unit
updated  this system at the end of 2000. The number of Exter-
nal Relations staff given the PCM training course has in the
space of ayear risen from 750 to 1.300 (this number includes
counterpart  staff in developing  countries  as well as consul-
tants). Thiscourse  has played a key part in the reform  and reor-
ganisation of the External Relations services.  A short training
course in project-level  evaluation  developed for Commission
staff and their counterparts  in partner countries,  is now also
being given.
Ensuring extensive  evaluation  c0v€Izgs: The country,  sectoral,
regional  and thematic  coverage of evaluations is now satisfac-
torily comprehensive - as demonstrated  by the list of 2000
evaluations,  and its 2Oo/" coverage of the Phare 2000 pro-
gramme. The EuropeAid  Co-operation  Office, with interim
assistance  from the Evaluation Unit, will introduce a universal
new monitoring system during the year 2001. The new system
will greatly increase  the flow of information  to management,
thus helping to improve  the very targeting and quality  of eva-
luations.
Exchanging  evaluation results with Member  States and others:
Three meetings  were held with counterpart services  in the
Member  States to discuss  current and recently  completed eva-
luations and propose new ones. Some first steps were taken  to
plan joint evaluations based on the '3Cs' - Co-ordination,  Com-
plementarity and Coherence. The exchange of results with
other donors continued  as usual through the OECD/DAC Wor-
king Party on Evaluation.
Publishing  evaluation  findings and maintaining  a database:  The
full texts of all evaluation  reports and their short summaries
commissioned  by the Evaluation  Unit since 1998 (they  are
made by specialised external consultants) can be found under
the Evaluation heading on the EuropeAid  Co-operation  Office
website. The Evaluation Unit also maintains a database of
Commission-funded evaluation reports  made on individual pro-
jects.
lnvolvement  of local stakeholders:  When evaluations are olan-
ned, key local stakeholders are consulted,  especially at natio-
nal and local government  levels. This is done during field visits,
which are a standard part of each study, and also during the
comment stage of draft reports. Discussion  is encouraged  with
civil society  organisations  and ultimate  beneficiaries, wherever
practicable. The use of local consultants in evaluation  teams is
strongly  recommended  when tendering and contracting for eva-
luation work, Ways of further developing these practices have
been examined,  in particular with the ACP Secretariat,  and
these have been incorporated in new operational  guidelines for
eva luation.
Preparing new programfi€S:  A programme  currently  in prepara-
tion will list all policy-level evaluations (covering sectors and
themes) as well as all evaluations of the'policv mix'and the
programmrng  process.
Feedback:  the Interservices Quality  Support  Group (IOSG) - This is
a new group that was created by the May 2000 Communica-
tion on the progressive  harmonisation and improvement in the
quality  of programming work. This Communication was based
on relevant evaluation findings. At the end of 2000 arrange-
ments were made to transfer  to EuropeAid the project-level
QSG that was set up by the Directorate-General  for Develop-
ment in 1998. Unfortunately,  at the time of reporting,  this
transfer is not yet complete. This is partly due to the fact that
the process will from now on be applied to projects and pro-
grammes in all regions  instead  of just those carried out in ACP
countries. Furthermore,  allowances should be made for the
time required to set up evaluation arrangements  for pro-
grammes which have hitherto not been subjected  to quality
controls.
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Additional measures:  These measures should helo all Com-
missioners  dealing  with External  Relations make decisions
on the programme of evaluations  and ensure they receive
proper  feedback. They include:
The'fiche  contradictoire'mechanism:  This f iche will set out on
paper the recommendations  made on the basis of the eva-
luation findings and the reaction to these of the services
concerned. This will allow the Evaluation Unit to inform Com-
missioners of recommended changes  that have been agreed,
or others  that are being resisted. lt is hoped these fiches will
help resolve differences  so that instructrons  regarding  poli-
cies, working  methods and resources can be issued. lt will
also point out which  specif ic corrective  measures  could  sub-
sequently  be evaluated.
Regular reportingr  The evaluation service is to report regularly
to the Commissioners on its major evaluation  f indings. lt will
also present six-monthly summarres on new and emerging
trends.
Annual reporting:  As requested by the Council in October
2000, the Evaluation  unit will also produce  regular annual
re ports.
All the above measures  taken together  will enhance the
authority,  independence  and transparency  of the Commis-
sion's Evaluation Service in the f ield of external co-operation,
and also increase its ability to bring about change. As a lear-
ning organisation, it willfind its place in the vanguard  of best
donor practice.
2.Harmonisation  0f contract award
procedures
There have been signif icant developments  in the harmonisa-
tion of contract award  procedures.  The Manual  of Instruc-
tions adopted by the Commission  in 1999 was developed
this year with two Practical  Guides,  one covering the pre-pro-
grammes (Phare,  ISPA, Sapard), and the other covering all
external aid programmes  except the EDF.
These Practical  Guides set out the ooerational  detail neces-
sary to award contracts  for services, construction  work, sup-
plies and grants. They contain  all the standard forms neces-
sary for launching calls for proposals  and calls for tender pro-
cedures,  as well as the corresponding  standard contracts.
Special rules concerning nuclear safety, applicable  in the
NlS, were issued by the Commission on 6 September 2000.
A special framework contract - AMS/451 - which covers
short-term assistance, lasting less than twelve months  and
using budgets of less than €200 000 has also been establi-
shed. lt can be used in 12 different  sectors in any country
receivi ng externa I assistance.
Finally,  there is also now a standard agreement for use with
international organisations,  modelled  on the standard  fxter-
nal Relations grant contract  and the UN standard framework
agreements. lt can be used for any international  organisation,
whatever the European Union programme  used for funding,
apart from the development  banks and the international  orga-
nisations (FAO, UNESCO) with which the Community has
already negotiated specif ic framework  agreements.
All of these  documents  can be found under the Procedures
head ing of the EuropeAid  Co-operation  0ff ice website
(europa.eu.  i nt/comm/europea  id).
Some figures
In 2000, the SCR handled:
) more than 30.000 payments totalling €4.3 billion;
) commitments  totalling €7.7 billion;
) 3.000 calls for tender;
) more than 8.000 contracts  or addenda to existing
contracts.
Statistics show that, in its first seven months of operation,
300 missions were contracted  under the AMS/451  short-
term contract procedure, representing  about €23 million.
The number of consultations  of EC notices published  on
the Website - both calls for tender and calls for proposals  -
jumped  from 789 in 1999 to 2192 in 2000.
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EXTERNAT AUDITS IN 2OOO
NEARTY 3OO AUDIT REPORTS CARRIED ()UT IN 2OOO
ASIA - TATIN  AMERICA  - MEDITERRANEAN  COUNTRIES
Audits ordered in 1998 and carried out in 2000:
Audits ordered in 1999 and carried out in 2000:
Audits ordered in 1998 and being finalised:
Audits ordered in 2000 and
currently being carried out:
MEDA
Audits ordered in 1999 and carried out in 2000:  5
Audits ordered in 2000 and carried out in 2000=  37
Audits ordered in 2000 and
to be carried out in 2001:  25
EASTERN  EUROPE EXCEPT THE APPLICANT C()UNTRIES
Audits ordered in 1999 and carried out in 2000:
Audits ordered in 2000 and carried out in 2000:
Audits ordered in 1999 and being finalised:
NG0s
Audits ordered in 2000 and carried out in 2000:
ACP COUNTRIES
3. External Aid and 'RAf
3.1. RAt vs Backlog
The concept of RAL (reste d liquider)  has recently been
8  widely discussed.  lt has often been wrongly interpreted  as an
32  overall backlog. Technically  speaking. RAL :;tands for the
15  amount  of outstanding  commitments. In arithmetical terms,
it is the sum of all amounts committed in the previous bud-
14  getary  years,  minus the total amounts disbursed and de-com-
mitted.
RAL exists because of the budgetary concepts' embedded  in
the Financial  Regulation applicable  to the Eurcpean Union's
budget, which provides  for two types of appropriations for
actions that run over from one budgetary year into another:
) commitment appropriations, setting annual limits for the
commitments  which will be entered  into with third parties,
and
t0
;  ) payments appropriations,  which are meant to cover each year
z
2 
any foreseen disbursements  to these third parties.
For EDF funding, a similar concept  of 'outstanding  amounts'
can be defined  as: the difference  between  the amount of 'pri-
mary commitments'-  which set an upper limit to what can
be contracted and spent on a given programme - and the
amounts already disbursed.
lnevitably  there wrll always be a number of outstanding  com-
mitments,  but only some of them represent  er real backlog.
The others are amounts that have been committed for actions
that are actually running according to a tirned schedule
which is different for each project type or programme funded
by the Union.
Although a signif icant proportion of the amounts still out-
standing  is in reality neither old nor dormant  (-,777"), all com-
mitments classif ied as 'old' or 'dormant' will continue to be
subject to regular monitoring.
3.2. How RAL evolved during 2000
In 1999, the tendency of the global  RAL to stabilise  had
already been observed, and this was confirmed in 2000. In
absolute terms, the RAL for external aid f inancr:d  through the
Union's  budget has only grown by €713 million in 2000, the
smallest increase  since 1990. A comoarison with 1990 also
shows that this RAL increase is in line with tl're evolution  of
the amounts committed (1990 values multiplied  by 3.3).
Audits initiated in 2000
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For EDF, the signif icant increase  of the global  RAL (up €2.2
billion) is an automatic  consequence of the huge increase in
amounts committed  after the adootion  of the 8'h EDF.
Two soecif ic areas of concern remain:
) 0ld commitments  (with a life span of more than five
years), and
) "Dormant" commitments (budgetary  commitments for
which no disbursements  had been made in the past two
years).iun)
Both criteria  were taken as indicators showing up actions
that had either fallen behind schedule  or were perhaps
already fully paid off . Such RAL are regarded as potentially
'abnormal' and have been subject to special review.  Some
signif icani results have already  been achieved  on commit-
ments dating back to before 1995 - the number of old com-
mitments  still open has been halved, and the amounts outs-
tanding  reduced by 34%.
4.Transparency  and the Web
The new EuropeAid  Co-operation  Office's prime concern is
transparency  of activities  and management  practices. This
was already the case of the former  SCR and of all the Com-
mission's other External Relations services.
The Office's Website (taking over from the former SCR) is a
central source of information for potential partners  or just
people interested  in what the European  Commission does in
the f ield of external assistance. The website will soon contain
progress reports on the implementation of EU aid pro-
grammes.
The site contains the full details of contract procedures,
together with all the documentation  pertaining  to these:
application forms, standard contracts, procurement  notices,
calls for proposals and so on so. These documents  can be
downloaded from the site by interested  parties such as com-
panies, NGOs,  local authorities etc.
The EuropeAid site also contains  f inal evaluation  reports on
programmes and projects  carried  out with EC funding, and
will soon provide information  on projects still under way.
In addition  to the new EuropeAid  Co-operation Off ice website
a new Web Portal common to all External Relations services
"The EuroDean Union in the World"  was launched in 2000. lt
covers all external activities  of the European  Commission and
can be seen as a gateway to all sectors, including country
profiles. lt is planned to further develop this portal in the
near future.European  Commission
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